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ABSTRACT

This thesis developed a robust electronic interface package for the Naval

Postgraduate School (NPS) Middle Ultraviolet Spectrograph (MUSTANG)

experiment. The MUSTANG instrument was designed to observe atmospheric

emissions in the 1800A to 3400A wavelength region. MUSTANG has flown

along with a Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) instrument on a NASA sounding

rocket experiment, and is scheduled to fly on two more sounding rockets prior to

integration on an Air Force satellite. Data from these experiments will test a

new technique for measuring global ionospheric electron densities on a real-time

basis. The electronic interface links the MUSTANG instrument with the Aydin

Vector MMP-600 Series Pulse Code Modulation Encoder in the sounding rocket

telemetry section. Analog data from MUSTANG is digitized and buffered in the

electronic interface to support asynchronous transfer to telemetry. Digitized

MUSTANG data is telemetered to a ground station during rocket flight. This

electronic interface circuit was thoroughly tested during payload integration with

NASA. Ground Support Equipment (GSE) was extensively revised to support

the MUSTANG instrument during laboratory calibration and launch site testing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The MUSTANG instrument was developed at the Naval Postgraduate School

in response to a research requirement for defense environmental satellites put

forth by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Reference 1, the Joint Chiefs of Staff

Memorandum MJCS 154-86, was published on March 21, 1986. It listed

Measurement of the Electron Density of the Earth's Ionosphere as the fifth

highest priority research area out of 50 research requirements. Development of

many modern high frequency (HF) military systems requires an accurate

knowledge of ionospheric electron densities. HF electromagnetic waves used by

these military systems are reflected and bent by the ionosphere. Research is

presently being conducted to relate knowledge of the ionospheric electron density

to the following areas.

• High Frequency Radio Communications
• Over-The-Horizon Radar Systems
• Ballistic Missile Early Warning Systems
* Ground Wave Emergency Network

Current electron density measurements of the ionosphere are made from

ground-based radar systems or ionosonde stations. These measurements do not

give a global picture of the ionosphere composition. The ideal measurement

platform would be based on a satellite where constant observations can be taken.

A spaced-based ionosonde measurement platform is impractical due to size and

power restrictions. A passive measurement platform is necessary for satellite

based observations.



Scientists at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and the Naval

Postgraduate School (NPS) are working on passive methods of measuring the

electron density of the ionosphere. They currently believe that by measuring

specific atmospheric emissions, they can infer ionospheric electron densities

from photochemical models of the ionosphere. Reference 2 provides more

information on this work.

The NRL HIRAAS instrument is a Rowland Circle Spectrograph which

provides passive measurement of the ionosphere in the 500o to 1500o

wavelength region. The NPS MUSTANG instrument is an Ebert-Fastie Middle

Ultraviolet Spectrograph which provides passive measurement of the ionosphere

in the 1800A to 3400A wavelength region. The two instruments together have

been successfully launched on the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) rocket experiment number 36.053DE in March of 1990. The two-stage

Terrier-Black Brant launch vehicle was launched with the two instruments from

White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico. HIRAAS data was recorded on

electrographic film during flight, and MUSTANG data was telemetered to a

ground station. Observations were made from an altitude of 100 to 320km and

the data recovered were excellent.

The success of this rocket flight led to the scheduling of an additional flight

on NASA rocket experiment number 36.088DE to launch in February 1992.

Additionally, a contract has recently been awarded for an Air Force satellite,

P91-1,which will carry HIRAAS and MUSTANG into low earth orbit to make

ionospheric observations from space for at least a year. The satellite is to be

launched in the Fall of 1995.
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Several changes and modifications to the MUSTANG instrument were

necessary to prepare it for the next NASA sounding rocket launch. Specifically,

a revision in the electronics interface was necessary to prevent a data loss which

had occurred on the first flight. The redesign of this interface as well as

modifications made to the MUSTANG ground support equipment to support the

upcoming launch is the subject of this thesis.

Chapter II documents the operational characteristics of the MUSTANG

instrument itself, as well as the telemetry and support equipment provided by

NASA as part of the sounding rocket experiment.

Chapter III investigates and identifies problems with the electronic interface

package from the first sounding rocket launch. Areas where changes are

necessary or new modifications are desired are identified.

Chapter IV provides an in-depth development of the design of the revised

electronic interface package.

Chapter V documents the operation of all of the MUSTANG ground support

equipment (GSE). This includes the Macintosh II computer, data acquisition

boards, electronic interfaces, and all necessary software. This chapter serves as a

reference for operation of the MUSTANG GSE, and documents improvements

made to the equipment as a result of this thesis.

Chapter VI discusses the design and manufacture of the flight components of

the electronic interface including the printed circuit boards and the flight box

enclosure for the circuit.

Chapter VII presents all testing done on the interface circuit to validate its

proper operation prior to flight.

3



Chapter VIII presents conclusions and recommendations for future projects

associated with the MUSTANG instrument in the field of Electrical Engineering.

4



II. MUSTANG PAYLOAD AND SOUNDING ROCKET

COMPONENTS

The MUSTANG and HIRAAS instruments are launched on a NASA Terrrier

Black Brant sounding rocket. The major sections of the sounding rocket are

shown in Figure 2-1. The Experiment section is under vacuum at the time of

launch, and a door on the aft bulkhead opens at altitude to allow the instruments

to make their observations. The major components of the MUSTANG

instrument and the sounding rocket data collection and support system are

described in this chapter.

The entire MUSTANG instrument is physically located in the Experiment

section of the sounding rocket. The instrument consists of a middle ultraviolet

spectrograph, an ITT image intensifier, a Hamamatsu linear image sensor with

associa- d electronics and an electronic interface circuit. The construction of the

electronic interface circuit is the subject of this thesis and is described in detail

in the following chapters. All other components of the MUSTANG instrument

are described in the following sections of this chapter.

The sounding rocket data collection and support system consists of a Pulse

Code Modulation (PCM) encoder, a transmitter and an electric power

distribution system. The instrument power supply is located in the High Voltage

(HV) section, and provides DC electric power to the rocket payload. The PCM

encoder and transmitter are located in the telemetry (T/M) section of the rocket.

All of these subsystems are described in this chapter.

5



Terrier Boosted Black Brant Sounding Rocket

Payload in Launch Configuration

N~pri~a N TM -19 ACS On"J NT

16.8 ft-

Figure 2-1 Sounding Rocket Configuration Block Diagram

A. MUSTANG INSTRUMENT

The MUSTANG instrument consists of a 1/8th m off-axis telescope, a 1/8th

m Ebert-Fastie spectrograph with a photo-detector system located at the exit

focal plane and an electronic interface circuit. The optical equipment was

designed at NPS and fabricated by Research Support Instruments, Inc. The

interface circuit was designed and constructed at NPS as a result of this thesis. A

mechanical drawing of the instrument is shown in Figure 2-2, and a photograph

of the flight-ready MUSTANG payload is shown in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3 Flight-Qualified MUSTANG Payload

1. Ebert-Fastie Spectrograph

Ultraviolet light entering the telescope is collected by a 1/8th m spherical

mirror. The mirror focuses the light onto a 5mm by 140gm vertical entrance

slit. The Ebert mirror collimates the light onto a reflective diffraction grating.

The grating reflects the collimated light back to the Ebert mirror where it is then

focused onto the image intensifier at the spectrograph focal plane. Light incident

on the image intensifier has a bandwidth of 1800A to 3400A [Ref. 3:p. 18].

2. ITT Image Intensifier

The image intensifier is an ITT F4145 Proximity Focused Channel

Intensifier Tube with Dual Microchannel Plates. Technical Data for the ITT

device is included in Appendix M. It consists of a quartz input window, a cesium

telluride (CsTe) photo-cathode, two microchannel plates (MCP) in cascade, an
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aluminum screen coated with phosphor, and a fiber optic output window. The

purpose of this device is to convert the incoming ultraviolet (UV) photons to

visible photons so that they can be detected by the image sensor. UV Photons at

the exit focal plane of the spectrograph strike the photo-cathode which cause

photo-electrons to be generated. These electrons are accelerated down the MCP

by an accelerating voltage. An electron avalanche occurs resulting in

approximately 15,000 electrons produced for every one entering the MCP. An

additional accelerating voltage accelerates the electrons to the phosphor screen

where visible photons are produced [Ref. 3:p. 19]. The accelerating voltage

across the MCP and the phosphor screen determines the gain of the MUSTANG

instrument. It is produced by a high voltage power supply using a control

voltage generated in the interface circuit. Technical data on the high voltage

power supply is included in Appendix C.

B. HAMAMATSU LINEAR IMAGE SENSOR

The Hamamatsu S2300-512F Plasma-Coupled Device (PCD) Linear Image

Sensor is a monolithic self-scanning photodiode array. Technical Data for this

device is included in Appendix A. The photodiodes are highly sensitive to light

in the 4000A to 10000A wavelength region as depicted in Figure 3 of Appendix

A. Photons emitted from the image intensifier phosphor screen have a

distribution in wavelength from 4750A to 6000A, and are sensed by the PCD

image sensor [Ref. 4:p. 32]. The output window of the image intensifier and the

PCD image sensor window are both made of fiber optic material. The two

devices are placed physically in contact with each other in the MUSTANG

instrument. With this arrangement, the UV spectrum in the 1800A to 3400A

wavelength region can be observed by the MUSTANG instrument.
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The monolithic PCD linear image sensor can be broken down into three

basic parts: a 25mm by 5mm photosensitive area, a PCD shift register transfer

section, and an output section. The operation of the device is described in the

following sections of this chapter. Figure 1 of Appendix A is a block diagram of

the device.

1. Light-Sensitive Section

This section consists of 512 p-n junction photodiodes arranged in linear

array with spacing characteristics depicted in Figure 2 of Appendix A. The

photodiodes are 36gm wide and 5mm tall. There is a spacing of 14Rm between

adjacent photodiodes which corresponds to a 50gm spacing between the centers

of adjacent photodiodes. They perform two functions. First, they convert the

optical energy of the incident photons into electrical energy. Second, they store

this electrical energy in the form of charge stored in a capacitor. The

photodiodes are manufactured to have a high sensitivity to photons of visible

wavelength, and a low dark current. The dark current is caused by charge

accumulated in the photodiodes when not exposed to any light. The dark current

is a linear function of temperature, doubling with every 7°C rise in temperature

[Ref. 5].

2. PCD Shift Register Transfer Section

This section of the detector provides the means for successively reading

out the charge stored on each of the photodiodes. Hooked conductance

transistors (HCDTs) make up the digital shift register. They are arranged in a

linear fashion on the silicon substrate. When the proper phase clocking pulses

are provided to the shift register, the HCDTs provide a negative address pulse

which ripples down the array of switching transistors shown in Figure 1 of
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Appendix A. The shift register uses the semiconductor plasma that is generated

and destroyed in the silicon substrate as a result of carrier accumulation. Proper

phasing of input clock pulses allows this plasma to transfer the state of the shift

register down the array of 512 HCDTs. This plasma coupling transfer principle

has a very slim operating margin; therefore, the Hamamatsu Driver/Amplifier

circuit is utilized to generate the proper phasing signals. Reference 5 provides a

more detailed description of the operating principles employed in the plasma-

coupled device linear image sensor. The driver/amplifier circuit is described in

more detail in a following section.

3. Output Section

This section applies the address pulses generated by the shift register to

each photodiode in succession. This allows the charge on each photodiode to be

read out in series. A bank of 512 bipolar pnp switching transistors is used for

this purpose. When the negative address pulse is applied to the base of a

particular switching transistor, the transistor turns on and couples the charge

stored on its associated photodiode to the common output line. Reference 5

refers to this common output line as the video signal line.

C. HAMAMATSU DRIVER/AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT

The C2325 series low-noise driver/amplifier circuit was developed by

Hamamatsu specifically for use with the PCD linear image sensors. The circuit

generates the start pulse for beginning the scan of the detector. It generates the

proper three-phase clock to drive the PCD and it contains the charge amplifier

used to process the video signal in the integration mode. The driver/amplifier

board consists of three basic parts. The controller section generates all necessary

control signals. The driver section scans the PCD image sensor. The amplifier

11



section processes the video data signal [Ref. 5]. Technical data for the

driver/amplifier circuit is given in Appendix B. The circuit diagram is in Figure

4 of Appendix B.

1. Controller Section

The controller section receives two input signals from the MUSTANG

interface circuit. One is a system clock which is the same as the Bit Clock

received from the PCM encoder. The other is the positive Start signal which

indicates the time for the start of a new scan of the image sensor. The controller

passes these two signals to the driver section, and generates two output signals of

its own. One output is the Trigger signal which indicates when the Video Data

signal for each photodiode is valid. The Trigger signal is high for one period of

the input Bit Clock indicating that the analog voltage is valid. It is low for the

next three periods of the Bit Clock while the next photodiode is read out. A

summary of the signals that are either used by, or supplied from the

driver/amplifier circuit is given is Figure 2-4. An End of Scan, BEOS, signal is

also generated by the controller, and it indicates that the last photodiode in the

array has been read. This signal is not used in the MUSTANG application.

The frequency of the Bit Clock determines the rate at which the

photodiodes are read out. A new one is read out every four periods of the bit

clock. The frequency of the Start signal determines how long charge is allowed

to accumulate in the photodiodes. After each photodiooe is read out, the video

signal is reset to ground. The photodiode begins to accumulate charge again

until it is scanned in the next cycle. The time between reading the photodiode in

one data frame to reading the same photodiode in the next frame is the same as

the Start signal period [Ref. 5:p. 5].

12
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2. Driver Section

The driver section receives the Bit Clock and positive Start pulse from

the controller. It generates the proper three-phase clock. It also generates a

negative Start pulse which is properly synchronized to the three-phase clock in

order to begin the scan. The amplitude and the phase relationship of each phase

of the three-phase clock are vital to the proper operation of the PCD shift

register. These parameters must fall within a specific operating margin in order

for the HCDT array to be able to pass the active state from one to the next

adjacent HCDT. The Hamamatsu driver/amplifier board is matched to the

appropriate PCD linear image sensor, so the user need not worry about

generation of the proper clock phases and start sequence [Ref. 5:p. 2].

3. Amplifier Section

The amplifier section processes the video signal produced by the PCD

image sensor integrated circuit. The processed video signal is referred to as the

Video Data signal. Two methods are available to process the raw charge signal

read out of the photodiode. The current-detection method uses a resistive load,

but is nonlinear and suffers from a time skew problem; therefore, it is not used.

The current-integration method uses a charge amplifier, and is utilized in the

driver/amplifier circuit. The total current from the photodiode is fed to an

operational amplifier in an integrator configuration. This integrated current

signal has excellent linearity, even for very low-level outputs.

Most of the photodiode charge is read out in the first several hundred

nanoseconds, so the Video Data signal has a rectangular shape with a rounded

rising edge. This produces an analog signal that is stable for most of the 20g.s

period. The Trigger output signal is enabled when the Video Data signal is at its
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most stable point. The Trigger signal is used by the interface circuit to start

analog-to-digital conversion as described in Chapter IV. The amplifier section

applies a reset pulse to the Video Data signal to discharge it to ground following

the falling edge of the trigger signal. This allows the next photodiode to be read

out accurately. It also fully discharges the current photodiode so that it may

again begin accumulating charge for the next readout cycle [Ref. 5:p. 5].

D. PCM ENCODER COMPONENTS

The Aydin Vector MMP-600 Series Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) encoder

performs two basic functions. It provides all necessary clock synchronization

signals to the experiments, and it collects any analog or digital data to be

transmitted to the ground station during the sounding rocket flight. The PCM

encoder for a particular sounding rocket mission is formed from a library of

separate standard modules. The library is maintained at NASA Wallops Flight

Facility in Wallops Island, Virginia. The modules are bolted together into what

is known as the PCM stack. Only the PCM encoder modules which are pertinent

to experiment data collection from the MUSTANG payload will be discussed in

the following sections. For a full explanation of all available PCM modules, see

Reference 6.

1. PX-628 Power Supply

The PX-628 Power Supply module is placed at one end of the stack. It

serves two purposes. This module accepts +28V power from the rocket

electrical distribution system and converts it to all DC voltages necessary to

power the different modules in the stack. It also provides the master system Bit

Clock to the modules in the stack. The Bit Clock frequency is programmable via

several input pins on this module. Available bit rates are 800, 400, 200, 100, 50,
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25, 12.5 and 6.25 kilobits per second (kbps). The 200kbps bit rate is used on this

sounding rocket flight.

2. PR-614 Processor

The PR-614 Processor module contains the control circuitry for the

entire PCM stack. The module executes the software program stored in the

erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM) in the end plate module. It

controls the synchronization, timing and operation of the entire sounding rocket

system.

3. TM-615P Timer

The TM-615P Timer module performs two major functions. The first

function is to produce the Word Clock and Frame Clock from the system Bit

Clock. Eight, nine or ten-bit words are programmable in the timer module.

Ten-bit data words are used for this sounding rocket flight. The Word Clock

signal provides a pulse every ten cycles of the Bit Clock. The structure of the

data frame is also controlled by the EPROM software program. The Frame

Clock provides a single positive pulse at the beginning of each new frame of

data. All of the clock synchronization signals produced by the timer module are

shown in Figure 2-5.

The second function of the timer module is to serialize the ten-bit digital

data words prior to sending them to the transmitter. Digital data can enter the

timer module from two sources. Data can come from an analog-to-digital

converter module in the PCM stack. Data can also come from the digital

multiplexer module discussed in the following section. The data words are

serialized by use of the Word Clock and Bit Clock. The bit stream is then

converted to a format compatible with the modulator and transmitter. Return-
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to-zero, nonreturn-to-zero and bipolar data types are programmable in the timer

module. The properly formatted data bit stream is then sent to the sounding

rocket modulator and transmitted via an RF downlink to the ground station.

Binary digital data is transmitted to the ground station in structured

frames. Each frame is separated in the PCM encoder by use of the Frame Clock.

A frame of data corresponds to 1024 ten-bit words. 512 words in the frame are

for the MUSTANG experimental data. The remaining 512 words are

synchronizing words and Housekeeping data from various rocket systems.

Format of the PCM communication frame is shown in Figure 2-6. The first 14

data words in the frame correspond to Housekeeping data. The next 16 words

are the first 16 pixels in the MUSTANG spectrum. This cycle continues to the

end of the frame as indicated in Figure 2-6. Several of the Housekeeping words

in the PCM communication matrix are of particular concern to the MUSTANG

instrument. They indicate when normal and high voltage power are applied to

the instrument, and whether low or high gain is selected. These data words can

be stripped out of the PCM matrix and monitored during rocket flight to

determine the status of the MUSTANG instrument. The Housekeeping words of

interest to the MUSTANG are indicated in Figure 2-6.

4. PD-629 30-Input Parallel Digital Data Multiplexer

The PD-629 digital multiplexer collects digital data from the

MUSTANG payload in the form of parallel ten-bit words. It sends an Enable

signal to the MUSTANG at the appropriate time in the PCM communication

frame shown in Figure 2-6. The Enable signal tells the MUSTANG that the

PCM encoder is ready to accept its data. The relationship of the Enable signal to

the synchronizing clock signals is shown in Figure 2-5. The Enable signal is
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high for 16 cycles of the Word Clock to collect 16 data words from MUSTANG,

and then it goes low for 16 cycles to collect data from elsewhere in the rocket.

The discrepancy with the falling edge of this Enable signal is discussed in detail

in Chapter III. The method in which this module collects the data from

MUSTANG is fully discussed in Chapter IV.

5. EP-612 End Plate

The EP-612 End Plate module attaches to the PCM stack at the end

opposite to the power supply module. It contains the 256 by 8-b;t EPROM

which has been loaded with the software program to control the PCM encoder

for the particular mission. A new EPROM is programmed for each specific

sounding rocket flight.

E. ROCKET POWER DISTRIBUTION

Power is supplied to the Experiment section of the rocket from a +28V

battery located in the T/M section. The rocket switches to internal battery power

approximately 30 seconds prior to lift off. The battery is capable of supplying

the necessary power for the rocket payloads for the entire flight duration. The

rocket supplies two separate +28V power lines to the MUSTANG instrument. A

timer in the T/M section controls when these power lines become energized.

One +28V line supplies normal power tu the MUSTANG instrument, and the

other line supplies power to the high voltage circuitry. Each +28V supply is

converted to +15V, -15V and +5V with two DC-to-DC converters located in the

HV section of the rocket (see Figure 2-2).

The ±15V and +5V are distributed to the proper portions of the MUSTANG

payload through a relay board which is also located in the HV section of the
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rocket. T/M timers are programmed so that instrument power is applied 85

seconds and high voltage power 96 seconds after the rocket launch.
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III. PROBLEMS FROM PREVIOUS TEST FLIGHT

MUSTANG was launched on a sounding rocket from White Sands Missile

Range in March 1990, on NASA flight number 36.053DE. The measurements of

ultraviolet emissions in the earth's ionosphere recovered by the MUSTANG

instrument as a result of this flight are the best data that the scientific community

has seen to date in the 1800-3400A wavelength region. Despite the success of the

mission, there were some problems with data dropouts. Several Naval

Postgraduate School theses have analyzed these data. The cause of the data loss

was believed to be in the design of the electronic interface circuit. This belief

was confirmed as a result of tests conducted on the electronic interface. These

test results are reported in Chapter VI. The primary goal of this thesis is to

redesign the electronic interface circuit so that it will provide the most reliable

data possible from the 1800-3400A wavelength region of the ultraviolet

spectrum. To design a better interface, a full understanding of the problems and

limitations of the existing electronic interface was necessary.

A. LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT OF THE DATA WAS NOT USED

The least significant bit (LSB) of data was not used in the last flight, although

it was digitized by the Analog-to-Digital (A/D) converter. Figure 3-3 of

Reference 4 shows that the LSB had been grounded in the interface circuit. This

was primarily due to the circuit components which had to be acquired in a

relatively short time, prior to the rocket flight. A 12-bit A/D converter was the

most readily available device that could perform the data conversion in the

required amount of time. A single nine-bit First-in-First-out (FIFO) memory
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chip was used for memory storage. The Aydin Vector MMP-600 PCM Encoder

was configured to accept ten-bit words from the MUSTANG payload. This

meant that the last two bits of the digital word produced by the A/D converter

had to be truncated. The availability of only a single nine-bit FIFO memory

device meant that an additional bit had to be truncated. As a result, the tenth bit

was discarded, and is zero in the data words recovered from the last MUSTANG

flight.

This was not necessarily a problem with the original interface circuit, but

rather an unnecessary hardware-imposed limitation. It was a limitation in the

resolution of the data caused by the electronic interface circuit, and not required

by the PCM encoder provided by NASA. Since the standard FIFO memory chip

size is nine bits or less, this limitation was corrected in the revised interface

circuit by adding an additional FIFO chip in parallel. Another option considered

was to replace the FIFO with a wider version that could handle ten bits. The

next size larger than nine bits is an 18-bit FIFO which is currently under

development, but not yet commercially available.

B. EVERY 17TH DATA WORD IN THE SPECTRUM WAS LOST

Analysis of the data from the last MUSTANG flight revealed that an

apparent wavelength shift was present in the spectral components. The shift was

more pronounced at the higher wavelength end of the spectrum than at the lower

end. By comparing some known atmospheric emissions to the data, it was

suspected that every 17th data word in the frame of 512 data words was skipped

somehow. Inspection of the enable signal provided by the PD-629 30-input Bi-

Level Multiplexer showed that it did not go low with the rising edge of the Word

Clock for the 17th word of the subframe as expected. The PCM Encoder
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Handbook is not specific on timing characteristics of the falling edge of the

enable signal as shown in Figure 3-1.

5 ts Period

JJ Bit Clock

5jps

K L~ § LWord Clock
"- --- approx. 250 ns

PD-629
Enable

5ps min

Stable Data Required Here Input Data

Data Setup Time

Figure 3-1 PD-629 Timing Diagram [After Ref. 6:p. 43]

The reason that every 17th word was discarded has to do with the way that

the read enable pulse to the FIFO memory chip was formed. The Word Clock

and Enable signals of Fig. 3-1 were supplied to the inputs of a nand gate and the

output was used as the read enable pulse for the FIFO. Since the Enable signal

was found to overlap the 17th word pulse as shown in Figure 2-1, a spurious

read enable pulse was sent to the FIFO. This caused a word to be read out of

memory when the PCM Encoder was not looking for a data word from the

MUSTANG payload; therefore, the word was lost. This was clearly a design

flaw of the original electronic interface circuit which could not have been

discovered until after the launch.

Reference 6 does give some warning that the Enable signal provided by the

PD-629 module is not a clean signal. It warns that decoding spikes may be

present on the Enable lines, and gives a suggested circuit to create a gated enable
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signal. This gated enable signal in conjunction with the Word Clock should then

be used to trigger the interface circuitry. This guidance was not followed in the

original interface circuit, but was adhered to in the present circuit.

The main reason that this problem was not identified prior to launch has to

do with the artificial testing environment set up in the laboratory. The Ground

Support Equipment (GSE) used to test the MUSTANG in the lab will be

described in detail in Chapter V. In short, the GSE provides all of the clocking

signals which are normally provided by the Aydin Vector MMP-600 PCM

Encoder on the rocket. These signals are perfectly synchronous, and the overlap

in the Enable signal is not present in the GSE. Consequently, when the interface

circuit was tested in the lab, it functioned normally with no lost data words. It

was not until the circuit operated on the rocket with the imperfect Enable signal,

that the data loss problem became apparent.

This problem was prevented in the revised electronic interface circuit by

adhering to the guidance for constructing a gated enable signal in Reference 6

[Ref. 6:pp. 43-44]. In addition, we conducted a special test of the prototype

interface circuit with the actual PCM Encoder hardware on the rocket prior to

construction of the flight qualified circuit. This test is described in detail in

Chapter VII.

C. ADDITIONAL THREE DATA WORDS LOST IN THE

SPECTRUM

Further analysis of the data from the first MUSTANG flight revealed that

the loss of every 17th data word in the spectrum did not fully account for the

apparent wavelength shift observed in the spectrum [Ref. 3:p. 72]. The location

of some spectral features suggested that an additional three data words had been
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lost. In Reference 3, LT Carl Anderson predicted that one of the additional lost

data words occurred adjacent to one of the every-17th-words that was dropped

out. This meant that two adjacent data words in the spectrum were lost. This

prediction was based on a comparison between the observed and theoretical line

profile for a known oxygen emission at 2972A.

At the end of every frame of 512 data words in the MUSTANG flight data,

were 32 data words that were zero, indicating that 32 words had been lost. This

also supports the theory that an additional three data words were lost somewhere

in the spectrum. The exact cause of this additional data loss has not been

determined. The only plausible explanation for the loss is that spurious read

enable pulses were created which caused the FIFO to skip three more words.

This could be due to the noise spikes on the Enable line mentioned in Reference

6. If a noise spike occurred at the same time that the Word Clock was high, a

spurious read enable pulse would be sent to the FIFO. If this pulse were of

sufficient duration, 120ns, an additional data word would be lost.

The solution to the whole data loss problem hinged on creating a clean,

synchronous Enable signal to use for data transfer. Using a gated enable signal

as described in Reference 6 corrected the problem of the additional three data

words being lost. This does not explain exactly how they were lost on the first

MUSTANG flight, but it does correct the problem. The test described in

Chapter VI verified this solution.

D. FIFO READ TIMING SPECIFICATIONS WERE VIOLATED

One of the fundamental design concepts in electronic circuit design is worst-

case timing analysis. Propagation delay and setup-and-hold time specifications

are given for all integrated circuits in their associated databooks. In analyzing
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the proper circuit operation, one must consider the worst-case values of these

timing parameters in order to ensure the circuit will function as designed in all

cases. Modern integrated circuits are very reliable and typically operate much

better than their worst case specifications, but this should never be relied upon in

circuit design.

The portion the the original interface circuit which read data out of the FIFO

memory and latched :he data did not stand up to worst-case timing analysis. Data

read out of the FIFO only stays valid for a minimum of 5ns after the read enable

pulse returns high. The original interface circuit used the same pulse for the

read enable and the latch signal to the octal latches. The latch signal was derived

by passing the read enable pulse through a nand gate so that the inverted pulse

could be used. This also imposes a delay on the latch pulse which is delayed a

maximum of 15ns from the read pulse. The high speed CMOS latches also had a

data hold time requirement of a minimum of 12ns. This means that data must be

valid at the input to the latch for at least 12ns after the latch pulse goes low.

These timing parameters are demonstrated in Figure 3-2. In the worst-case

conditions the data may have already become invalid even before the latch pulse

went low. Under these conditions this would have resulted in the octal latches

latching invalid data. The fact that the circuit appeared to function correctly in

this application is a tribute to modem integrated circuits, and shows that they

functioned much better than their worst-case performance. This kind of circuit

design is best avoided. The issue of timing analysis was treated very

meticulously in the design of the revised interface circuit, and is related in

Chapter IV.
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E. FIXED INSTRUMENT GAIN FOR ENTIRE FLIGHT

Because it operates between the altitudes of approximately 100 to 320km, the

MUSTANG instrument sees a variation of three orders of magnitude in intensity.

Selection of the instrument gain was a tradeoff between not saturating the

detector at high intensities, and ensuring that useful data was still obtained at low

intensities. The gain is set by the level of a control voltage applied to the high

voltage power supply. The gain of the instrument is an exponential function of

that control voltage. Consequently, the gain selection is a very important issue in

the preparation of the MUSTANG instrument for flight.

The ability to change the instrument gain while it is in flight is a very

desirable feature. This would allow data acquisition at low gain when the

ultraviolet intensity is high and high gain when the intensity is low. This would

provide a greater dynamic range in the actual data gathered from a single rocket

launch. Since the instrument gain is an exponential function of the control

voltage, the voltage would not have to change much to have a large effect on the
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gain. This implies that a simple circuit modification is all that is necessary, along

with associated control signals, in order to make the instrument gain adjustable

during flight.

The short time constraints and difficulty with the original electronic

interface circuit prevented this feature from being added on the first MUSTANG

flight. Redesigning the interface, and ample lead time allowed its inclusion in the

revised interface circuit. The gain selection portion of the interface is discussed

in detail in Chapter IV.

F. FLIGHT QUALIFIED PARTS NOT UTILIZED

An important consideration in any electronic circuit construction for a space

or military application is that it utilize high reliability components. The military

specification for high reliability integrated circuits is MILSTD 883 Class B. The

integrated circuits which conform to this standard have been individually,

rigorously tested to ensure reliable performance across a wide temperature

range. It is highly desirable to use such components on a sounding rocket

mission where much time, effort and money has gone into planning and

execution of the flight. The time during which data is actually recorded in the

flight is approximately eight minutes, so it is essential that the equipment be

functioning properly or all data will be lost. Separate military specifications

exist for radiation hard components, but that is not a concern in this application.

The sounding rocket flight is relatively short, and the rocket only reaches a

maximum altitude of approximately 320km where radiation exposure is not a

great concern for a short time interval.

All MILSTD integrated circuits come with documents which attest to their

conformance to the specifications, and provide a traceability record for the
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individual component. Although these components cost a great deal more than

their commercial grade counterparts, it is money well spent in this application.

Another factor to consider, is that MILSTD components can be harder to find,

and typically have a longer lead time when ordering from a manufacturer or

distributor. The short development time of the original MUSTANG interface

circuit was the primary reason that MILSTD components could not be procured

in time for launch. Enough time existed in the development of the revised

interface circuit so that it will be flown with all MILSTD 883 Class B integrated

circuits.

Another important circuit component which has a military specification is

the D-Subminiature connector (D-Sub). High reliability D-sub connectors are

made to conform to MILSTD 24308, and are available in several types. These

are essential in the construction of flight qualified circuits. A connector can be

the weakest link in an otherwise well-designed electronic circuit. Bad connectors

are often times the hardest problem to diagnose in circuit troubleshooting.

MILSTD D-sub connectors were used on the original interface circuit and will

continue to be used in the revised circuit.

The problems and considerations presented in this chapter document the

goals which had to be kept in mind in redesigning the electronic interface circuit.

The design of the revised interface is the subject of the next chapter.
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IV. ELECTRONIC INTERFACE CIRCUIT DESIGN

The purpose of this chapter is to describe in detail the method in which the

MUSTANG electronic interface circuit was redesigned to provide more reliable

data acquisition. Because of the problems with the original interface circuit

outlined in the previous chapter, it was prudent to begin design from the basic

elements of the flight configuration hardware. The MUSTANG instrument

itself, as described in Chapter II, provides a series of analog voltages

proportional to the intensity of various wavelengths in the ultraviolet spectrum.

A clock signal and a starting synchronization pulse must be provided to the

instrument. A new analog voltage is produced every 20ps and it is valid for only

5gs. The Aydin Vector MMP-600 PCM Encoder hardware in the rocket

telemetry section provides the clock signals shown in Figure 2-5. It can be

programmed to accept data from the MUSTANG payload that is analog or digital

in the form of eight to ten-bit words. A new data word is accepted from the

instrument every 50gs for 16 data words in a row. A period of time lapses

where 16 data words are accepted from elsewhere in the rocket, and then 16

more words are accepted from the MUSTANG instrument. This cycle continues

32 times for a total of 1024 data words acquired by the telemetry section (512

MUSTANG words plus 512 Housekeeping words). A synchronizing frame pulse

is then sent and the cycle repeats.

This asynchronous nature of data transfer from the MUSTANG payload to

the rocket telemetry section presents a considerable design challenge. The

electronic interface circuit must reliably transfer data from the MUSTANG to
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the rocket telemetry while adhering to the above listed specifications. The best

way to perform this data transfer is described in the following sections.

A. SELECTION OF DATA ACQUISITION METHOD

Several alternatives were available for transferring the analog voltage

produced by the MUSTANG instrument to the PCM encoder in the rocket

telemetry section. One is to directly transfer the analog voltage signal to the

PCM encoder. A second alternative is to sample and hold the analog signal at the

interface circuit in order to perform an analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion. The

digital word would then be transferred to the PCM encoder. The final

alternative is to just perform a direct A/D conversion in the interface circuit, and

transfer the digital word. The first two alternatives were ruled out for the

reasons described below.

1. Direct Transfer of the Analog Voltage Signal

Since the PCM encoder can be programmed to accept analog data as an

input, it is possible to transfer the analog signal directly. The PCM encoder then

performs its own A/D conversion to form the digital words that are telemetered

to the ground station. There are two separate reasons that make this method

impractical. The physical distance that the analog signal must travel from the

MUSTANG payload to the rocket telemetry section is on the order of five feet.

This long signal path would introduce an unacceptable amount of noise and

attenuation on the analog signal, resulting in unreliable data. Figure 2-1

illustrates the physical location of these components. Additionally, this method

of data acquisition is physically impossible since the MUSTANG produces analog

voltage signals at a constant rate and the PCM encoder acquires data in an

asynchronous manner.
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2. Sample and Hold for Analog-to-Digital Conversion

The analog signal from the MUSTANG could be fed to a sample and

hold circuit in the electronic interface during the 5gs when the analog voltage is

valid. In the remaining 15gs before the next analog voltage becomes valid, the

signal could be digitized with an A/D converter. The digital data word could

then be transferred to the PCM encoder much more reliably than an analog

signal. Digital data is easily stored, so a memory device solves the asynchronous

data transfer problem. The problem with this method is that the sample and hold

circuit imposes an unnecessary level of complexity on the interface. The

reliability of the interface circuit is the most important design factor, and the

next alternative provides a more reliable method of data transfer.

3. Direct Analog-to-Digital Conversion

Direct A/D conversion of the analog signal at the interface circuit is the

simplest method of transferring the data from the MUSTANG to the PCM

encoder. This allows for digital data transfer from the instrument to telemetry

which is preferred. A single component performs the conversion directly which

contributes to high reliability. The only problem with this method is that the

A/D conversion must occur very rapidly, as the analog signal is only valid for

5gs. This requires a relatively complex and expensive A/D converter. Even

considering the cost, this is a more desirable alternative than the less reliable

approach of using a sample and hold circuit.

B. DIGITIZING OF THE ANALOG SIGNAL

An Ultrafast Hybrid A/D converter was selected to perform the direct A/D

conversion described in the above section. Technical data for the Analog

Devices HAS-1202A A/D converter is located in Appendix D. This same
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integrated circuit was flown on the last MUSTANG flight and provided very

reliable operation. It can perform a 12-bit conversion in a maximum of 1.56P1s

based on the minimum pulse width of the Encode command. The largest data

word that the PCM encoder can accept is ten bits, so the last two bits from the

A/D converter will be truncated. Several ten-bit A/D converters are available,

but they do not meet the stringent conversion tinme requirements. The Analog

Devices A/D converter is not available in a MILSTD 883 Class B screened

version; however, a component which has been screened to all military

temperature requirements and most MILSTD 883 requirements, is available and

was procured for this mission.

1. Control Signals

Only one input control signal is required by the A/D converter, and it

provides one control signal as an output. A positive Encode command pulse of

minimum duration 50ns starts the A/D conversion process. Data conversion

begins 60ns after the rising edge of the Encode command, and is signified by the

rising edge of the Data Ready signal. If the Encode command pulse is longer

than the required minimum, then data conversion takes a maximum of 1.4 6pgs

from the falling edge of the Encode command signal. If the Encode command is

the minimum pulse width then data conversion is complete a maximum of 1.561s

after the rising edge of the Encode pulse. Completion of the data conversion is

indicated by the falling edge of the Data Ready signal. See Figure 1 in Appendix

D for a timing diagram of these signals.

As described in Chapter 1I the Trigger signal from the Hamamatsu

Driver Amplifier circuit goes high when the output analog voltage from the

MUSTANG instrument is stable. This rising edge is used to start the data
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conversion process in the A/D converter. The Trigger signal cannot be used

directly since it remains high for the entire 5.s that the analog voltage is stable.

A positive Encode signal pulse is created with a monostable multivibrator which

is triggered by the rising edge of the Trigger signal. Technical data for the

54LS221, monostable multivibrator, is listed in Appendix I. The pulse width of

the positive pulse produced by the monostable is programmable by selecting an

external resistor and capacitor. The equation for the pulse width is shown in

Equation 4-1.

tw = Rext Cext ln(2) (4-1)

Good, quality components must be selected for the external resistor and

capacitor since the duration of the produced pulse is critical to circuit operation.

Metal film resistors with a 1% tolerance were selected for use with the

monostable multivibrators in the interface circuit. Poly film capacitors with a

5% tolerance were also selected. Component values were selected to give an

Encode signal pulse width of 525ns. This caused the data conversion to complete

within a maximum of 1.985j.s from the rising edge of Encode. This is fast

enough to ensure the data conversion is complete prior to the noisy portion of

the analog signal which happens at the Bit Clock transition, 2.5 .ts after the rising

edge of Encode [Ref. 4 :p. 74].

2. Gain Selection for Input Analog Voltage Range

The Analog Devices A/D converter allows analog input voltages in the

range of zero to 10.496 volts. If the input voltage is expected to be less than the

maximum allowed by the A/D converter, then the input voltage can be scaled by

proper selection of an external resistor. The external scaling circuit is shown in
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Figure 2 of Appendix D. The value of the external resistor, R2, is calculated

from Equation 4-2, given the full scale input voltage.

R 8 (V'sX97(42 )651R2 =860 1025 - (V&s x 97.66 )] 42

The maximum analog voltage expected to be supplied by the MUSTANG

instrument is 8.24V. This corresponds to a resistor value of 25000 for R2

which was used in the electronic interface.

C. MEMORY STORAGE REQUIREMENT

Once a data word is produced by the A/D converter, it must be temporarily

stored in the interface circuit until the PCM encoder is ready to accept it. This is

due to the asynchronous nature in which the PCM encoder acquires data from the

MJSTANG payload. The Hamamatsu PCD Linear Image Sensor and Driver

Amplifier circuit provide a new analog voltage signal corresponding to a

particular ultraviolet wavelength every 20.ts. This occurs synchronously until

the entire linear image sensor array of 512 photodiodes is read out. The data is

produced in a total of 512 x 20pts = 10.24ms. The PCM encoder acquires 16

data words at intervals of 50ps followed by 800.ts with no data accepted from

the MUSTANG payload. The entire array of 512 data words from the

MUSTANG payload is acquired in a total of 512 x 50.ts + 32 x 800.ts = 51.2ms.

See Figure 2-6 for construction of the PCM ommunication matrix.

The two differing data rates clearly indicate the need for some type of

temporary data storage in the interface circuit. The memory device must

support an asynchronous read and write capability since both operations must be

allowed to proceed at their own rates. The memory device must be capable of

storing ten-bit words. 512 data words are produced for each complete readout
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of the linear image sensor, so no more than 512 ten-bit words would need to be

stored at any given time. The maximum data storage capacity works out to 384

data words after the image sensor is completely read out in 10.24ms. Two data

storage alternatives are possible. A static random access memory (RAM) or a

FIFO memory device would be suitable for this application.

1. Static RAM Storage Device

Very fast access static RAM devices are available for use in this

application. Configuring existing static RAM integrated circuits to store a

maximum of 384 ten-bit words would not be difficult. The difficult aspect of

this alternative would be in the extra supporting hardware required to address

the RAM. Some external counters or registers would be required to keep track

of data addresses within the RAM. This would add complexity, as well as cost

and circuit board area to the interface circuit design. For these reasons, a RAM

storage device was ruled out.

2. FIFO Memory Storage Device

The FIFO memory device is the simplest and most compact alternative

for temporary data storage in the interface circuit. All addressing logic is

internal to the device, and it can handle asynchronous reads and writes by simply

applying the appropriate control signals. The only difficulty with this alternative

is that the largest FIFO's available are only nine bits wide. Several 18-bit FIFO's

are under development, but are not yet commercially available. To

accommodate the ten-bit words in this application, two FIFO devices would have

to be connected in parallel. FIFO devices that store 4 and 5-bit words are

currently available; however, they do not store as many data words as the larger

ones. The simplest alternative was to connect two identical nine-bit FIFO's in
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parallel which resulted in eight of the 18 bits not being utilized. Although this

may seem wasteful at first glance, it consumed less circuit board area and power

than other FIFO configurations using ten-bit data words. The 'deal solution

would be to use an 18-bit FIFO when it becomes available so that memory

storage can be accommodated with a single integrated circuit.

The device selected for use in the interface circuit is the same single

FIFO that was utilized in the original interface circuit, the IDT 7201 CMOS

Parallel First-In-First-Out FIFO manufactured by Integrated Device Technology,

Inc. Technical data on the IDT 7201 is included in Appendix F. The device has

the capacity to store 512 nine-bit data words. Parallel connection of the two

devices to accommodate ten-bit words was performed by simply connecting

several of the control signals together. Figure 13 of Appendix F shows two

devices connected in the width-expansion mode. Common Reset, Read and Write

command signals are connected to both devices, allowing them to function as one

unit. The Expansion In, XI, input is grounded since the depth expansion

capability is not necessary. The First Load/Retransmit, FL/RT, input is tied to

+5V since there is no provision for retransmission of data in the PCM encoder

circuitry. The Full Flag, Half-Full Flag and Empty Flags are not used in this

application. Further discussion of the command signals is included in the

following sections.

D. FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION OF DATA ACQUISITION

The 512 MUSTANG data words in the communication matrix correspond

one-to-one with the 512 photodiodes in the linear image sensor. A method had

to be devised to ensure that the first MUSTANG data word in the frame

corresponded to the first photodiode read out in the linear image sensor array
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for each successive data frame. This meant that both the image sensor and the

FIFO memory must be reset at the start of each communication frame. This was

simple to do, since a Frame Clock pulse is provided by the PCM encoder at the

start of each successive frame of data. The pulse is 50ts long, which is the

period of the Word Clock (see Figure 2-5).

The Hamamatsu driver amplifier circuit requires a positive Start pulse of

500ns minimum duration to initiate its scan of the linear image sensor. That is

the only requirement to initiate a new scan on the image sensor. The FIFO

memory device requires a negative Reset pulse of 120ns minimum duration to

reset the read and write pointers within the device. The timing diagram for the

FIFO reset is given as Figure 2 of Appendix F. This timing diagram requires

that the Read and Write command signals remain high for a minimum of 120ns

prior to the Reset signal returning high. The first write to the FIFO cannot

occur for a minimum of 20ns after the rising edge of the Reset signal.

The above restrictions are easily met if the Reset and Start signals are the

inverse of each other. They did not need to be as long in duration as the Frame

Clock pulse, so another monostable multivibrator was used to generate the pulses

triggered from the rising edge of the Frame Clock pulse. Circuit elements were

selected to create a pulse of 6 .5ts duration from Equation 4-1. The monostable,

of Appendix I provides complemented outputs so both Reset and Start signals

were created from a single monostable. The only timing difference in these

signals results from the differing propagation delays of the monostable on a low-

to-high transition when compared to a high-to-low transition. This is illustrated

in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1 Frame Synchronization Signals

A read operation is guaranteed not to occur within the restricted time

interval of reset, since the PCM encoder does not assert the Enable signal for the

first 14 words of the PCM communication matrix. A write operation is

guaranteed not to occur within the restricted time interval of reset, since the first

Trigger pulse is not asserted until 9.8gs after the falling edge of the Start pulse.

This is shown in Figure 3 of Appendix B. The Read and Write command signals

are discussed in the following sections.

E. FIFO WRITE CYCLE TIMING REQUIREMENTS

The relationship of all necessary timing signals for the data write cycle is

shown in Figure 4-2. A given analog voltage signal from the MUSTANG

instrument is stable for 5gs while the Trigger signal is high. The signal is

digitized by the A/D converter in the first 1.985gs. This leaves approximately

3ps to get the data word written into the FIFO memory before the signal

becomes invalid. The falling edge of the Data Ready signal from the A/D

converter signifies that conversion is complete and the digital data word is valid.
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The data word stays valid until the next Encode pulse goes high. The write cycle

timing requirements for the FIFO are given in Figure 3 of Appendix F. The

minimum Write signal pulse length is 120ns. Digital data to be written into the

FIFO must be setup for a minimum of 40ns before, and held for a minimum of

1Ons after the rising edge of the Write pulse.

A Write command pulse length of 1 pis was a good compromise which met all

of the above requirements. The Write signal was generated with a third

monostable multivibrator utilizing Equation 4-1 to compute external circuit

component values.

F. FIFO READ CYCLE TIMING REQUIREMENTS

The read cycle timing design is the most critical portion of the interface

circuit design. This portion of the circuit was the source of the data loss

problems experienced on the original MUSTANG flight. Figure 4-3 is a

comprehensive summary of all of the control signals which play a part in the

read cycle timing. The read cycle timing requirements for the FIFO are given in

Figure 3 of Appendix F. The minimum duration Read signal pulse is 120ns.

Data becomes valid out of the FIFO a maximum of 120ns after the falling edge

of the Read signal. Data out of the FIFO remains valid for a minimum of 5ns

after the rising edge of the Read signal. Data is to be read out of the FIFO only

when the PCM encoder is ready to receive a new data word from the

MUSTANG payload. As shown in Figure 3-1, the PCM encoder asserts its

enable signal, and then latches digital data from the MUSTANG a minimum of

5g.s after the falling edge of the Word Clock. All control signals generated in

the interface circuit hinge around setting up stable data out of the FIFO to

support this timing requirement.
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1. Creating a Clean Enable Signal

The Enable signal from the PDP-629 module is designed to signal the

payload when the PCM encoder is ready to receive data from the instrument.

The problem experienced in the last flight was that the Enable signal did not go

low prior to the rising edge of the 17th Word Clock pulse. This is depicted in

Figure 4-3 as an unknown overlap in the two signals. Since the Read signal in

the original interface circuit was formed by simply nanding the Word Clock with

the PDP-629 Enable signal, a spurious Read pulse was generated which read out

and lost an additional word in each communication subframe.

Based on recommendations in Reference 6, a gated Enable signal was

formed from the PDP-629 Enable signal. The purpose for this was twofold.

The gated Enable signal would be synchronous in relation to the Word Clock and

it would be free from noise spikes. The recommended circuit of Figure 22 in

Reference 6 was utilized. The Word Clock was provided to both inputs of a

positive nand gate which produced an inverted Word Clock at the output, delayed

by a maximum of 15ns. The inverted Word Clock was used as the clock input to

a positive-edge-triggered D-type flip-flop. Technical data for the flip-flop and

nand gate is included in Appendix J and Appendix K, respectively. The data

input to the flip-flop was the PDP-629 Enable signal. This meant that the Enable

signal was latched into the flip-flop on the falling edge of the actual Word Clock.

Note that the Enable signal is low before the falling edge of the Word Clock for

the 17th word. This created the synchronous gated Enable signal shown in

Figure 4-3.
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2. Creating a Reliable Read Signal

Now that a reliable Enable signal has been formed, a Read signal must

be created to get the data out of the FIFO in time for the PCM encoder to read it.

The Word Clock can no longer simply be nanded with the gated Enable signal

since the first data word would be missed. The gated Enable signal, in essence,

follows the Word Clock. A new Read pulse had to be generated, and this was

done with a monostable multivibrator. The positive Read signal shown in Figure

4-3 was generated by triggering a monostable with the rising edge of the

inverted Word Clock. The pulse duration was selected to be 2.8g.s by choosing

circuit components to satisfy Equation 4-1. This pulse length would ensure that

data would be valid out of the FIFO in time for the PCM encoder to read it. The

FIFO requires an active-low Read signal so the generated Read pulses were

nanded with the gated Enable signal. The Read-to-FIFO signal of Figure 4-3

represents the output of the nand gate.

The active-low Read signal produces a pulse which follows the Word

Clock with a maximum of 15 + 55 + 15 = 85ns delay. A careful analysis of this

signal after the 17th word is necessary. The flip-flop only requires a setup time

of 20ns, and the PDP-629 Enable signal is sure to be low within 20ns of the

falling edge of the 17th pulse of the Word Clock. The gated Enable signal will

then go low a maximum of 40ns following the rising edge of the inverted Word

Clock. A positive Read pulse will be generated by the monostable following the

rising edge of the 17th word of the inverted Word Clock. The typical delay for

the monostable is 35ns with no minimum value given. This means that it is

possible for this positive Read pulse to overlap the gated Enable by

approximately 5ns in the worst case. This overlap would not be sufficient in
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length to cause the FIFO to read out another word since its duration would be

much less than the required 120ns. Figure 4-3 shows that there is no Read pulse

sent to the FIFO following the 17th pulse of the Word Clock.

G. DATA LATCH REQUIREMENT

The PCM encoder requires that digital data be stable a minimum of 51gs

following the falling edge of the Word Clock, for an undetermined amount of

time until the next Word Clock transition. This period of time amounts to 45ts

during which the data is latched by the PCM encoder at some point. The most

reliable way to hold digital data for that length of time is with the use of a latch.

Two octal latches were necessary to latch all ten bits of the data word, and their

technical data is included in Appendix G. The latches are transparent while their

control signal is high. Data which has been setup by 5ns is latched into the

device if it is held for 20ns past the falling edge of the Latch signal.

The key to ensuring that valid data is latched, is to make the falling edge of

the Latch signal occur when data is valid out of the FIFO. This is simply done

with another monostable multivibrator, which allows control of the timing of the

falling edge of the pulse. A Latch pulse duration of 2.111s was selected to fulfill

these requirements, and circuit components were selected according to Equation

4-1. This ensures that valid data from the FIFO will be setup and latched into

the latches.

It is not necessary for the Latch pulse to occur only when the Enable signal is

asserted, as was the case with the Read signal. Asserting extra Latch pulses will

not result in a loss of data by the instrument. The Ground Support Equipment

(GSE), which will be discussed in Chapter V, uses the Latch pulse for data

acquisition as a handshaking signal. This requires that the Latch pulse to the
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integrated circuit occur only with the Read pulse to the FIFO so that a latch

signal only occurs when a new data word is read. This is an artificial

requirement imposed on the interface circuit due to the test setup in the

laboratory. It does not impose any limitations on the interface circuit operation

in the rocket, and provides for the simplest method of data acquisition in the lab.

The Latch signal is nanded with the gated Enable signal to produce a negative

Latch signal which is only asserted when the enable signal is active. Since the

integrated circuit requires a positive pulse, the signal is fed through both inputs

of another nand gate. The nand gate output is used as the Latch signal to the

integrated circuit. Two levels of nand gates impose a maximum delay of 30ns on

the original generated Latch signal, but this delay is not a concern in the timing

of the circuit.

H. BUFFERING OF CONTROL LINES

Several of the control signals generated in the interface circuit, Read, Write,

Reset, etc., must travel on wires outside of the metal box which houses the

interface circuit. This was -lue to the fact that the circuit had to be constructed

on two printed circuit boards. Some control signals had to pass from one board

to the other via external wiring. These signals were buffered prior to sending

them out of the interface circuit enclosure in an effort to prevent any external

noise imposed on these lines from getting back into the interface circuit. In

addition, some control signals are sent out on the cable which connects the

MUSTANG payload to the rocket telemetry section. This was considered

necessary since the MUSTANG instrument is under vacuum the entire time that

it is attached to the rocket. In order to determine if the instrument is functioning

properly prior to launch, or to troubleshoot the interface circuit while under
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vacuum, these control signals must be fed out through the telemetry cable. It

was considered prudent to buffer these signals due to the significant length of

cable runs to which these signals would be exposed. A single octal buffer chip

was all that was necessary to protect these signals. Technical data for the buffer

is included in Appendix H.

This completes the requirements for the design of the revised electronic

interface circuit. The circuit diagram for the final design is included as Figure

4-4.

I. INSTRUMENT GAIN CONTROL VOLTAGE

The instrument gain control voltage portion of the interface circuit is

electrically separate from the previously described circuit. This part of the

interface is called the high voltage circuit since it supplies the control voltage to

the high voltage power supply. Chapter II .escribed the necessity for the high

voltage portion of the MUSTANG instrument to only be energized when the

instrument is under full atmospheric or full vacuum conditions. Harmful arcing

may occur if the high voltage power supply is energized under partial vacuum

[Ref. 4:p. 43]. Technical data for the high voltage power supply is included in

Appendix C.

The high voltage power supply is powered from +5V, and requires a cont-ol

voltage between 0 - 10V to control the high voltage output to the MUSTANG

image intensifier. The gain of the MUSTANG instrument is an exponential

function of this control voltage. The +5V power supply is energized separately

from the power to the rest of the interface circuit. The function of this portion

of the interface circuit is to provide a regulated control voltage. Since two

separate gain values were desired for this flight, two different control voltages
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Figure 4-4 MUSTANG Electronic Interface Circuit Final Design
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had to be created on the high voltage portion of the interface circuit. A method

must also exist to select one of the two control voltages while the rocket is in

flight. Two alternatives were investigated to supply the required control

voltages.

1. Two Regulated Voltages and an Analog Switch

A single adjustable voltage regulator was used in the original interface

circuit to supply the single control voltage. It would not be difficult to add a

second voltage regulator that was adjusted to the second control voltage. The

two analog control voltages could then be supplied to an analog switch. An

additional telemetry signal would be required to select the output of the analog

switch. This alternative involved adding many components to the circuit. Each

voltage regulator required several resistors and capacitors to set the output

voltage. Each output voltage would require a buffer in order to provide a

constant voltage. An analog switch is available as a small integrated circuit

package; however, it requires a +15V and -15V power supply. The current

rocket configuration supplies only +5V and +15V to the high voltage portion of

the interface circuit. This alternative would require a modification to the

existing rocket configuration to supply -15V and a gain select signal to the high

voltage portion of the circuit. It would require a large amount of board space

for all of the additional components, and would be less reliable due to all of the

added components. For these reasons, this alternative was not selected.

2. Digital-to-Analog Converter

A digital-to-analog (D/A) converter could perform the task of supplying

two different analog voltages if a combination of the input bits were used as the

gain select signal to change the output voltage. A sophisticated D/A converter
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could provide all of the functions of the two voltage regulators and an analog

switch in a single integrated circuit package. For these reasons, the Analog

Devices AD-667 D/A converter was selected to perform this function. Technical

data for the AD-667 is included in App( ndix E. This device performs 12-bit

D/A conversion in an acceptable 31gs. The conversion time is not critical since

the gain will only change once at the rocket flight apogee and again at 100km

altitude on the down leg. The device provides its own stable, buried zener

reference voltage, and a buffer on the output analog voltage. This ensures a

stable voltage out of the device, regardless of the amount of current drawn by

the load. The device also provides a latch on the input digital data so that it is

not critical to keep the digital inputs stable at all times.

This single D/A converter supplied all of the necessary characteristics of

a stable, selectable control voltage. The only drawbacks of this alternative were

the relatively high cost of such a sophisticated device, and the requirement for a

+15V and -15V power supply. Both alternatives required a modification to the

existing rocket configuration to supply -15V and a gain select signal to the high

voltage portion of the circuit. The D/A converter provided a smaller board area

and a higher reliability, so it was chosen as the method for generating the control

voltages.

The existing Frame Clock was used to latch the digital data into the D/A

converter. Since data is latched into the device on a rising edge, the Frame

Clock was inverted by supplying it to both inputs of a nand gate. The nand gate

output was used as the latch signal to the D/A converter. This ensured that the

gain would be constant for an entire frame of data. It also allowed the data to be

latched every frame in case an erroneous value were latched due to noise. This
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would cause only one frame of data to be in error rather than the data for the

entire flight.

It was determined from the data of the previous MUSTANG flight that

the control voltages necessary for proper instrument gain were approximately

9.40V and 9.70V. The 10.OOV reference voltage in the 12-bit D/A converter

meant that the analog voltage resolution was 2.44mV. This was more than

adequate to provide the two required control voltages. A D/A converter with

less input bits could have provided this resolution; however, a device with all of

the other capabilities of the AD-667 was not available. The proper control

voltages could be obtained by changing only a single bit into the D/A converter

as shown in Figure 4-5.

MSB Bit Number LSB

1110 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 9.7047v

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 9.3923v

Gain Select Signal

Figure 4-5 Control Voltage to High Voltage Power Supply

The Gain Select signal from the rocket telemetry section would be

applied to Bit 7 of the D/A converter. A logic zero on this line would select low

gain and a logic one (+5V) would select high gain. All other digital bits into the

D/A converter would be hardwired to ground or the +5V high voltage power

supply.
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The relay which energizes the high voltage power supply to the

MUSTANG payload causes +5V, +15V and -15V to be supplied to the high

voltage portion of the interface circuit. This causes the control voltage to be

produced and applied along with +5V to the high voltage power supply on the

MUSTANG instrument. The circuit diagram for the high voltage portion of the

final interface circuit is shown in Figure 4-6.

J. CIRCUIT POWER REQUIREMENTS

The power requirements of the MUSTANG electronic interface circuit as

well as the MUSTANG instrument itself must be known prior to time of flight.

This allows for proper selection of the flight batteries for the rocket mission. A

worst case evaluation can be made based on figures supplied in each components

technical data. Some databooks supply the typical and maximum power

consumption. Others give only power supply current drawn, in which case the

power consumption can be calculated by multiplying by the supply voltage.

Table 4-1 is a compiled list of the typical and maximum power dissipated in each

of MUSTANG's components.

The power consumption figures in Table 4-1 are totals for the number of

components used in the interface circuit (i.e., there are three 54LS221 integrated

circuits in the electronic interfice, so the table reflects the power consumed by

all three together).
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TABLE 4-1 MUSTANG POWER REQUIREMENTS

Component [-Typical Power Maximum Power

54LSOO 0.024 watt 0.044 watt

54LS74A 0.020 0.040

54LS221 0.285 0.405

54LS 244 0.135 0.230

54LS373 0.270 0.400

IDT-7201 0.700 1.000

HAS-1202 1.900 2.750

AD-667 0.420 1.000

Driver/Amplifier 1.200 1.500

HV Power Supply 0.445 0.445

Total Power 5.399 watt 7.814 watt

Reqd.________
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V. GSE DESIGN AND MODIFICATION

The MUSTANG ground support equipment (GSE) provides two functions.

It allows for testing and calibration of the MUSTANG instrument in the

laboratory, and it allows for checkout of the MUSTANG instrument during

installation on the sounding rocket, prior to flight. In the laboratory, the GSE

must simulate all functions provided by the rocket during flight. During

installation on the rocket, the GSE must not interfere with payload integration,

but at the same time collect enough data to ensure the MUSTANG is operating

properly.

The MUSTANG GSE consists of a Macintosh II computer with additional

National Instruments data acquisition boards, an interface box and a power

supply. The interface box was built by Naval Postgraduate School technicians,

and the software was written by Professor Dave Cleary prior to the first

MUSTANG launch. No real documentation exists for these original programs or

the interface box construction. The operation of the interface box electronics

was deduced during the course of this thesis work. The electronics were

modified both to correct for shortfalls in performance, as well as to adapt to

changes in the upcoming MUSTANG flight. The software programs were

rewritten in an attempt to make them both more efficient and more user

friendly.

This chapter is meant to serve as a guide to how the MUSTANG GSE really

works in its current configuration. Hardware and software operation will be

discussed in their entirety. Mention will be made where modifications were

made as a result of this thesis work.
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A. FUNCTIONS OF LABORATORY GROUND SUPPORT

EQUIPMENT

The laboratory GSE must provide two functions. It must provide the same

clock synchronization signals that the MUSTANG receives from the PCM

encoder during flight. This provides a flight environment for testing the

MUSTANG instrument. It must also collect data from the MUSTANG

instrument just as the PCM encoder would in flight. A method to display this

data is also necessary, in order to determine if the MUSTANG is operating

properly. These two functions are provided by the Macintosh II computer and

National Instruments (NI) data acquisition boards. The interface box is

necessary for synchronizing all of the clock signals, and for providing a medium

to transfer signals from the NI data acquisition boards to the MUSTANG flight

instrument.

1. PCM Encoder Clock Synchronization Signals

The Macintosh II computer provides the clock synchronization signals

via two NI data acquisition boards. The NI boards are all Macintosh NuBus

cards and are attached to each other by a Real-Time System Integration (RTSI)

bus connector. This allows for signal passing between the cards without having

to wait for the Macintosh bus. An NB-DMA-8-G board has a counter/timer

which provides the master system clock over the RTSI bus to the other boards.

An NB-MIO-16 board provides all of the PCM encoder clocks synchronized to

the system clock via its counter/timers. Signals provided by the MIO board are

as follows.

* 200kHz, 5.s period, Bit Clock
* 20kHz, 50gs period, Word Clock
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• 1.25kHz, 800lis period, Enable Clock
" 19.53Hz, 51.2ms period, Frame Clock

The 50-pin input/output (I/O) connector to the MIO board provides the

clocks at the pins indicated in Figure 5-1. The Word Clock is high for one Bit

Clock period, and low for the next nine periods. This accommodated the ten-bit

words as described in Chapter II. The Bit Clock and Word Clocks produced by

the GSE are shown in Figure 5-2. The signals in this figure are actually in

error, since the rising edge of the Word Clock should correspond to the rising

edge of the Bit Clock. The GSE modified to correct this problem as described in

a later section of this chapter. This figure also shows that the amount of noise in

these clocks is excessive. The majority of this noise does not originate from the

NI boards, but is added in the GSE interface electronics. The amount of noise

present in the clock signals on the sounding rocket is unknown. It was decided

that the MUSTANG electronic interface circuit should be designed to be robust

enough to operate in this level of noise, rather than redicing the noise in the

GSE interface electronics. In this sense, the MUSTANG interface circuit design

considered a worst case noise environment.

Figure 5-3 shows the Enable signal produced by the GSE in relation to

the Word Clock. The Enable signal is high for 16 cycles of the Word Clock and

then low for the next 16 cycles. As in the sounding rocket, data is only read

from the MUSTANG instrument when the Enable signal is high. Unlike the

sounding rocket, the Enable signal is perfectly synchronous with the Word Clock

since it is produced by the NI boards. The problems experienced with the PD-

629 Enable signal described in Chapter III are not present in the GSE

configuration. Figures 5-4 and 5-5 show that the rising and falling edges of the
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AI OND 1 2 AI GND
ACHO 3 4 ACH8
ACHI 5 6 ACH9
ACH2 7 8 ACH10

ACH3 9 10 ACH1I
ACH4 11 12 ACH12
ACHS 13 14 - ACH13

ACH6 15 16 ACH14
ACH7 17 18 ACHI5

AI SENSE 19 20 DACO OUT
DACI OUT 21 22 EXTREF

AO OND 23 24 DIG OND
ADIOO 25 26 BDIOO

ADIOI 27 28 BDIOI
ADIO2 29 30 BDIO2
ADIO3 31 32- BDIO3 (MIO OUT3B)

DIG GND 33 34 +S Volts

+5 Volts 3 5 36 SCANCLK

EXTSTROBE* 37 38 EXTTRIG*

EXTGATE 39 40 EXTCONV*
SOURCE- 41 42 GATEI

(Word Clk) OUTI 43 44 SOURCE2

GATE2 45 46 0U12 (Enable Clk)

SOURCES 47 48 GATES
(Frame Clk) OUTS 49 50 FOUT (Bit Cik)

Figure 5-1 NB.MIO-16 I/O Connector [After Ref. 7:p. 2-13]
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2 V/div

2 V/div

10 gs/div

Figure 5-2 Bit Clock (top) and Word Clock (bottom)

2 V/div

2 V/div

0.2 ms/div

Figure 5-3 Word Clock (top) and Enable command (bottom)
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2 V/div

2 V/div

0.1 ms/div
xl0

Figure 5-4 Magnified Word Clock (top) and Beginning of Enable
command (bottom)

2 V/div

2 V/div

0.1 ms/div
X10

Figure 5-5 Magnified Word Clock (top) and End of Enable command
(bottom)
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Enable signal are synchronous with the rising edge of the Word Clock. An

effort was made to produce an Enable signal in the GSE that looked like the PD-

629 Enable, and is discussed in a later section. The Frame Clock produced by

the GSE is shown later in Figure 7-5, and is high for one Word Clock period in

1024.

2. Collection and Display of a MUSTANG Spectrum

The GSE also collects the data read out from the MUSTANG interface

circuit. Digital data is latched into an NI NB-DIO-32F data acquisition board in

the Macintosh 1i computer. The collected data is displayed on the Macintosh

screen as a MUSTANG spectrum. The 512 photodiodes in the linear image

sensor are represented by the 512 pixels displayed in the MUSTANG spectrum

shown in Figure 5-6. LabVIEW 2.0 software published by National Instruments

is used to create this screen display. The LabVIEW software is compatible with

all of the NI data acquisition boards. The following sections describe how the

programs are written to provide the telemetry clocks and acquire the data for

display of a MUSTANG spectrum on the GSE computer.

B. LABVIEW 2.0 PROGRAM FOR DATA ACQUISITION

The basic entity of a program in LabVIEW is know as a virtual instrument

or VI. This is an object oriented programming language in the sense that

programs or VIs are represented on the Macintosh screen as small icons. A VI is

made up of two parts. The front panel is the program interface with the user.

The block diagram represents the mechanics or code of the program. A VI is

constructed by filling its block diagram with other sub-Vls or basic elements,

and then wiring them together with a wiring tool. Calls to multiple sub-VIs may

be nested several levels deep. Regular program structures such as Case
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structures, Sequence structuLres, For loops and While loops are all implemented

in LabVIEW in an object oriented fashion. A basic knowledge of the LabVIEW

program is assumed in the following discussion.

Number of Spectra _ _

to be Averaged Data Array

1024 -

7 6 8 . .................... ..................... ..................... .................... .. ."

2 5 6 . ..................... ..................... ..................... .... ....... %. ..... ... ............... ....... ............ ..

0-
0 64 128 192 256 320 384 44t 512

Figure 5-6 Data Acquisition Computer Screen (Platinum Lamp
Spectrum)

1. Hardware Configuration

Many LabVIEW Vis which interface with the NI data acquisition boards

are already included in a LabDriver VI library which is provided by National

Instruments. All of the LabDriver library VIs discussed in this chapter are listed

in Table 5-2 at the end of the chapter. This table provides a cross-reference page

number where the VI can be found in Reference 8. As mentioned previously, an

NB-DMA-8-G board is utilized to create the master system clock. No explicit
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use is made of the direct memory access (DMA) features of the board in this

application. The NB-MIO-16 board is only used to create the four clock signals

provided by the PCM encoder. It has the capability to provide analog-to-digital

signal processing, but this is not utilized in the GSE. The NB-DIO-32F board

simply provides a digital input port to read in the data from the MUSTANG

interface circuit. Data is latched into the board as controlled by handshaking

signals. The current NuBus address locations for the data acquisition boards are

as follows.

• NB-DMA-8-G NuBus slot #2
" NB-MIO-16 NuBus slot #3
• NB-DIO-32F NuBus slot #4

2. Lab Software

The original GSE LabVIEW pograms were written as separate entities

which had to be run separately, and in the correct sequence in order to test the

MUSTANG. The GSE programs have been revised so that all necessary VIs are

accessed from within a single main VI. This main VI has been organized to be

more user friendly. To take calibration data with the MUSTANG, the user need

only click a few labeled buttons on the screen to see the displayed spectrum.

This allows students to collect and study the MUSTANG calibration data without

having knowledge of the electronic interface circuit or of the LabVIEW

software.

A hierarchy of all sub-VI calls in the Main GSE program is included as

Figure 5-7. Each VI is represented by its appropriate icon in the figure. The

main VI calls three sub-Vls. Each of these VIs in turn call other sub-VIs as

depicted in the figure. The following sections will describe the operation of the
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VIs represented by each of the icons in the hierarchy. Operation of the

LabVIEW library VIs, where obvious from the LabVIEW user manuals, will not

be explained.

a. Main GSE Program

The Main GSE VI includes all previous GSE programs, which are

now referred to as sub-VIs. The front panel of the Main GSE VI is shown in

Figure 5-8. Several labeled buttons are shown on the left side. When the user

clicks the mouse on the button, the sub-VI is executed to accomplish the task. A

status window is shown which updates when a called sub-VI has completed. This

tells the user what action has been accomplished by virtue of his clicking a

button. The operation of the main VI is shown in its block diagram, which is

included in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10.

Initalze S 6tatus:[
110 B oazds [I.b/:o

Eqza . t

Intalize

Telem ry
Clocks

Dat Qut
Acquisition

Figure 5-8 Main GSE VI Front Panel
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Figure 5-9 Main GSE VI Block Diagram
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All buttons on the front panel are of the spring latch type. This

means that when a button is depressed by clicking the mouse, the control changes

to the new value and remains there until the program reads the new value once,

or the mouse button is released, whichever occurs last. This means that even a

quick click of the mouse button will cause the button to be read at least one time

in the depressed position without the user having to hold down the mouse button.

The block diagram in Figure 5-9 shows the icon for the Main GSE

VI in the upper right comer. This icon is not part of the block diagram. It was

placed in the figure to allow for identification of the VI with which the block

diagram is associated. This convention will be followed throughout this chapter.

Some of the block diagrams in this chapter have been graphically edited to allow

them to fit within the proper dimensions of this thesis format. All block

diagrams illustrated in this chapter are functionally equivalent the the VIs

running on the GSE computer. The names of LabVIEW functions and VIs wifl

be shown in italics in this chapter.

The entire block diagraim is enclosed in a while loop structure.

Figure 5-10 simply shows the other cases not shown in Figure 5-9 for the three

case structures present in the block diagram. When the Main GSE program is

initiated, the while loop begins to run continuously. When the Quit button is

depressed, a boolean TRUE value is passed to the inverter which sends a boolean

FALSE value to the conditional terminal of the loop. This stops the while loop

from running, and the Main GSE program stops execution. The iteration

terminal of the while loop is wired to an Equal to Zero comparator function.

The value of the iteration terminal is zero for the first execution of the loop, and

is incremented by one on each loop iteration.
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Indicators for the three buttons on the left side of the front panel are

located on the left side of the block diagram. They send out a boolean FALSE

value until the button is depressed, when a boolean TRUE value is sent out. The

boolean variables from these three buttons are collected by the Build Array

Function. This function creates an array of three boolean values. Array element

zero is the value of the Initialize I/O Boards button. The output of this function

is wired to the input of a Boolean Array to Number data type converter. This

converts the binary number represented by the boolean array into a decimal

number. The decimal number is passed to a Logarithm Base Two function and

an Increment function. The output of the Increment function is wired to the

selector of the case structure. This allows for depressing a single button to select

a particular case in the block diagram as shown in Table 5-1. This technique is

also demonstrated on page 6-3 of Reference 9.

TABLE 5-1 MAIN GSE VI CASE VALUES

Button Pressed Array Number Base 2 Case

Log

None 000 0 -infinity 0

Init I/O Boards 001 1 0 1

Init T/M Clocks 010 2 1 2

Data Acq 100 4 2 3
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When a particular case is selected, the contents of the case window

in Figures 5-9 and 5-10 are executed. For cases one through three, this means

execution of the sub-VI within the case structure. When the sub-VI completes,

the text string is passed out of the case structure. Case zero is a special case

executed when no buttons are depressed. This case window has another case

structure inside it which is dependent on the number of while loop iterations.

The first time the while loop executes, the iteration terminal value is zero. This

produces a boolean TRUE out of the Equal to Zero comparator which selects the

true case and the welcome message is sent out. Every other time the while loop

executes, the iteration terminal value is something greater than zero, and the

boolean FALSE case is selected. This case is not shown in Figure 5-10, but

merely connects the input string at the bottom tunnel to the output string at the

tunnel on the right side.

The shift register on the while loop structure holds the value of the

text string to be displayed in the Main GSE status window, and passes it to the

next iteration of the while loop. If this value were sent to the status window

inside the while loop, it would be updated on the screen with every iteration.

This causes the message to flash on the screen and does not present a good

appearance. The additional case structure on the right side of Figure 5-9

prevents this message flicker by updating the status message only when it

changes. The status window indicator is located in the FALSE case so it is only

accessed when the Equality comparator indicates that the two inputs are not

equal. This allows the status window display to only be updated whin its message

changes.
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When the Main GSE program is run for the first time, the iteration

terminal value is zero and the welcome message is selected to come out of the

first case structure. This is not equal to the null string which is the default initial

value of the shift register. The status window is updated with the welcome

message, and the welcome message is entered into the shift register. On the

subsequent iterations of the while loop the iteration terminal is no longer zero so

the false case is selected and the welcome message string is passed to both sides of

the Equality comparator. This results in the string being passed straight through

the true case structure, and the status window not being updated.

When a button is pushed, the appropriate case is selected and the

sub-VI called and executed. When control returns to the Main GSE program,

the new text string is sent out of the case structure causing the Equality

comparator to result in a boolean FALSE. This updates the status window with

the new message as before. On the following while loop iteration, the shift

register has the new text string value so the status window will not be updated.

This while loop continues to run in the background until the user depresses the

Quit button.

b. Initialize I/0 Boards

The first action to be taken, once the Main GSE program is running,

is to click the Initialize I/O Boards button. This sub-VI must be run first to

properly initialize the NI data acquisition boards in the Macintosh computer.

The initialization only takes a second and the status window is updated to show

that the I/O boards have been initialized. The block diagram for this VI is very

simple, and it has not been included as a figure in this chapter. It merely

contains two sub-VI icons. The two sub-VIs are Initialize NIO and Initialize
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DIO which configure the counters and ports on the two data acquisition boards.

Since the two sub-VIs are not within any program structure, they are executed

concurrently.

(1) Initialize MIO. This sub-VI configures the three counters on

the NB-MIO-16 data acquisition board. The counters are numbered one, two

and five. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12. This

block diagram utilizes a sequence structure in which a portion of the program is

contained within a sequence frame. All operations within frame zero are first

completed, and then control is passed to frame one. Four frames are contained

within the block diagram. This is the method by which LabVIEW allows the

programmer to ensure that certain events occur in a particular order.

The CTRConfig NI LabDriver VI is used in this block

diagram to configure the MIO board counters. Frame zero configures counter

number one, which will be the Word Clock. The counter is gated by a logic high

level to allow for synchronization of the clocks. The edge mode was set to

TRUE in order to correct the problem shown in Figure 5-2. The polarity was

set to the default value of FALSE. These settings ensured that the rising edge of

the Word Clock pulse would occur with the rising edge of the Bit Clock. The

LabVIEW documentation is not very clear on how each of these settings will

affect the counter output. A trial-and-error method was used to ensure that the

clock signals were created properly. The following is a list of the counter

number one characteristics.

• MIO board in NuBus slot #3
* MlO counter #1
• Input signal falling edges are counted
* Logic high level gates the counter
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Figure 5-11 Initialize MIO VI Block Diagram
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* TC toggle output type is used
• Positive logic output

Counter two is configured similarly in frame one as the

Enable signal. The only difference is that its polarity is switched to be an

inverted output. This ensures that the Enable signal will be low for the first 16

words of the frame of data. This is consistent with the actual telemetry clocks

where the first 14 data words of the PCM matrix are for housekeeping signals.

Counter two is configured as follows.

* MIO board in NuBus slot #3
• MIO counter #2
* Input signal falling edges are counted
* Logic high level gates the counter
• TC toggle output type is used
" Negative logic (inverted) output

Counter five is configured similarly as the Frame Clock in

frame two. It has a positive logic output similar to the Word Clock in frame

zero. It has the following characteristics.

" MIO board in NuBus slot #3
* MIO counter #5
* Input signal falling edges are counted
" Logic high level gates the counter
• TC toggle output type is used
* Positive logic output

The last frame in the sequence calls the DIGPrtConfig

LabDriver VI. This configures the four-bit digital port BDIO on the MIO board

as an output port. The BDIO port pins are shown in Figure 5-1. This step is
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only necessary when using the GSE at the launch site when the MUSTANG

instrument is tested with the Launch GSE interface box. The inclusion of this

frame does not affect performance when using the GSE in the laboratory so the

frame is included all the time. Use of this digital output port is explained in a

later section. The port is configured as follows.

" MIO board in NuBus slot #3
• Port #1 (BDIO) is configured
• Port configured as output
* No-handshaking (nonlatched) mode

(2) Initialize DIO. This sub-VI configures the digital ports on the

NB-DIO-32F data acquisition boaid. The output connector for the DIO board is

shown in Figure 5-13. The block diagram for this sub-VI is shown in figure 5-

14. This VI also makes use of the sequence structure, and the program is

contained in two sequence frames. The DIO board has 32 digital lines which can

be configured as eight-bit ports for input or output. MUSTANG data words are

ten bits long, so two ports are configured as a group for input of digital data.

Six of the digital lines in the port are not used. Frame zero calls the

DIGGrpConfig LabDriver VI. This frame assigns two of the digital ports to a

group as follows.

" DIO board in NuBus slot #4
* Group zero is the group of ports to be configured
* Port zero assigns 8-bit Ports zero and one to the 16-bit group zero
" Group size of two configures a 16-bit group
" Group configured as an input port
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DIOD 1 2 DIOD4

DOM 3 4 DIOOO

DIOD6 5 6 DIO07

DIOD2 7 8 DIO5

DIOC 9 10 DIOC7

D 13 14 DIOC1

DIOC6 15 16 DIOC4

GND 17 18 ACK2

GND 19 20 IN2

GND 21 22 OUT2 (SWITCH)
GND 23 24 F

IN3 2526 OUT3

ACK 27 28 GND
INI 29 30 GND

(GATE) OUT1 31 32 GND

REO1 33 34 GND

(ground) DIOA4 35 36 DIOA6 (ground)

(Bit 9) DIOAO 37 38 DIOA2 (ground)

(Bit 10 MSB) DIOA1 39 40 DIOA3 (ground)

(ground) DIOA7 41 42 DIOCA (ground)

(Bit 6) D1B5 43 44 DiOB2 (Bit 3)
(Bit 8) DIOB7 45 46 0106 (Bit 7)

(Bit 1 LSB) D1080 47 48 DK6 (Bit 4)

(Bit 5) D1B4 149150 D0l (Bit 2)

Figure 5-13 NB-DIO-32F I/O connector [After Ref. 10:p. 2-2]
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Figure 5-14 Initialize DIO VI Block Diagram
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The handshaking method by which digital data will be latched

into the input port is established in frame one. Pin number 33, labeled REQ1, on

the NB-DIO-32F connector of Figure 5-13 is the handshaking signal sensed by

this group. The origin of this signal is discussed in a later section of this

chapter. The group sends out a handshaking acknowledgement signal, called

ACK1, on pin number 27 which is not used by the electronic interface circuit.

The DIG_GrpMode LabDriver VI is called for the purpose of establishing the

handshaking method, and configures the handshaking mode as follows.

• DIO board in NuBus slot #4
" Group zero established in frame zero is the group to be configured
* Group is configured to recognize rising edge pulsed handshake signals
* Group is configured for active-high polarity handshake acknowledge

signals
• Group is configured for active-high polarity handshake request signals
• Group is configured for level handshake signals
• No data settling time is allowed for the group

c. Telemetry Clocks

Once the data acquisition boards have been initialized, the next step

is to run the clocks so that they provide the correct telemetry signals to the

MUSTANG instrument. This is done by clicking the Initialize Telemetry Clocks

button on the Main GSE front panel. The block diagram for this VI is a series of

ten frames which are illustrated in Figures 5-15 through 5-19. The first two

frames configure the RTSI bus to send the master clock signal from the DMA

board to the MIO board. Frame zero clears all signal assignments to the RTSI

bus by calling the RTSIClear LabDriver VI. Frame two calls the RTSIConn

LabDriver VI to assign signals to the RTSI bus as follows.
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Figure 5-15 Telemetry Clocks VI Block Diagram (Frames 0 and 1)
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This turns off the gate line for all the clocks

In ___Ii

OUTi (init)

State of OUT1

* Produces clock signal on FOUT (DMA pin 50)

* ERROR System Clock

Figure 5-16 Telemetry Clocks VI Block Diagram (Frames 2 and 3)
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* Produces clock signal on POUT (1110-A pin 50)

Bit CLOCK

* Timbas.CLOCK

Produces 1:9 word clock on OUTI (pin-A * 43)

UORD CLOCK

Error (WORD Clock)

Figure 5-17 Telemetry Clocks VI Block Diagram (Frames 4 and 5)
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Produces Enable Clock on OUT2, pin -A 46

ENABLE Clock

* Counter

ed Error (ENABLE Clock)Period I
9.0
Timebase

::.............. .... . .. :

Produces frame clock on OUT5 (Pin S 49)

FRAMIE CLOCK

Period 2

Period 1

ERROR (FRAME Clock)

T imebase

.. . .... .. :

Figure 5-18 Telemetry Clocks VI Block Diagram (Frames 6 and 7)
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This turns on the system enable bit

Start All Clocks

OUT1 (turn on)
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Figure 5-19 Telemetry Clocks VI Block Diagram (Frames 8 and 9)
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• DMA board is to be configured
" Signal code zero (FOUT) of the DMA board is assigned to the bus
* FOUT signal is placed on trigger line zero of the RTSI bus
* DMA board is the source of this signal (DMA board transmits)
" MIO board is to be configured
" Signal code four (SOURCE4) of the MIO board is assigned to the bus
" SOURCE4 is assigned to the same trigger line zero as FOUT above
" MIO board is the destination of the signal (MIO board receives)

The sub-VI, OUT1 of DIO, is called in frame two, and its operation

is discussed in the next section of this chapter. It places a digital line in a logic

low level. This digital line is referred to as the GATE in the GSE interface

circuit, and its function is to ensure that all the clocks are synchronized to start at

the same time. This GATE line is wired to the external gate input of all of the

clocks. Frame three calls the CTRClock LabDriver VI. This frame starts the

master system clock running on the DMA board as follows.

" DMA board in NuBus slot #2
" Tim, base set to internal 1MHz clock by entering a one on the front panel
" Division by five on the front panel results in a 200kHz clock
" Output signal frequency is enabled

Frame four produces the Bit Clock at pin 50 of the MIO connector

by calling the same LabDriver VI. The MIO board receives the system clock as

an input, and sends it out unaltered as the Bit Clock.

• MIO board in NuBus slot #3
" Timebase se, to external SOURCE4 line on the MIO board. This means

that the MIO board is receiving the master system clock from the DMA
board via this line of the RTSI bus.

" Division by one results in a 200kHz clock for the Bit Clock
• Output signal frequency is enabled
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Frame five produces the Word Clock at pin 43 of the MIO

connector by calling the CTRSquare LabDriver VI. This library VI allows the

output of a square wave signal which has a duty cycle other than 50 percent,

which is necessary for the other telemetry clocks. The Word Clock is

constructed from the master system clock as follows.

* MIO board in NuBus slot #3
* Counter one of the MIO board is used for the Word Clock
* Timebase also set to external SOURCE4 line on the MIO board
* Period one is set to one. This means that the on-cycle of the square wave

will be equal to one period of the timebase.
* Period two is set to nine. This means that the off-cycle of the square wave

will be equal to nine periods of the timebase.

Frames six and seven produce the Enable Clock at pin 46 and the

Frame Clock at pin 49 of the MIO connector in the same fashion. The

CTRSquare LabDriver VI is also used here. These clocks, described at the

beginning of this chapter, are constructed as follows.

" MIO board in NuBus slot #3
" Counter two of the MIO board is used for the Word Clock
* Counter five of the MIO board is used for the Frame Clock
" Timebase for both is set to external SOURCE4 line on the MIO board
• Period one of the Word Clock is set to 160 periods of the timebase
* Period two of the Word Clock is set to 160 periods of the timebase
* Period one of the Frame Clock is set to 10 periods of the timebase
* Period two of the Frame Clock is set to 10230 periods of the timebase

Frame eight inserts a one second pause before the clocks are started.

Frame nine asserts the GATE line by calling the OUTI of DIO VI after the one
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second delay. When the iATE line goes high, all clock timers are enabled, and

they all begin in a synchronized fashion.

The OUTI of DIO sub-VI is called in the Telemetry Clocks VI, and

its simple block diagram is shown in Figure 5-20. The DIGOutLine

LabDriver VI is called in this block diagram. This VI configures one digital line

on the DIO board to act as the GATE signal for gating of all of the clocks. The

DIO board in NuBus slot #4 is selected. Port #4 of the DIO board is the location

of the port where the digital line will be used. This is a special port and consists

of three permanent input lines and three permanent output lines. Line #0 is

selected which corresponds to the OUTI line. This is pin 31 of the DIO

connector shown in Figure 5-13. The state input controls whether the OUTI line

is in a logic high or logic low state. Frame two of the Telemetry Clocks VI

turns the GATE signal off, and frame nine turns it on.

Board Number

Error

Line

State

Figure 5-20 OUTI of DIO Board VI Block Diagram
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d. Data Acquisition

Once the NI data acquisition boards have been initialized and the

telemetry clocks are running, MUSTANG data may be acquired by clicking the

Data Acquisition button of the Main GSE VI. This launches the Data Acquisition

sub-VI. The front panel window was shown in Figure 5-6, and the block

diagram is shown in Figures 5-21 and 5-22. The front panel window of the Data

Acquisition VI automatically opens when the sub-VI is called. This does not

happen for any of the other sub-VIs. Normally a sub-VI is called, executed and

control is then returned to the calling VI. The calling VI has its front panel

showing the entire time. This feature can be configured by command-clicking

on the Data Acquisition icon in the front panel window. Select VI Setup from

the pop-up menu. Under the When used as a sub-VI from any node:, select the

options Show front panel when called and Close afterwards if originally closed.

This will allow the Data Acquisition graph display in its front window to come

into view when the VI is called from the Main GSE VI.

It is very important that power be applied to the MUSTANG

instrument prior to clicking the Data Acquisition button. The power is necessary

in order for the MUSTANG circuit to return the proper handshaking signal. If

the MUSTANG is not powered, the handshaking signal will not be produced, and

the VI will wait for the signals in an endless loop. To recover from this, the

DIGBlkClear LabDriver VI had to be executed to clear the digital input group

prior to proceeding. To correct for this inconvenience, the DIGBlk_Clear VI

was added to the Data Acquisition VI so that it is executed every time the VI is

entered to automatically clear the input group. The DIG_BlkClear VI has no

output, but is wired to the while loop structure. This illustrates the artificial data
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dependency capability of the LabVIEW program. The VI which clears the input

group will execute prior to entering the while loop.

The Data Acquisition program is contained within a while loop with

two shift registers. The top shift register holds the MUSTANG spectrum that is

acquired, which consists of an array of 512 pixel values. The lower shift

register holds the status message displayed at the bottom of the Data Acquisition

front panel window. The quit button is again wired through an inverter to the

while loop conditional terminal. The iteration terminal is not used for anything

in this block diagram. The other two front panel buttons for Reacquiring a

spectrum and Saving it to disk are bundled into a boolean array and converted to

a decimal number. This is done the same way as was done in the Main GSE block

diagram.

When no button is clicked, then case zero is selected, and the 512

values in the spectrum are cycled through the shift resister. A zero is also sent to

the Equal to Zero comparator. The comparator output is a boolean TRUE which

causes the top input to the Select function to be passed to the second case

structure. The first time the program is run, this is not equal to the null string in

the shift register so the False case is selected and the status window is updated

with the Display Updated message. Despite this message, there is really no

spectrum displayed until the user clicks the Reacquire button the first time. On

the next iteration of the while loop, the Equality comparator sends a boolean

TRUE to the case structure to select the true case, and the status window is not

updated, thus preventing the flickering message on the screen as before.

When the Reacquire button is clicked, case one is selected. This

calls the sub-VI to acquire a new spectrum, and sends the spectrum values to the
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Array to Graph function. This function sends the array values to the graph on

the front panel window. While the reacquire button is depressed, the value of

the boolean array is not zero. This causes a boolean FALSE to be sent out of the

Equal to Zero comparator, and the Acquiring Data message is selected by the

Select function. This value is different from the text string stored in the shift

register, so the output of the next Equality function selects the false case in the

second case structure. This updates the status window with the new message,

Acquiring Data. The new spectrum is obtained and plotted, and the next

iteration of the while loop continues. Now, there are no buttons depressed, so

the Display Updated message is sent to the status window. This lets the user

know when the program is at work collecting the next spectrum, and when the

display on the screen has been updated. This is convenient when many spectra

are acquired and averaged. One of the inputs on the Data Acquisition VI front

panel is for the number of spectra to be averaged. If this number is on the order

of 50, it can take approximately four seconds for all of the data to be taken

before the display is updated.

When the Save button is clicked, case two is selected in the first case

structure. This case calls the Save to Disk sub-VI, which stores the current array

to disk as explained in a later section. This case also causes the status window to

be updated as if a new spectrum is being acquired. No new data is actually taken.

This was just the easiest way to construct the block diagram. When the status

window updates with the Display Updated message, it really only means that the

save operation is complete.
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The actual work done in collecting the data for the new spectrum is

done in the Average N Spectra VI which is called in case one. The operation of

this sub-VI is described in the next section.

(1) Average N Spectra. This VI uses the sequence structure with

three frar-es in its block diagram illustrated in Figures 5-23 through 5-25. The

number of spectra to be averaged from the front panel is passed into the

sequence structure. A sub-VI, Get N Spectra, is called in frame zero. This VI

actually collects the data for the number of spectra specified by the user. The

data collected is in one long array which is passed to the subsequent frames via a

local variable indicator. The function of the Average N Spectra VI is to average

the number of spectra obtained, and return one spectrum of 512 pixel values.

The output data array is initialized to zero in frame zero, and passed to

subsequent frames via another local variable indicator.

Frame one contains the For loop structure. The limit for the

for loop operation is set by wiring the number of spectra to be averaged to the

count terminal. The iteration terminal holds the value of the current iteration of

the for loop from zero to N-1. A shift register is used in the for loop to pass the

current value of the output data array to the next iteration. The long data array

which holds all of the spectra to be averaged is passed into the for loop from the

upper local variable terminal. This array is sent into an Array Subset function.

The index for the array subset is equal to 512 times the current iteration of the

for loop. The length of the array subset is 512, or the length of one spectrum.

The output of the Array Subset function is an array with 512 elements which is

taken from an integer number of spectra into the acquired data array. This

single spectrum is wired to the Addition function where it is added to a running
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total in the output array as the for loop progresses. The first time through, the

spectrum is added to zero since the output array was initialized to zero. When

the for loop completes, all of the N spectra acquired have been added up, and the

result is passed to the next frame via another local variable.

Frame two actually performs the averaging process. The

summed output array is divided by the number of spectra to be averaged. The

value of the averaged spectrum is passed back to the calling VI which was Data
Acquisition.

(2) Get N Spectra. This sub-VI, called in frame zero of the

Average N Spectra VI, is finally the one which collects the MUSTANG data on

the digital input port lines. It has been significantly revised from past versions

of the program. Several VIs are now incorporated into this one VI with a

sequence structure. All three frames of the sequence in the block diagram are

shown in Figure 5-26. The first two frames call the DIGOutLine LabDriver

VI which was also used in the OUTI of DIO VI. These frames configure one

digital line on the DIO board as the SWITCH signal which is used to trigger the

GSE interface hardware described in a later section. The DIO board in NuBus

slot #4 is selected. The special port #4 of the DIO board is again selected as the

source of the digital output line. Line #1 is selected this time, which corresponds

to the OUT2 line. This is pin 22 of the DIO connector shown in Figure 5-13.

Frame zero sets the state of the digital output line to a logic low level. Frame

one resets the output line to a logic high level. The SWITCH line in the external

hardware needs a rising edge in order to start the data collection at the beginning

of a spectrum. This transition of the OUT2 line of the DIO board provides this
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rising edge to ensure that the first pixel obtained corresponds to pixel one of the

MUSTANG spectrum.

Frame two calls the DIGBlkIn LabDriver VI. This is the

VI which latches in the data. The DIO board in NuBus slot #4 is again selected.

Group zero which was configured as the input group when the I/O boards were

initialized, is also selected. The count of the number of digital words to collect is

created from multiplying the number of spectra to be averaged by 512. The

collection interval is set to zero since the data is latched via a handshaking signal.

When frame two begins execution, the REQ1 signal on pin 33 of Figure 5-13 is

monitored for a handshake signal. Each handshake pulse which appears on this

line causes a new data word to be latched. The data is physically collected into a

buffer in the computer memory which is represented by the output array. This

is one long array with length equal to an integer multiple of 512, depending on

the number of spectra to be averaged. This long data array is passed back to the

calling VI described previously which averages the spectra.

(3) Save to Disk. This sub-VI is called in case two of the Data

Acquisition VI. Its block diagram uses the For loop structure and is shown in

Figure 5-27. This VI has been totally rewritten from the previous version.

Artificial data dependency is used to control the program flow. A new file is

first opened with the New File function which is wired to the for loop boundary.

No data is passed to the for loop on this wire. The wiring ensures that the new

file will be opened before the for loop is executed, and data is written to the file.

The same technique is used to close the file. The for loop must complete

operation prior to calling the Close File function.
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The Open File function brings up the standard Macintosh open

file dialog box when executed. The prompt string can be entered, and will be

displayed in the dialog box to tell the user what to type in for a filename. The

file type must be entered, and the standard TEXT file is used in this application.

A LabVIEW file type could have been used in order to allow for recalling the

spectrum later, and displaying it on the LavVIEW graph. Most of the

MUSTANG data is analyzed on a separate Digital VAX computer system, so the

TEXT file is a good standard to use when transferring data between computers.

The For loop writes the data to the previously opened file.

There is no input to the For loop count terminal, so it utilizes an auto-indexing

mode. The indexing occurs on the loop boundary. The array sent into the for

loop has 512 elements, so the For loop will execute 512 times, and bring in one

element of the array with each iteration. An array can also be created on a loop

boundary by the same principle, but this feature is not used in this VI. The

number sent into the for loop from the array is a floating point number and must

be converted to a string for storage in a text file. The array element is sent into

the To Fractional function. The output is an eight character floating point string

with precision to four decimal places. A carriage return is appended to the

element and it is written to the file. File pointers are maintained within the

LabVIEW program so the user need not be concerned with where the value is

being written in the file. The completed TEXT file has 512 lines of data with

one floating point number per line. After the last array element has been written

to the file, the file is closed, and control is returned to the calling VI.
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3. Launch Software

The program described above must be changed when used to monitor

the MUSTANG in the launch configuration. When the instrument is in the

recket, a separate GSE electronic interface box is used. This interface has no

connection between the GATE signal out of the DIO board and the gate inputs to

the counters on the MIO board. The lab GSE interface makes this connection

inside the box. In the launch configuration, the software is changed to provide

the GATE signal out of the MIO board at BDIO3, pin 32 in Figure 5-1. When

the Launch GSE interface is used, a connector adapter is used to connect the MIO

cable to the T/M input. This adapter connects the GATE signal at pin 32 to the

gate inputs for the counters at pins 42, 45 and 48 of Figure 5-1.

a. Launch Telemetry Clocks

The software modification for the launch configuration is shown in

Figures 5-28 and 5-29. Only two frames of the Telemetry Clocks VI need to be

changed. These frames call the OUT3 of MIO sub-VI which controls the BDIO3

output line of the MIO board. The only purpose of this change in the software is

to synchronize the telemetry clocks when using the Launch GSE interface. The

data is still acquired as described previously.

A separate sub-VI, called Launch Clocks, which has these changes

has been written for use with the Launch GSE. It can easily be placed in the

Main GSE VI by command clicking on the Telemetry Clocks VI icon in Figure

5-10 and choosing Replace VI from the pop-up menu. This one simple software

change is all that is necessary to shift from the Lab to the Launch GSE

configuration.
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b. Faulty Telemetry Clocks

An attempt was made to create a faulty set of telemetry clocks in the

LabVIEW program which would simulate the overlapping Enable Clock shown

in Figure 2-5. If the GSE clocks could be made to look exactly like the real

telemetry clocks, then there would be no uncertainty about the interface circuit

operation in the launch configuration.

The system clock is formed by using an internal 1MHz clock as a

timebase, and dividing it by five to get the 200kHz clock. In order to get the

small overlap in the Enable Clock with the 17th Word Clock pulse, it is

necessary to have a much finer time unit than 5gs. The clocks can be constructed

directly from the 1MHz internal clock, which gives a time unit of Igs. Using

this clock for the master system clock would theoretically enable construction of

an Enable Clock which is similar to the real waveform. Unfortunately, when

using a time unit this small, a limitation in the software is reached. This

limitation is described in Reference 8, and occurs when using the high clock

speeds as a timebase for the counters. It becomes impossible to predict if the

counter will synchronize to the timebase in the first period, or if it will require

an additional period to synchronize. This uncertainty makes it impossible to

synchronize all of the telemetry clocks in this application when using the fastest

timebase.

This problem appears to be an inherent limitation in the LabVIEW

software, and an alternate solution is not immediately apparent. The above

method was tried and the clocks were found to be synchronized differently each

time the program was run.
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TABLE 5-2 LABDRIVER LIBRARY VIs

LabDriver VI Reference 8 page number

DIG Prt Config 4-7

DIG-Out Line 4-10

DIG-Grp-Config 4-14

DIG-Grp-Mode 4-16

DIG Bik In 4-21

DIG Bik-Clear 4-26

CTR Config 6-9

C'R_.Square 6-23

CTR Clock 6-25

RTSI Conn 7-7

RTSI-Clear 7-10
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C. GSE HARDWARE EQUIPMENT

The two GSE electronic interface boxes synchronize the collection of the

MUSTANG data the same way. The interface is responsible for sending the

handshaking signals to the MIO board, and for synchronizing the first handshake

signal with the first pixel read out in the frame. The circuit diagram for the

GSE interface electronics is shown in Figure 5-30. While this diagram may not

match up pin-for-pin with the existing circuit, it is functionally correct. Figure

5-31 is the timing diagram which shows the control waveforms for the GSE

interface electronics.

The Latch signal is used from the MUSTANG interface as a trigger signal

for generation of the handshake pulse. The Latch is fed into the input of the first

monostable multivibrator, which is programmed to generate a 10.4.s positive

pulse on the falling edge of Latch. This pulse is fed into the input of the second

monostable on the same chip which generates a 5.2j.s positive pulse with the

rising edge of the input. I would have expected this pulse to be generated on the

falling edge of the 10.4.ts pulse. That would have effectively inserted a 1011s

delay in collecting the data. In the current configuration, the 10.4jis pulse serves

no purpose, and is not used. In any case this delay is critical to the proper

collection of data from the MUSTANG.

The 5.21is positive pulse is sent to an And gate which forms the handshake

signal. The other input to the And gate is the output of the D-flip-flop. The

flip-flop is clocked by the Frame Clock, and is rising-edge triggered. When the

Data Acquisition VI is called in the program, the SWITCH signal is set low and

then high by the OUT2 of DIO sub-VI. The SWITCH is on pin 22 of the DIO

connector shown in Figure 5-13. The low-to-high transition of this signal
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triggers a second monostable which produces a negative pulse that is the Clear

input to the D flip-flop. Since the flip-flop has an asynchronous clear input, its

output goes low immediately, and does not go high again until the next Frame

Clock pulse. After the next Frame Clock pulse, the flip-flop sends a logic high

level to the And gate. The And gate output will then be equivalent to the

monostable pulses at its other input.

The key to getting this configuration to acquire data in a synchronous

manner is for the LabVIEW program to be ready to start latching data when the

first handshake pulse occurs. The time delay between the time the LabVIEW

program is executed and the time when it is really ready to accept data at the

DIO ports is not documented in the manuals. Experience has shown that several

frames of data can go by before data is actually collected. This amounts to
several hundreds of milliseconds which is not unreasonable, but it was also not

accounted for in the original design of the GSE interfaces. The duration of the

monostable pulse that is the flip-flop clear is the critical parameter in making this

interface work.

One frame of MUSTANG data is taken in 51.2ms. The flip-flop Clear signal

was originally set to have a duration of 31ms which is less than one frame. The

duration was adjusted to the maximum possible value of 155ms without

exceeding the maximum resistor value for the monostable. This pulse can be

lengthened further by adding an additional capacitor in parallel. This

modification to both the Lab and the Launch GSE interfaces improved the

reliability of data synchronization considerably, but it is still not flawless.

Additional modifications were also made to the GSE interface boxes in

preparation for the next MUSTANG launch. Both boxes had to be modified to
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accommodate the additional -15V signal for the high voltage circuit which was

added with the new interface circuit. Both boxes also had to be modified to use

the Gain Select signal which was added for the next launch. A mechanical switch

was added on the Lab GSE interface box to allow the user to select the desired

gain for testing and calibration. In the Launch GSE interface box, the Gain

Select signal comes from telemetry, and must be monitored in software.

D. SPARE DETECTOR BOX CONSTRUCTION

A method of testing the MUSTANG interface without actually having to use

the MUSTANG instrument was desired during the course of this thesis work. A

spare Hamamatsu Image Sensor and Driver/Amplifier board were available, so

they were mounted in an aluminum box as shown in Figure 5-32. This provided

the exact same pin connections that exist on the MUSTANG instrument. A

window was cut out of the box to accommodated the photosensitive area of the

image sensor. Various masks could be placed across this window to produce a

geometric pattern in the spectrum obtained when reading out the photodiode

array. This would allow for testing the MUSTANG interface circuit without

having to use the MUSTANG instrument and delicate wavelength calibration

lamps.
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Figure 5-32 Spare Image Sensor Detector used in Interface Circuit

Testing
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VI. FLIGHT QUALIFIED INTERFACE CONSTRUCTION

The next chapter explains how the circuit design described in Chapter IV was

validated. Once the design was validated, it had to be laid out to facilitate the

manufacture of a printed circuit board (PCB). A PCB was necessary for the

final flight-qualified interface circuit. All of the measurements and oscilloscope

photographs shown in the next chapter were performed on the actual printed

circuit boards.

A. PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Several factors came in to consideration when laying out the circuit design

on a PCB. The first factor was the size constraint of the interface flight box

enclosure. The interface box is fixed to the side of the HIRAAS instrument with

four studs that are permanently attached to the titanium plate of HIRAAS. These

studs are centered at the comers of a square that is three and one half inches on a

side. The studs are long enough to accommodate a box that is two and one half

inches high. There is physically enough room for a box that is approximately

four and one half by four and one quarter inches with holes drilled for the

mounting studs. Since the HIRAAS instrument is made of titanium, it was easier

to construct the MUSTANG interface to fit the existing studs than to move the

studs to accommodate a new design. These dimensions put a limit on the size of

the PCB that could be used.

Due to circuit complexity and small area, a four-sided PCB was considered

with a Power and Ground plane sandwiched between two signal trace layers.

The additional features described in Chapter IV that were added to the revised
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interface circuit made it physically impossible to fit all of the necessary

components on a single PCB. The design was spread out among two PCBs which

could fit, parallel to eachother, within the height constraints of the interface box.

The next factor to consider in the design was how to divide the components

up among the two PCBs. All of the components associated with the data

collection were placed on one board. These included the A/D converter, FIFO

memory buffer and the latches. All of the components associated with

generating the proper command signals and the high voltage circuitry were

placed on the other board. The command signals had to be passed to the other

board via some external wires. This is not the most desirable method of

interconnecting components, but could not be avoided in this case.

The final design consideration involved how to distribute power and ground

to all of the necessary components. Appendix D and Appendix E recommend use

of a low impedance ground for external connection of the analog and digital

grounds of the A/D and D/A converters, respectively. The TTL outputs of the

integrated circuits in the interface consist of a pair of transistors in a push-pull

arrangement which generate large current transients during state transition. Due

to the high number of digital signals running around on the PCB, noise spikes

are likely to occur on the power and ground lines. The best way to remedy this

situation is to use a large ground plane on one side of the PCB with bypass

capacitors placed on the voltage supply of every integrated circuit. This results

in much smaller spikes which travel smaller distances on the board [Ref. 11 :pp.

599-600].
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B. PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD LAYOUT

The layout for the two PCBs was performed with a CAD tool on a personal

computer. The Tango PCB Plus software package was used on an IBM

computer. The layout was done by hand on the computer instead of using the

auto-routing feature. The relatively small scope of this design made a hand

layout feasible. This allowed for custom component placement which would give

the shortest signal traces on the board. The boards were designed with a ground

plane on the top layer, or component side of the board and the signal traces on

the bottom layer. A silk screen was added to the top layer to show component

placement, and a solder mask was added to the bottom layer. The layout files for

each board layer were converted to a Gerber file format which was readable by

the PCB manufacturer. The overall PCB composition is shown in Figure 6-1.

Photoplot images of the PCB layers are shown in Figures 6-2 through 6-7.

Components Top Silkscreen Layer

Ground Plane Layer

Circuit Board

Bottom Signal Trace Layer

Bottom Solder Mask

Figure 6-1 Printed Circuit Board Composition
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C. INTERFACE FLIGHT BOX ENCLOSURE DESIGN

A flight box enclosure was milled from a solid piece of aluminum in two

halves. Each half of the enclosure houses one circuit board, and the two halves

are bolted together for mounting with the MUSTANG instrument. The two

halves of the enclosure are shown in Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9 prior to

conformal coating of the circuit boards. The PCB mounting screws provide a

low impedance path from the ground plane on the boards to the enclosure casing.

25-pin D-sub connectors interface each circuit board to the MUSTANG wiring

harness. Command signals which must travel between circuit boards are

jumpered across the D-sub connectors. Figure 6-10 shows the flight-qualified

configuration of the flight box enclosure and wiring harness mounted on the

MUSTANG instrument. Pin assignments for the wiring harness are shown in

Figures 6-11 and 6-12.

Figure 6-8 MUSTANG 1 PCB Flight Configuration
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Figure 6-9 MUSTANG 2 PCB Flight Configuration

Figure 6-10 MUSTANG Interface flight Box and Wiring Harness
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+5V High Voltage Power 1 1 Gain Control Voltage
+15V High Voltage Power 2 2

+5V Instrument Power 3 3
+15V Instrument Power 4 4 Ground
-15V Instrument Power 5 5 +5V High Voltage Power In

Bit Clock 6 6
Word Clock 7 7

Frame Clock 8 8
Enable Clock 9 9

(LSB) Bit 1 10 9-pin D-sub Connector
Bit 2 11 To HV Power Supply
Bit 3 12
Bit4 13 1
Bit 5 14 2
Bit 6 15 3 +15V Instrument Power
Bit 7 16 4 -15V Instrument Power
Bit 8 17 5 +5V Instrument Power
Bit 9 18 6 Start Command In

(MSB) bit 10 19 7 Bit Clock

Gain Select 20 8 End Of Scan Signal
Latch 21 9 Analog Ground
Read 22 10

Write 23 11
Encode 24 12

-15V High Voltage Power 25 13 Digital Ground
Ground 26 14

15 Trigger Out

37-pin D-sub Connector 15-pin D-sub Connector

To Telemetry To MUSTANG Instrument

Figure 6-11 MUSTANG Wiring Harness Connections to Telemetry
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Video Data Signal In (coax) 1 1 Data Ready In
2 2 Trigger In
3 3 Write Out

-15V Instrument Power In 4 4 Encode Out
+15V Instrument Power In 5 5 Read Out

Data Ready Out 6 6 Word Clock In
Reset Command In 7 7 Gain Select In

Latch In 8 8
Bit 9 9 9 +5V Instrument Power In
Bit 6 10 10 +5V High Voltage Power In

(LSB) Bit 1 11 11 +15V High Voltage Power In

Bit 5 12 12 Ground (for control voltage)

Bit 3 13 13 Control Voltage Out
14 14 Trigger Out

15 15 Start Command Out
Ground 16 16 Reset Command Out

+5V Instrument Power In 17 17 Latch Out

Encode In 18 18 Frame Clock In
Write In 19 19 Enable Clock In
Read In 20 20

(MSB) Bit 10 21 21 Ground

Bit 8 22 22
Bit 7 23 23 -15V High Voltage Power In
Bit 2 24 24
Bit4 25 25

25-pin D-sub Connector 25-pin D-sub Connector

MUSTANG 1 (top) MUSTANG 2 (bottom)

Figure 6-12 MUSTANG Wiring Harness Connections at Interface Box
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VII. INTERFACE CIRCUIT DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

Testing of the MUSTANG electronic interface circuit occurred in several

distinct phases. The design of the electronic interface was described in great

detail in Chapter IV. The design, itself, was the subject of the first test.

Although the design stands up to rigorous timing analysis on paper, it had to be

validated with real integrated circuits and wires. This initial validation was done

with a breadboard layout. When this functioned satisfactorily, a wire-wrapped

prototype board was constructed. Since the design flaws of the original

MUSTANG interface circuit were not discovered during laboratory testing, a

foolproof method of testing the revised circuit had to be devised. The only way

to be sure that the interface would function correctly in flight was to test it with

the other flight components. A special trip was scheduled to NASA Goddard

Space Flight Center, Wallops Flight Facility in Wallops Island, Virginia to test

the interface with the Aydin Vector MMP-600 PCM Encoder providing the

clocking signals. Once the circuit operation was demonstrated under flight

conditions, the final flight-qualified circuit was constructed and subjected to

rigorous tests at the formal rocket and payload integration at Wallops Island.

A. ORIGINAL BREADBOARD DESIGN VALIDATION

A breadboard was selected as the first medium on which to layout the

redesigned interface circuit for several reasons. The breadboard is easy to work

with, and provides its own power and some control signals for intermediate

testing. Signal paths are easily traced on a breadboard circuit which aids in

troubleshooting. Several alternatives can be quickly and easily compared by
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plugging and unplugging wires and integrated circuits. The breadboard does

have several disadvantages, however. The circuit layout is inherently messy

since wires must pass ovei d. top of the circuit. The layout is generally very

noisy with long wires adding significantly to stray capacitance. There is a large

amount of coupling between signals which are physically adjacent on the

breadboard.

The advantages above make the breadboard ideal for testing new designs.

The first step was to get familiar with the operation of the different integrated

circuits. Various control signals and outputs were studied for the A/D convener,

D/A converter, FIFO, monostable multivibrator and other integrated circuits.

Once all of the circuit components were fully understood, the circuit described in

Chapter IV was constructed. Some important design considerations were

addressed at this point. The data word to be stored in the FIFO memory was ten

bits wide. The two FIFO integrated circuits could each store nine bits each, and

the two latches could store eight bits each. The bits of the data word had to be

divided between these components. Each component was MILSTD 883 Class B

screened for high reliability, and no one integrated circuit was more prone to

failure than any other. It was decided to split the bits evenly between the FIFO's

and latches. Relative component placement in the layout was also considered to

ensure short signal pathlength for minimum noise. The bit numbering scheme

for the A/D converter was opposite to the convention used by the rocket payload

wiring diagrams. Care had to be taken to ensure the most significant bit, (MSB),

and least significant bit, (LSB), were kept in their proper orientation when

delivered to the PCM encoder circuitry. A summary of the bit numbering

notation is as follows.
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• MSB = HAS 1202A Bit 1 (pin 5) = Rocket Payload Connector Bit 9
(pin 19)

* LSB = HAS 1202A Bit 10 (pin 14) = Rocket Payload Connector Bit 0
(pin 10)

The breadboard circuit was connected to the GSE described in Chapter 5 and

found to operate correctly. The spare detector box was used as the source of

analog signal input. A mask with three pinholes of various sizes was placed over

the detector window, and a spectrum was obtained with the Macintosh II

computer. The spectrum obtained had three features corresponding to light

from the pinholes reaching the image sensor. The spectral features corresponded

to the size and location of the pinholes in mask. This verified correct operation

of the interface circuit design. The breadboard circuit is shown in Figure 7-1.

The next step was to develop a wire-wrapped prototype circuit suitable for

testing outside of the laboratory.

B. WIRE WRAPPED PROTOTYPE CONSTRUCTION

Wire-wrapped circuits on a good-quality vector board provide a much more

durable and reliable circuit. High-reliability integrated circuit sockets were used

for good connections at all components. Since the MUSTANG interface design

had already been verified, the emphasis in this circuit construction was on circuit

layout and neatness. An attempt was made to place components as they would be

placed on the final flight-qualified printed circuit board. This gave an indication

of the noise behavior of the final circuit with the components operating in close

proximity to one another. D-sub connectors were mounted to the vector board,

and the circuit was tested with the same laboratory GSE. The wire-wrapped

prototype circuit is shown in Figure 7-2.
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Figure 7-1 Breadboard Prototype Interface Circuit

Figure 7-2 Wire-wrapped Prototype Interface Circuit
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The main purpose of constructing the more rugged wire-wrapped circuit,

was to allow for transportation to Wallops Island, and testing at the NASA,

Wallops Flight Facility. A breadboard design would never have survived

shipping intact. The breadboard circuit worked as expected in the laboratory

GSE setup. The most important question to be answered was if it would work on

the rocket with the PCM encoder supplying the synchronized clocking signals. A

test was scheduled at Wallops Island, but a foolproof method had to be devised to

ensure that all 512 photodiodes, actually made it to the rocket telemetry section.

Two methods were possible to test the circuit. The first method would be to

hook it up to the MUSTANG instrument, and use one of the wavelength

calibration lamps. The spectral components gathered by the MUSTANG would

then have to be compared to the known spectral characteristics of the lamp. If a

data shift occurred, as in the first MUSTANG flight, then we would know that

data was being lost again. This method did not allow for ensuring that every

single data word was getting through. It would only give a rough idea if the

circuit was working correctly or not.

The second method involved using the spare detector. This eliminated the

need for any type of calibration lamp or the MUSTANG instrument itself. The

test would involve using some type of geometrical pattern on the spare detector.

This alternative relied only on geometry to determine if every data word was

getting through, and looked much more promising than evaluating an ultraviolet

spectrum taken by the instrument. This method was selected as the best way to

test the circuit. Several geometric patterns were evaluated for their ability to

distinguish a single photodiode in the output data.
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The pinhole mask produced a spectral feature that was much too broad to

distinguish a single pixel. Next, a very narrow slit was constructed in front of

the detector window with two razor blades. The blades were moved slightly

apart at one end to produce a spectrum that looked like a ramp. The ramp

spectrum had enough fluctuations in it to prevent its use in determining if a

single word was lost in the spectrum. Next, the razor blades were used to make

a uniform slit with a very thin wire placed perpendicular to the slit. The shadow

cast by the wire on the image sensor was still approximately five pixels wide.

This was too wide to determine each individual pixel. Finally, a satisfactory test

was devised using a single razor blade and a micrometer rig. This test is

described fully in the next section.

C. PRELIMINARY TESTING AT WALLOPS ISLAND

The prototype interface circuit and all of the GSE were transported to NASA

Goddard Space Flight Center, Wallops Flight Facility in Wallops Island,

Virginia. NASA provided the actual sounding rocket telemetry section for our

use in the tests. The PCM encoder was programmed just as it was for the

MUSTANG sounding rocket flight. The test micrometer rig and the spare

detector were setup as shown in Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4. The prototype

interface circuit was connected to the PCM encoder, and to the spare detector. A

light source was set up approximately 20 feet across the room to illuminate the

detector. The overhead lights were turned off for the duration of the test

described below.

A razor blade was attached to the micrometer with its edge vertical. The

spare detector was positioned behind the razor blade relative to the light source.
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Figure 7-3 Electronic Interface Prototype Circuit and Spare Detector

Figure 7-4 Micrometer Rig and Spare Detector Test Setup
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The micrometer travel was horizontal so that as the razor blade moved, it

obscured from the light source each successive photodiode on the image sensor.

1. Testing of the Original Electronic Interface Circuit

The first test conducted with the micrometer test rig was of the original

MUSTANG interface circuit. In order to validate past analysis on the

MUSTANG flight data, it was desired to verify that every 17th data word was

really dropped out. It was also desirable to determine if any extra data words

were really dropped out, and if so, the location in the spectrum of the lost words.

The 512 data words from the original MUSTANG interface were observed on

the ground station computer. The micrometer was translated in 50pgm

increments, since that is the pitch of an individual photodiode on the linear image

sensor as described in Chapter II. The photodiodes in the linear array that were

exposed to the light, produced a uniform value at the output observed in the

telemetry computer. The photodiodes in the shadow of the razor blade produced

a significantly lower value at the output. It was possible to determine from the

output observed on the telemetry computer, the location of the razor blade edge

to within a single pixel location. This made it possible to uniquely identify every

single pixel in the spectrum produced by the image sensor. As the micrometer

was rotated another 501gm, one pixel in the output would go from a high to a low

value indicating that it was being shaded by the razor blade. A slight amount of

diffraction was exhibited by the light passing the edge of the razor blade, but

each individual pixel could easily be identified in the output.

When the micrometer was translated, and the computer output did not

change, there was indication that the data from the photodiode at that location

was being lost. The test verified that every 17th data word in the spectrum was,
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in fact, lost as suspected. Three additional data words were found to be lost

from the spectrum at pixel locations 103, 240 and 376. This data loss was

exactly as predicted in the data analysis performed on the MUSTANG flight data

[Ref. 3 :p. 721. The r of this test are summarized in Appendix L. The

location of atl lost data words in the spectrum is identified in this Appendix,

along with the corresponding wavelength for each pixel. This data assumes

3.133A wavelength per pixel.

2. Testing of the Revised Electronic Interface Prototype Circuit

The revised electronic interface circuit was tested under the exact same

conditions as the original circuit described above. The micrometer rig was

moved over the entire length of the image sensor. Every single photodiode was

found to be represented in the output spectrum indicating that no data words

were lost. This test positively verified the functionality of the revised interface

circuit. The next phase of development was to produce the printed circuit boards

described in Chapter VI for construction of the final flight-qualified interface

circuit.

D. V.ALIDATION OF FLIGHT-QUALIFIED CIRCUIT

Several copies of the two printed circuit boards were manufactured by West

Coast Circuits, Inc.,in Watsonville, California. High-reliability integrated circuit

sockets were used with the first set of printed circuit boards. The circuit boards

were secured in the flight interface box and attached to the MUSTANG

instrument. The circuit was verified to operate properly when tested from the

laboratory GSE setup. The clock synchronization waveforms produced by the

GSE were discussed in Chapter V All other control waveforms generated by the
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interface circuit are presented in this section for verification of proper

operation.

1. Driver/Amplifier Board Signals

The Hamamatsu Driver/Amplifier circuit within the MUSTANG

instrument needs only two control signals for its operation, a system clock and a

start command. The system clock is the same as the Bit Clock produced by the

GSE as shown in Figure 5-2. The Start command is produced by the interface

circuit and is shown, along with the Frame Clock, in Figure 7-5. The Start

command is produced by a monostable multivibrator as described in Chapter IV.

It was configured to be a positive pulse of approximately 6.53.s duration

triggered by the rising edge of the Frame Clock pulse. The Frame Clock as

described in Chapter V, is high for one data word in 1024. The duration of the

Frame Pulse is 50.s and the period is 51.2ms. The Start pulse in Figure 7-5

rises with the rising edge of the Frame Clock pulse and falls approximately 6.51.s

later, as designed. The Reset command, shown in Figure 4-1, is used to reset the

FIFO memory at the beginning of each frame of data. It is derived from the

complementary output of the same monostable that generates the Start pulse.

The Reset pulse is just the inverted signal of the Start pulse and is not shown

here.

The Hamamatsu driver/amplifier circuit provides the Trigger signal

which pulses high each time the analog signal read out from a new photodiode is

stable. The Trigger pulse duration is 5g.s and a new pulse occurs every 20g.s.

The Trigger signal is shown in relation to the Bit Clock in Figure 7-6.
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2 V/div

2 V/div

10 pts/div

Figure 7-5 Frame Clock (top) and Start Command Signal (bottom)

2 V/div

2 V/div

5 pis/div

Figure 7-6 Bit Clock (top) and Trigger Signal (bottom)
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2. Data Acquisition From the MUSTANG Instrument

The data from the MUSTANG instrument is in the form of an analog

voltage. The analog signal is referred to as Video Data. This analog voltage is

delivered to the interface circuit via a coaxial cable, and must be accepted when

the Trigger control signal is high. The command signals discussed in Chapter IV

for digitizing and storing the analog voltage are shown in this section.

a. Command Signals

An Encode command is generated with a monostable multivibrator

on the rising edge of the Trigger signal. This command pulse tells the A/D

converter that the analoo input voltage is constant, and ready to be digitized.

The positive Encode pulse was configured to have a duration of 525ns and is

shown in Figure 7-7 along with the Trigger signal that initiates it.

The Data Ready signal is a positive pulse generated by the A/D

converter. The Data Ready pulse goes high after the Encode pulse goes high to

signify that the data conversion process has started. Data Ready goes low when

the data conversion process is complete signifying that the digital word

representing the analog signal has been latched and is available at the output pins.

Figure 7-8 shows the Data Ready signal compared to the Trigger sigaal. Figure

7-9 shows the Data Ready signal compared to the Encode command signal. The

Data Ready signal is supposed to go high approximately 60r after the rising

edge of the Encode command, and this is verified in Figure 7-9. The data

conversion in the A/D converter is supposed to take no longer than 1.46pts plus

the duration of the encode command. Figure 7-9 shows that the data conversion

is complete in approximately 1.80ts, which is well within the specification.
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2 V/div

2 V/div

1 lps/div

Figure 7-7 Trigger Signal (top) and Encode Command Signal
(bottom)

2 V/div

2 V/div

1 ps/div

Figure 7-8 Trigger Signal (top) and Data Ready Signal (bottom)
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2 V/div

2 V/div

0.5 gs/div

Figure 7-9 Encode Command Signal (top) and Data Ready Signal
(bottom)

2 V/div

2 V/div

0.5 gs/div

Figure 7-10 Data Ready Signal (top) and Write Command Signal
(bottom)
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The Write command signal tells the FIFO that the digital data out of

the A/D converter is valid and should be latched into the FIFO. This negative

pulse is also generated by a monostable triggered from the falling edge of the

Data Ready signal. The Write command signal is shown in relation to the Data

Ready signal in Figure 7-10. The Write pulse duration was configured to be

0.98gs, and it is verified to be just less than one microsecond in Figure 7-10.

Close inspection of this figure reveals that there is a noticeable propagation delay

for the monostable in generating the Write command pulse. The falling edge of

the Write signal occurs several tens of nanoseconds after the falling edge of the

Data Ready signal as predicted in Figure 4-2.

Another feature apparent in the Write command signal of Figure 7-

10 is the significant noise present in the first 0.5gs of the oscilloscope trace.

This noise is due to the Encode command which goes low at that time. This can

be verified from Figure 7-9. This noise, while significant, does not cause any

problems in the control of the interface circuit. The noise is in no danger of

being interpreted as a false Write command signal. This digital noise did,

however, find its way into the analog voltage signal from the MUSTANG

instrument which had to be corrected in the final design.

b. Digital Noise Imposed on the Analog Voltage Signal

In the original MUSTANG interface circuit, the digital and analog

grounds were all connected together via a ground plane which filled one side of

the printed circuit board. This meant that any digital noise caused by transitions

in all of the command signals, could reach the analog voltage signal through the

ground plane. In an effort to prevent this noise in the analog signal, the coaxial

shield around the analog signal line was not connected from the driver/amplifier
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circuit to the SMA connector on the MUSTANG instrument. This intended fix,

in fact, had the opposite effect. The analog voltage signal produced by the image

sensor on the driver/amplifier circuit is referenced to an analog ground on the

driver/amplifier board. The analog ground is tied to the digital ground on the

driver/amplifier circuit, and this cannot be altered. The analog voltage signal

traveled down a coaxial cable to the interface circuit to be digitized by an A/D

converter. The ground, that this analog signal was referenced to, was not passed

to the interface circuit, but was interrupted by the open circuit at the SMA

connector on the MUSTANG instrument.

Effective signal grounding and shielding is a complex science to the

extent that it could almost be called an art. The ideal system ground would be a

single point. Since circuits and components have physical size, a point ground is

not feasible. Instead, the ground must be distributed around to all components

on a plane, through wires or through metal casings of circuit enclosures and

instruments. This leads to multiple paths or loops in the ground paths between

components in the system. The ground elements are therefore exposed to

magnetically induced currents and other phenomena which result in potential

differences throughout the ground system.

In the case of the original MUSTANG configuration, the ground

that the analog signal was referenced to was not at the same potential as the

ground on the interface circuit. The coaxial cable in the spare detector box is

not grounded to the box itself. This is the same as the configuration in the

MUSTANG instrument. Figure 7-11 was obtained using the Video Data signal

out of the spare detector circuit and the revised interface circuit. The Video

Data signal of approximately two volts is shown in reference to the Trigger
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signal. The Trigger signal initiates all of the data conversion process, indicating

that the analog voltage is stable. There is clearly a lot of noise in the analog

signal while the Trigger signal is high. Voltage swings of the noise spikes are

nearly one volt peak-to-peak, and are due to the digital transitions of the control

signals as will be explained later. The spikes are so large simply because the

ground potential at the driver/amplifier circuit is not the same as the ground

potential at the A/D converter.

2 V/div

1 V/div

5 iis/div

Figure 7-11 Trigger Signal (top) and Unreferenced Video Data
Signal (bottom) before connecting coaxial shield
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c. Modifications to Reduce Noise in the Analog Voltage

Signal

The first correction to decrease the noise present on the analog

signal was to reconnect the coaxial shield from the driver/amplifier circuit to the

SMA connector on the MUSTANG instrument. This ensured a contiguous

ground shield from the origin of the Video Data signal, all the way to the A/D

converter. The results of this modification were rather spectacular, and are

shown in Figures 7-12 and 7-13. These figures were obtained by viewing the

Video Data signal from the MUSTANG instrument with only instrument power

applied. The high voltage circuit was not energized, so the instrument output

was due only to dark current. The Video Data signal amplitude is only about

80mV, and the noise has been reduced to approximately ±4OmV. This is a very

significant improvement.

The origin of the noise spikes can easily be determined from the

figures. Figure 7-12 shows the Video Data signal in reference to the Encode

command signal. The Encode command pulse transitions are responsible for the

first two noise spikes on the Video Data signal. Figure 7-13 shows the Video

Data signal referenced to the Data Ready signal. The falling edge of the Data

Ready signal is responsible for the next noise spike visible in the Video Data

signal. The fourth noise spike is due to the rising edge of the Write command

pulse which is not shown in these figures. Close inspection also will show that

there are smaller noise spikes that occur at 2.5tis intervals which correspond to

transitions of the Bit Clock.

The ten most significant bits are being used on the A/D converter

which is set for 8.24V full scale. This corresponds to approximately 8.05mV
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2 V/div

50 mV/div

20 jis/div
xl0

Figure 7-12 Encode Command Signal (top) and Video Data Signal
(bottom) after connecting coaxial shield

2 V/div

50 mV/div

20 Ps/div
xl0

Figure 7-13 Data Ready Signal (top) and Video Data Signal (bottom)
after connecting coaxial shield
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resolution in the digitized signal. The noise observed in Figures 7-12 and 7-13

indicates that the low three or four bits would vary with noise. After the Encode

command pulse goes low, the analog voltage signal is relatively noise free until

A/D conversion is complete. This allows for a quiet environment in which the

current-output D/A converter, successive approximation register and high speed

comparator can digitize the analog signal within the A/D converter. Pulldown

resistors were placed on the four least significant bits to aid in sinking current

for transitions in a noisy environment as suggested in Appendix D. All of the

noise that occurs in the analog signal after the digitizing is complete is not of

concern. The digital data bits are latched in the successive approximation

register with the falling edge of the Data Ready pulse.

One additional attempt to reduce the noise on the analog voltage

signal was to separate the analog and digital ground at the interface circuit. It

was hoped that isolating the analog ground of the A/D converter from the digital

ground plane of the interface circuit would reduce the noise seen in Figures 7-12

and 7-13. A portion of the ground plane on the printed circuit board was carved

c.ut to accommodate the analog ground pins of the A/D converter and the same

measurements were taken. Unfortunately, this resulted in slightly higher

amplitude noise spikes. The recommendation of Appendix D, for a low

impedance ground plane to connect the analog and digital ground pins of the A/D

converter, was followed, and the ground plane was left intact on the flight-

qualified interface circuit boards.

3. Data Transfer to the PCM Encoder

As mentioned in Chapter IV, this portion of the interface circuit was the

most important as far as timing analysis was concerned. The gated Enable
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signal was created to be synchronous with the falling edge of the Word Clock.

This is shown in Figures 7-14 and 7-15. These figures show the gated Enable

signal in reference to the Word Clock. The gated Enable signal rises with the

falling edge of a Word Clock pulse, and falls with the falling edge of the Word

Clock for the 17th data word.

The Read command signal is shown in reference to the gated Enable

signal in Figures 7-16 and 7-17. This is the most critical signal in the interface

circuit since it was the source of data loss in the original MUSTANG interface

circuit. The first Read command pulse is shown in Figure 7-16, and it goes low

immediately with the rising edge of the gated Enable signal. This validates the

design described in Chapter IV. All 16 Read command pulses were counted

while the gated Enable signal was high on the expanded time scale mode of the

oscilloscope. No glitch of any kind is apparent on the Read command line from

Figure 7-17 after the gated Enable signal goes low. This verifies that no extra

Read command pulses will be generated in the interface circuit; therefore, no

data will be lost.

The negative Read command pulses were created from a monostable

multivibrator, and configured to be 2.8gs in duration. The Read pulse was

triggered on the rising edge of the inverted Word Clock which is shown by its

relationship to the gated Enable signal in Figure 7-16. The duration of the Read

command pulse is verified in Figure 7-18 where the Read pulse is shown as

compared to the Latch command pulse. The positive Latch pulse is also

generated from a monostable triggered from the same edge as the Read pulse.

The Latch pulse duration was configured to be 2.1gs. Figure 7-18 shows that the
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2 V/div

2 V/div

0.1 ms/div
x1O

Figure 7-14 Word Clock (top) and Gated Enable Signal Rising Edge
(bottom)

2 V/div

2 V/div

0.1 ms/div
xl0

Figure 7-15 Word Clock (top) and Gated Enable Signal Falling Edge
(bottom)
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2 V/div

2 V/div

0.1 ms/div
xl0

Figure 7-16 Gated Enable Signal Rising Edge (top) and Read
Command Signal (bottom)

2 V/div

2 V/div

0. 1 ms/div
xlO

Figure 7.17 Gated Enable Signal Falling Edge (top) and Read
Command Signal (bottom)
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2 V/div

2 V/div

1 ps/div

Figure 7-18 Read Command Signal (top) and Latch Signal (bottom)

Read pulse ended up about 3.2ps, and the Latch pulse about 2.3gts which fulfills

the requirements of the circuit design in Chapter IV.

4. Instrument Gain Control Voltage

The instrument gain control voltage was measured with a multimeter at

the output of the D/A converter. The measured voltages listed below are

consistent with the calculated voltages from Figure 4-5.

* Measured High Gain Control Voltage = 9.706V
" Measured Low Gain Control Voltage = 9.394V

Due to the extreme sensitivity of the instrument gain to this control

voltage, it was imperative that this analog voltage be noise free. The analog

voltage was observed on an oscilloscope, and a significant amount of noise was

preqent. This noise was believe to be a product of the test setup. A differential
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measurement was performed using the oscilloscope and two probes with their

leads twisted together. No noise was observed beyond the accuracy of the

measurement which was 20mV peak-to-peak.

E. ROCKET INTEGRATION TESTING AT WALLOPS ISLAND

The MUSTANG instrument was taken to the Naval Research Laboratory

where it was integrated with the HIRAAS instrument. The MUSTANG

physically attaches to the side of HIRAAS in the Experiment section of the

rocket. It was tested in this configuration with the Launch GSE supplyiih,

telemetry clocks, and was found to function without problem.

The rocket Experiment section was transported to Wallops Flight Facility for

the full rocket integration testing. All sections of the rocket were first connected

electrically, and a series of sequence tests were performed. The sequence test

performs an actual launch countdown, and all flight timers and relays are tested

to ensure that the preprogrammed events happen according to the flight schedule.

A brief summary of major flight events are as follows.

* -120 seconds Begin countdown

• -30 seconds Rocket on internal power
* 0 seconds Terrier ignition

* 12 seconds Black Brant ignition
* 44 seconds Black Brant burnout

* 60 seconds Rocket despin
* 63 seconds Payload separation
* 66 seconds Nose cone eject, Experiment section door opens

* 85 seconds MUSTANG instrument power applied

• 96 seconds MUSTANG high volts power applied
* 293 seconds Switch to high gain

* 490 seconds Switch to low gain
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* 510 seconds MUSTANG high volts power off, close door
* 516 seconds MUSTANG instrument power off
* 605 seconds Deploy parachute

The MUSTANG performed with no problems during all of the sequence

tests. All sections of the rocket were then bolted together in their final launch

configuration for environmental testing. The environmental tests determine the

mechanical characteristics and integrity of the rocket and payload. These tests

consist of the following.

* Moment of inertia determination
* Weight determination
• Center of gravity determination
• Spin balance
" Three-axis random vibration tests
• Operational spin test

Following environmental testing, the rocket is subjected to another series of

sequence tests to ensure that it still functions properly after all of the mechanical

tests. The MUSTANG passed all of the integration tests and is ready for launch

in February 1992.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The success of MUSTANG on the NASA sounding rocket experiment in

March, 1990 has established NPS and the MUSTANG project in the scientific

research community. The rocket flight produced the best measurements to date

of ultraviolet emissions in the earth's ionosphere in the middle ultraviolet

wavelength region. Despite the success of this flight, some problems with the

electronic interface package were manifested in the telemetry data recovered

from the flight. Continued NASA support for the joint NPS and NRL research

is exhibited in the scheduling of a second sounding rocket experiment

(36.088DE) for the MUSTANG and HIRAAS instruments which will launch in

February, 1992.

A. SUMMARY OF MUSTANG DEVELOPMENT

This thesis involved redesign of the MUSTANG electronic interface package

to prevent the data dropouts which occurred during the first sounding rocket

flight. An in-depth analysis of the MUSTANG instrument and the sounding

rocket components was necessary to determine the cause of the data dropouts and

to formulate a new circuit design. The interface circuit redesign included the

following major elements.

" Review of the operational limitations of the MUSTANG instrument and the
PCD linear image sensor to determine necessary interface requirements.

• Review of the interface requirements for the NASA-provided PCM
encoder which was believed to be the cause of the majority of the data
dropouts.

• Study of the original MUSTANG interface electronic interface circuit to
locate possible sources of faults which would lead to data dropouts
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" Propose a new circuit design which would interface with existing rocket
and experiment hardware to reliably transfer data to telemetry during
rocket flight without the risk of data dropout.

" Construct a prototype of the revised interface circuit, and validate its
proper performance through testing in the laboratory.

" Determine the cause of the data dropouts with the original interface circuit
through testing at Wallops Flight Facility with an actual telemetry section
from a sounding rocket. Additionally, verify proper performance of the
revised interface circuit prototype with the same test setup.

* Design and fabricate the final flight-qualified components, and install them
on MUSTANG

* Participate in the formal payload integration for NASA sounding rocket
flight 36.088DE in October, 1991 at Wallops Flight Facility in Wallops
Island, Virginia to ensure the proper operation of MUSTANG in the flight
environment.

" Design and implement all changes in the MUSTANG GSE hardware and
software necessary to support the revised interface circuit. Additionally,
implement changes in the GSE to make it more user friendly for new
students unfamiliar with the operation of MUSTANG.

Participation in the MUSTANG development and integration provided NPS

students with an informative view of the scientific research community as well as

the DoD program environment. The opportunity to work with NPS faculty,

NRL scientists and NASA technicians and engineers in this research project

provided insight not attainable in the classroom environment. The exposure to

such areas as program management, production scheduling, parts procurement,

compatibility design, component integration and electronic noise reduction

provided by MUSTANG researOh is essential to the development of the

engineering student.

B. PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS AND FOLLOW

ON THESIS WORK

The MUSTANG electronic interface circuit constructed as a result of this

thesis work performed flawlessly during payload integration for NASA rocket

experiment 36.088DE. The MUSTANG instrument is expected to operate
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without incident on the upcoming launch in February, 1992. Data recovered

from the upcoming launch are expected to be even better than the first launch,

with no data dropouts to complicate analysis. The only component of the

MUSTANG project that is below optimum performance is the launch GSE

interface box. Future enhancements could concentrate on improving the

performance of this piece of GSE hardware. The current design is adequate, but

a concentrated effort would be necessary to bring this piece of GSE equipment

up to desired performance. The MUSTANG instrument is tentatively scheduled

to make one additional NASA sounding rocket flight following the upcoming

scheduled launch. This additional launch would make the upgrade of the launch

GSE a worthwhile topic of research for an interested Space Systems Engineering

student with an Electrical Engineering background.

Additionally, the MUSTANG instrument is to be one of many instruments

launched on the Air Force P91-1 satellite in the Fall of 1995. The MUSTANG

will be delivered for integration on the satellite in the Fall of 1994. The

opportunity for future work by NPS students on the MUSTANG project is

guaranteed and wide in scope. The interested Space Systems Operations student

could follow the program management and integration of an actual NPS

instrument onto a low earth orbit satellite. The interested engineering student

could get involved with the design of the flight microprocessor-controlled

MUSTANG interface with the satellite bus. Substantially different data

acquisition and storage methods, and time-shared data transfer will provide a

great deal of future research work. As long as the MUSTANG continues to be

successful, there will always be a need for research in the analysis of the data it
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provides to validate current photochemical models of the ionosphere, and to

determine ionospheric electron densities.
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APPENDIX A

HAMAMATSU PCD IMAGE SENSOR TECHNICAL DATA

PCD LINEAR IMAGE SENSORS

HAMAMK"SU S2300 SERIES
TECHNICAL DATA (50.dl x 5.0 mm Aperture Size)

The S2300 series PCD linear image sensors are monolithic
self-scanning photodiode arrays designed specifically
for applications in multichannel spectroscopy. The scan- .
ning circuit is constructed by a Plasma-Coupled Device
(PCD). This scanner is a novel bipolar static shift register
and is operatable with a single low power supply voltage.
PCD image sensors feature low spike noise, !arge sen-
sitive areas, and high UV light sensitivity that allow high
SIN ratios even in low-light-level detection applications.

The photodiodes of the S2300 series are arrayed in a row
with 50 gm center to center spacing and 5.0 mm height.
The sensitive area is twice as large as the S2301 series,
thus well suited for low-light-level detection requiring high
sensitivity. Three different numbers of photodiodes. 256
(S2300-2560), 512 (S2300-5120). and 1024 (S2300-10240)
are available. Quartz gass is the standard window material.
(Fiber optic window types are also available.)

FEATURES
" Wide photosensitive area; 50 .m x 5.0 mm
" Bipolar-type image sensor

Wide operating frequency; DC to 2MHz
* Operatable with low voltage, single power From left: S2300-2560. S2300-5120. S2300-10240. S2300-1024F

supply
" Logic inputs (start pulse, shift clocks) are

TTL compatible (open collector type)
" Low capacitive switching noise

High UV sensitivity
High output linearty and uniformity
Low dark current and high saturation
charge allow a long integration time for a
wide dynamic range even at room
temperature.

IMAGE SENSOR STRUCTURE
The PCO linear image sensor is a monolithic integrated circuit con- Figure 1: Equivalent circuit
structed with photodiode arrays, PCO shift register and switching tran-
sstors for addressing the photodiodes Fig.1 shows the equivalent cir- -
cuit ____"_-___.....

The PCD shift register is a static type self-scanner that transfers an
addressing pulse along the chain dr-ven by a synchronized three phase - .
clock Each output pulse negative polarity) from the PCO shift register is t t.=- -
then fed ,o the base electrode of each p-n-p switch in the video circuit. '_ _

Photodiodes act as the emitters in these lateral transistors, and operate
in the charge storage mode. Therefore the outputs are proportional to
the product of the illumination intensity and repeated scanning period. Figure 2: Sensor geometry

As sho%&n in Fig.!. the equivalent circuit of S2300 series is very simple,
no dummy photodiode is necessary and the signal is available from only .
one row as a sequential output Furthermore the uniformity and purity of f o.--
the signal is high. making it possible to measure the light intensity more
accurately with a simple peripheral driving and signal processing circuit.

Fig 2 shows the sensor geometry The photodiodes consist of diffused
p -!ve regions in n-type silicon substrates. The charges generated in -.- .: -- ,
these two regions are collected and stored on the associated P-N lunc . .-
tion s capacitance .uring the integration periud. The p-type diffused -
region S spec ally processed to have high sensitivity in the UV region - 2.-

and io*er caiA leakage current.
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PCD LINEAR IMAGE SENSORS S2300 SERIES

MAXIMUM RATINGS
Supply Voltage 10V
Operating Temperature -30 to '-85*C
Storage Temperature -40 to '125*C

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (at 250)

Pareiutera Symbals **3232M2O 3211041120 $23111111-11111

Supply Voltage Vcc 3 5 7 3 5 7 3 5 7 V
Driving Phase 3 3 3 phase_
Shift Pulse Voltage" Vsh (4) 4.0 5 5.5 4,0 5 5.5 4.0 5 5.5 V

VSh IL) 0.8 0.8 0.8 V
Start Pulse voltage VS liH) Vcc VcC Vcc V

_______________ Vs IL) 0.8 0.8 0.8 V
Operating Frequency f DC 2 DC 2 DC 2 MHz
Photodiode Capacitance Cp 8 8 8 pF
Video Line Capacitance CV 25 40 50 pF
Power Consumption' p 30 30 30 mW
Photodode Dark Current" Id 4 10 4 10 4 10 pA

1, At Vcc =5V

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS Figure 3 ?ypical spectrel respone
Spectral Response (20% of peal 200 to 1000 nm
Wavelength of Peak Response 600 nm
SaturationExposure Esat" 50 mlux sec_____
Saturation Charge Osat 37 PC
Sensitivity Uniformnity" within --5% lo-

*1: At Vcc=5V
*2 50%, of saturation. excluding first element-

Figure 5: Oark output charge vs. Storage time
Figure 4: Output charge vs. exposure temperature dependency

K- -A
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HAMAMATSU

DIMENSIONAL OUTLINES AND PIN CONNECTIONS (Dimensions In millimeters)

S2300-2560 S23005120
iT E SE.S; E 4REA

2; A

S2300-10240

Va Video Output
I Two Vo are connected inside the

____________________________element.

r Vcc Power Supply Voltage

~ * ND Ground IOV)

_____ ____________ I_ Start Pulse Input (TTL Compatible)

0 Clock Pulse Input (TTL Compatible)

Negative C-MOS compatible
-, - Edt ane at trio clock timing just

after the atelemnent is scanned
7 NC No Connection

~-j.--This Should be grounded

Mechanical Specifications

-2G .12 *2IU

Number of phtotodiodes 256 512il 1024
- -Pitch (.mn 50

Aprt ure (,,im) 50 -5000

Number of pins 22 28 40
iWindow materiV Quartz

Net weigtlg) 4 5 i 8

*Fiber optic window available
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PCD LINEAR IMAGE SENSOR S2300 SERIES

DRIVING AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT
The Clock pulse timing and circuit parameter reguirments pulse are determined by Vs and Vsh respectively. To
for driving the S2300 series PCO image sensor are provide stable operation of the shift register. it is
shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7. To operate the PCO shift necessary to select an optimized injection current con.
register requires a start pulse to initiate the scan and trolled by resistances R, and F12. Typical values of these
three Phase clock to drive Sequentially. The polarity of driving parameters are shown in Fig.? and the electrical
the Start pulse has to be negative and the clock pulses characteristics table.
must be positive. These pulses are TtL compatible. The To detect low light levels with good linearity, video
Start pulse needs at least 500 ns duration time and a current integration with a charge-amplifiier is recoin-
minimum of 200 n3 overlap with tne clock pulse# C to Mendable. Fig.7 Shows this type of Signal extraction
start the scan. it is not always necessary to overlap with this circuit, the charge-amplifier is reset to ground
Clock pulses each Other, but if a gap of more than 100 ns prior to address each photOdiode multiples switch.
is presented. scanning will disable. When the switch is closed. signal charge flows into

An open collector type TTL is used to drive the PCD capacitors in the integration circuit. The output wave
shift register The voltage level of the start and shift form is a box car shape.

Figure 6z Timing diagram 13-ptiase drivel Figure 7: Driving and amptitier circuit

__ -~ V-IF,

vc, vsm a-c is ace operarawie wonl it' same' suiy i~v~'age
T,,pca ,awes )t nte 0o'at"Otws
CE 2-F R' 5 6 0 R2 470 Q

RELATED DEVICES
*S2301, S2304 Serieas PCD Linear Image Sensors
Hamamnatsu Provides other sensor georn'ees for the PCO inear n-age sensors. The S2301 series has
Photodiodes of 50 ..rn -2 5 mmn anid the S2304 Series has those of 25 om -2 5 mmn Types with 128 to 1024
ohotodiodes are avalatle

*OrivtriAmplitier Circuits for PCD Linear Image Sensors
D-vi' anv.iie, circ, ts lo, PCD mage senscirs are available Trrest rt. need only a star? oulse master
Clock pulse. -5V and IS1V power Supply to arive the PCID imrage senSor The vadeo output -s a voitage output
processed by a charge-amowifier Pulse generator f0r these dr-yer amplifier circuits and data processing unit
for AD conversion a'e also avatlapie

KA M AMS OCCIS ,iSat s
28 :cc -a-4-ais Z 435 japa, 4ei c 54a39 S' 5 .a~

S ' -aaasu Co'o'a , W6 'ci* Cai 0 C S, 59- 
9

3j,,'c' N . 08& 19- ' e .ov 2O9 P4YX -a-' 22' '519
A -t-. -8 4-a t', 1,iz' S Ceica-C G'-C" Az.ge S',' 3 8-C36 "e-SC'-'; a-' A--'s8" -ec-one 8, 36'5.1~- 'a 8 2658

.JL 87
7 2000 PiTea ,i Japatn
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APPENDIX B

HAMAMATSU DRIVER AMPLIFIER TECHNICAL DATA

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR EVALUATION BOARD

HAMAMATSU PHOTONICS K.K.

SOLID STATE DIV.

SD29-890717-0051201.
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OPF.RATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR EVALUATION BOARD

GENERAL

This is low noise driver/amplifier circuit for Hamamatsu POD Image Sensors

(S2300-512tW,-512Fl.
The PCD image sensor is a monolithic self-scanning photodiode array. Its scanning
circuit is cnstruicted by Plasma-Cou pled Devicel PCD).
This driver/amplifier circuit provides a scanning pulse 'Start" and a three phase
rlock " 1, 0 2. 0 3" to drive the PCD image sensor, Find includes a charge-amplifier to
output the vidan signal "Video Data" in the charge integration mode.

FEATURES

OSimpie operation; a start puilse, a master clock pulse, +5V and ± 15V required.
OLo'- noise configuration.
*Structtire allows for easy cooling and optical alignment.

SPFCIFICATIONS

INPUTS ;Supply voltage: + 5 Vdc at 150mA
+15 Vdc at 25mA

- 15 Vdc at 25MA

Start: TTL pulse, positive level sensitive. Mlinimum duration 500 nsec.
Used to initialize the circuit and initiate the shift register in the
PCD image sensor.

C'L K: TTL pulse, rising edge sensitive. Maximum frequency 250 KHz.
1Used to syncronize the circuit and the shift register in the PCD
irie sensor.

iTL, T7 ag, r: -'FTLt compatible, positive pulse.
AiP-r as 9 start signal for S/H and AID conversion ((-ptionall.

t-- r: ' pib, negative puilse.
Axajal'mm-diatly after scanning at the last pixel is complet.ed.

Cao be iis.pd as end of AID aquisition.

id ' Tritor: Negative voltage output.
This (output is the integrat-ed POCD video current signal.

'PoTta: Psiv e voltago o i tpu t.

':t is the prcessed signafl o)f the "Video Monitor".
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SETUP PROCEDURE

Setup for the evaluation system is shown in Figure 1.

I) Power supply connection

Power, as specified under specifications, must be supplied to the driver/amplifier
citcuit inputs.

2) Pulse generator connection

The "Start" pulse and the "CLK" pulse, as specified under specifications, must be
supplied to the driver/amplifier circuit inputs. (C2335 "Hamamatsu Pulse Genera-
tor' available and can be connected to the two timing inputs respectively.)
The integration time is preset by the "Start" pulse interval while the readout time
of each pixel is preset by a "CLI(" frequency.

3) Oscilloscope connection

The "Start" pulse input (from C2325 or other clock) is connected both to the C2325
board and to the EXT. TRIG. input of the oscilloscope.

The "Video Data" signal output is the connected to the input of the oscilloscope.

4) S/H and A/D converter connection (optional)

The "Trigger" pulse output can be used as the logic input of S/H and A/D
converter. The "Video Data" signal output is then connected to the analog input of
the S/H.
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ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

The driver/amplifier circuit assembly is shown in Figure 2.

REMARK: Use an oscilloscope to monitor the "Video Monitor" or the "Video Data" signal
output without any light being illuminated on the photodiode array.

1) Zero level adjustment 1:

Adjust VR2(100K Q ) until the reset level comes to oscilloscope ground level.

- K- Reset period

GND Level

before adjustment

GND Level

after adjustment

2) Fluctuation (caused by Power supply) cancellation adjustment:

Adjust VR3(lK Q ) tuntil the fluctuation of the "Vedeo Data" signal is minimized.

Readout period

tieforc adjustment

GND Level

alter adjustmvfnt

(ND Level
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3) Switching noise cancellation adjustment:
Adjust VRl(OK Q ) until the amplitude of the spike noise is minimized.

before adjustment

GND Level

after adjustment

GND Level

4) Zero level adjustment 2:

Adjust VR4(1Ol( Q) until the clampling level comes to oscilloscope ground level.

j .dClampling Period

before adjustment- G;ND Level

GN eeafter adJustment
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REMARKS

If the evaluation system is not operated, regularly check the fo]lowing items:

1) Are the "Start" pulse and the "CLK" pulse supplied to the driver/amplifier circuit

inputs as prescribed under specifications ?

2) Is the scanning pulse "'S-rt" supplied to the PCD image sensor ?

3) Is the high level of the three phase clock ( 1, 0 2, 0 3) according to "Figure 3
Timing Diagram" ?

4) Is the "TEO---O- pulse obtained from the pin of the PCD image sensor ?
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Appendix I

Pin configurations and package outlines of PCD Image Sensor are shown in Figure A-I

S2300-5120 S2300-12
SENSIIVE AREASEITV0A

CHIP

02%

IS

symbols Functions Paraeters S2300-!512Q S23DO-512F
VO video Outoot Numner of phoLodiodes1 5;2

T~c VO are connecied inside i,,e __________________________________

Vc o~,~~~aCApertre I O50 x 5J
GNO Ground (OV)

i Sia'I Purse fru ,r-L Coirpat.oce, Number of pins 28
4. Ccc* ws Inu J71 oniL l,b Window material fa ~ iber optic p~ate

Erd of Scan
N.~tie M~ crnalleN et veig~t 5g 13 6g

Ottasnaoe at (tie clock mfnng; ust
Iafter lhe last elerrent_,s scanned

NC No Con~ecion
ri;s snourd te ;rounded

Figure A-1 Pin Configurations and Package Outlines of PCD Image Sensor
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- Appendix 2

Circuit configuration of the pulse generator is shown in Figure A-2

VC 0

1 4)

;C 0

jlC

Lz
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APPENDIX C

POWER SUPPLY TECHNICAL DATA

il~lI I RESEARCH SUPPORT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
* PON 31-785-6250 F AX 3Q1-Y C:

Item No. OOlAK

LOW VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY

RSI MODEL 428-211

The RSI Mlodel 428-211 is a low voltage power supply which
operates from a nominal -28VDC input. The output of the unit is
*5V and provides up to 1QOOmA. A current limited output monitor
is provided in parallel with the output voltage.

The input is series diode protected against inadvertent
reversal of the input power lines. Heat sinking of the case is
recommended for full power operation.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Input Voltage.................. 24VDC to -34VDC
Input Current.................. 7OmA (no load)

500mA (1OOOmA load)
Output Voltage................. *5V (--S%)
Output Ripple.................. < 50mV
Output Spikes.................. < 75mV
Efficiency..................... >30% at full load
Converter Frequency........... Nomifial 10KHz
Operating Temperature..........20 C to +70 C
Storage Temperature............-40 C to -85 C
Line Regulation................ .02%/V (no load)

MECHANICAL:

Dimensions..................... 1.0 in.X 3.0 in.X 3.5 in.
Weight.......................... 300 grams
Mounting....................... Four (4) size six clearance

holes
Connector...................... Can~non DAM 15P

OPTIONS:

Voltages other than *5V upon request.
Potting or conformal coating upon request.
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FRea-seL-aftvr=ch 34- = g).z S O crt VI V, st r rnse ra,:s

T e s CoR- te- s=,- -c- -t

Model Number A

seri.6" NummlerI

o t caOe :nrout _

Input Input Output Output Monitor Output

Voltage Current Voltage Current Output Ripple

(v) (mA) V ) ( mA (V ) ( mv)

38 5.24 0 5. 240
74T 5. 23 100 5.2.3 C,

5 5..21 5
-9 1,47 5. 20 300 5..20 2

187 . -5. 18

-8 2' 5. 17 500 5. 17 25

59 5. 16 6,), 5. 16 30

8 297 5. I 70 5. 1+ 25

337 5. 12 0 5. 1. 25

C5. - I A 5 30

5.09 10 5. 09 3
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RESEARCH SUPPORT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
10610 BEAVER DAM ROAD. COCKEYSVILLE. MARYLAND 21030

PHONE 301-785-6250 FAX 301-785-1228

Item No. OO01AL

DUAL TRACKING LOW VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY

RSI MODEL 441-193

The RSI Model 441-193 is a dual tracking low voltage power
supply which operates from a nominal +28VDC input. The outputs
of the unit are complementary (-15V and -1SV) voltages, each
capable of providing 400mA, which track each other u- er various
loads. A current limited output monitor is providec -n parallel
with the output voltage.

The input is series diode protected against inadvertent
reversal of the input power lines. Voltages other than 15V can
be supplied upon request. Heat sinking of the case is
recommended for full power operation.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Input Voltage ................ 24VDC to -34VDC
Input Current ................. 70mA (no load)

840mA (400mA load)
Output Voltage ................ 15VDC 0 400mA

-15VDC 9 400mA
Output Ripple ............... Less than 25mV
Output Spikes ............... Less than 150mV
Efficiency .................. 60% at full load
Converter Frequency ......... Nominal 10.5KHz
Operating Temperature ........-20 C to -70 C
Storage Temperature ..........-40 C to .85 C
Line Regulation .............. 0.02%/V (no load)
Load Regulation .............. 0.01%/V (400mA load)

MECHANICAL:

Dimensions ................... 1.0 in.X 3.0 in.X 3.5 in.
Weight ..................... 212 grams
Mounting ................... Four (4) size six clearance holes
Connector .................. Cannon DAM-15P

OPTIONS:

Voltages other than 15V upon request.
Potting or conformal costing upon request.
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TestW* Ftlno F m -t1

Lob. Vol. t agm Po mv S gl~ 1>y

Model Number -AAj-jL

Serial Number 1

Voltage Input 2Z.O V

Input Output Output Monitor Output
Current Voltage Curroyt Output Ripple

(nA) (V) (m) (V) (m )

47.7 15.0 15.0 0 0 15.0 15.0 10 10

290 15.0 13.1 0 300 15.0 14.9 10 10

290 13.0 15.0 300 0 14.9 15.0 10 10

536 13.1 13.1 300 300 15.0 14.9 10 10

716 14.9 14.9 400 400 14.9 14.9 10 10

Notea

I Unit should be well heatsunk.
2 Unit loses regulation at 25.0 V inout.

Date 1

Disk:wotest File:wo122508
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RECEIVE3 OCT -3 1XI

HV POWER SUPPLY GEN 11
Grounded Anode

Gen II intensifiers

2.500 3.750

.500 ____________________

Model :200057 +5v c ath

mep

0-10v anode

Smcp voltage, control

" Grounr,Je Ariodp (, -r II output;s
" Adiu~table cathode, mcp-irn. mcp-out. anid APC level
o Ext MCP voltage control
" Ext resistor select - ABC max limit for desired tube dia

cathode voltage min adjustable range 100 to 240 vdc
cathode series resistance I Gohm

mcp-in voltag;e voltag~e controllable to 2kv ma~x vdc
may load current 1,0 Ut

mcp-out voltag~e ad J 1 st a t IL 3000 to 0 .50(J V-1C.
brigh'tniess cuJrrent limit .05 to 5 uA

anode output ground return potenitial 0 vdC

temperature operational - 55 to + 70 C

mechanical 4-40 insets bottom surface corners
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Operation aild Instructions

PS 200057 grounded anooe standard GEN II

1.0 General

The model 200057 power supply is a small DC to DC converter which
converts +5 vdc to multiple HV dc outpults for use by a Gen 11 image
intensifier tube. The outputs are line regulated, and each is
independently adjustable. The power supply circuitry is fully
potted in an RTV encapsulant due to the high internal voltages
generated, and due to the small size of the power supply.

Manufacturer :GBS Micro Power Supply
6155 Calle Del Conejo
Sari Jose, California 95120
408-997-6720

2.0 Power Supply Inputs

The following inputs are available and marked on the power supply.

1. Input voltage terminal +5 +-.5 vdc
2. Input voltage return terminal (gnd)
3. Voltage control terminal 0 to +10 vdc
4. Cathode output adj Pot
S. MCP-IN output adj pot
6. MCP-ClUT output adj Pot
7. ABC limit fine adjust pot
8. Rsel resistor for gross ABC limit adj

3.0 Output Connections

There are 4 output leads for- connection t~o the image intensifier.

l. Cathode output typically -175 vdJc with respect to
the MCP-IN output lead

2. MCP-IN output typically -1500 vdc with respect to
the MCP-1'UJT output lead

:3. tiCP-o'.Ur output typically - V.I.1 vcwith ?e$-P(?C t to
the sc teo ojutput leadl

4. Screen output iGnd, and tiedj to the *5 return
internally in the power supply.

4.0 Voltage ControlI

The MCP voltaqe arlpl ed to t~fp intenisifier-, is provided by the
MCP-IN and MI2P-OIUr output-s, wh i:h is termed the MCP voltage-:.
This voltAge r:an be rpmotely Varied from rippriximately -41-10 vdc,

(the osr il ictor drop out [leve-l ) , to -20 vdu:, by va, yinog the
voltage .ippliEd to thP voltage c oritro to~t minil fro 0 o lJv
The +1o vdJc resulIts in -2111H) v'.F: M(UP voL t.oe. An opien ..it the
voltage c on trol terminal re-sualts in a 0 'j VILY vol V0tc'..

~AI F'- 200 1)7 1 IF-el tl t i on & Ir tr 1P'i. t Itl NU z20iu I
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The -2000 vdc MCP voltage when the control voltage is at +10 vdc,can be lowered to near -400 vdc by adjusting the MCP-IN adjust
Pat counter clockwise. CW increases MCP voltage toward -2000.
CCW reduces MCP voltage toward 0 vdc.

5.0 Cathode Output

The cathode output is adjustable via a trim pot. CW increases
the output to -250 vdc. CCW reduces the output to -100 vdc.
A cathode current limiting resistor ( 1 Gigohm ) is internal in
the power supply, and will drop the cathode voltage as excess
tube cathode cur-rent is developed in high illumination conditions.
When the cathode current, under these high current conditions,
falls to approximately -3 vdc with respect to the MCP voltage,
a diode in the power supply, shunts the I Gigohm limit resistor,
with a 22 Megohm resistor, thereby extending the cathode cur-rent
availabe, before eventual tube cutoff.
The cathode output is typically -175 vdc with respect to the
MCP-IN output, but it is stacked on the other power supply outputs,
so that with respect to ground, the potential on the cathode lead)
is approximately -8000 vdc.. This high voltage is usually a source
of trouble when operating the power supply, as leakage to gnd may
often readily develop. This leakage will be treated by the power
supply as ABC current, which is an instruction to the power supply
to lower, or shut off the MCP-IN voltage. Caution is recommended
in the testing of the power supply, and in the tube connections.

6.0 MCP-out Voltage

The MCP-oit is the votaqe provided for the intensifier screen,
and is -t-,000 vdc typically. This output is connected to the MCP-OLJT
intensifier lead. CW adjustment of the trim pot incr-eases this
voltage t~o -t-500 vdc. CCW decreases the voltage to -300 vdc.
This high voltage is developed in the power Supply by a stack of
voltage doubler circuits. This multiplier cit cuit is rsso
returned to grid, so that any tube screen curt enit flowinq at any
time, mujst pass throuqh the rsto.A voltagen is developed across
the resistor , and is popu~rtitri to the tube utsr :Lti
The vol t.-oie de'veloiped,. is u: counrd to .:ir ABU2 lifni t rut t irJ -In
will shut down the MCP voltacie to the tube, if the thi '--huld level
is reached.

7.0 ABC

The R-see ct resistor ( extetrnally .itvailoble ias r~o is usd to
sense the tubie r e ur terit vz i--cr it-id in ,(:tt tt.:irh r 0
The Power -supply conipat ciptor tot ABC, h ithl leve'l of I vdC:
and will -,hut down ths? Mi!:I~ vot-vi u when r thp ~ivlt~ tc,:acr-ez:
this, 1 vdc th sod-The r.hoiic of rut:- -t ioe tar Ri.ei , then ucan
determine -,t wha.-t tujbe ruritrent, :,hutd,-,wn i- delir'.1yp iual ly
R-.el is c hcisr, cis I MegoIrhm, so th.-it it il low-_- amplIe n urt i.nu t for
normail tube use, but lilnit:; stencut t .'it to) a naximi-un of I uA.

1S2 0 7 IFuP tt, i tn & In -t t .t t -uO,,7 NUM 2 1 1 2

AB 6I Poi _FS"'. N/A A
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The ABC trim pot allows fine resolution of the threshold voltage
used by the shutdown comparator. CW increases the threshold to
1.0 vdc. CCW decreases the threshold voltage to 0 vdc. In this
manner, the ABC pot can be used to fine tune the limit current
circuitry for use as an automatic brightness control feature,
( ABC ).
The power supply has a 22 Megohm internal resistor in parrallel
with the external Rsel.
At delivery, Rsel is set to I Megohm, and the ABC pot is adjusted
for so that I uA of screen current reduces the MCP voltage 50.

8.0 Mechanical, Leads

The power supply chassis is glass epoxy with TRV potting internal.
There are 4 Mounting inserts on the base of the power supply,
4-40 inserts.
The output leads are silicone coated teflon insulated stranded
wires, reated for 15kv.

9.0 Processing, Burn-in

Standard processing prior to delivery include-; 24 h,'s nf operation
unpotted, at 23C, at nominal output voltaqe levels, followed by
48 hrs of operation at 23C, at typical output voltage levels,
followed by a final electrical performance test at 23C.
Other tests and burn-in environments may be conducted as specified
by the customer purchase order.

10.0 Test Circuitry

Electotstatic voltmeters or equivalent htigh input impedance
300 Giqohin ) divider probes ate recommended when checking

output voltage levels.
A dc voltage applied to Rsel can be used to simulate tube scteen
current for MCP -.hutdown verification. This voltage :hould not
exceed 5 vdc, the input supply voltage.

GBS A'6D11
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APPENDIX D

ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER TECHNICAL DATA

(HAS1202A MB)

g ANALOG Ultrfast Hybrd
DEVICES Analog-to-Digital Converters

HAS-i1 202/HAS- I120A
FEATURESKAS-1202 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

Conversion Time of 1.-56pa (I4AS-1202A)
12-lit Resolution
Conversion Rae to 641kt 11114

Adluatment-Fres OperationWT
APPLICATIONS M UL

Waveform Analysis PM
Fast Fourier Transforms lE

Radar Systems

GENERALWA DECITO

metal DIP pckages. The can- t~ Th HAS.1202anHA-0Aaertdovrnopaig
trckad-od TM)anpifes osov bgi-ped hgi-eo- tiprnie ageo ot +7C ndae akae i 2-i
lutionAW digtiTn prbeseooial n etr ovrin DPcrmchuig.TeHS10MadR 12Aar
tie o .S~ (A-10)an .5~s H S-22 )N 11.o1rar1g1f1,3Cto4 S' n aepckgdi

Thee onerer ad heAnlo DviesMoelHT-000 mtalcaes Fr etl as uit wthanoprain rng o

pefrne wSith a mimuovadusns clddithe HAS-1202A isD cnct m ptniluapbe ofda opseratsn upC t acqistinsstms

thc-rmhyrd 2bi oneteshosd n32pn eamco addiialsgnlprcssn (S) yteso181iu kns



SPECIFICATIONS mmc +2_C__mWo_ po_ enam *

MAXIMUM RATINGS NOTES

Postve Supply Pm 4) 16VDC ~ ~ 't~MHS 22
Nogus.SuplyPm21)- IVD * f- o u.g tittl of Encode Comao.Mi to trading ei d

NgtvSupyPn2 VCDii. Rcod% wiith Sons, encode puia Cmwrin, oo cqU, -h,1.
Lowe Supply (Pts 2,27.,33) 7VDC * esinrig wih of Enotli Csowhd

Analog Input tPn 26) z0v 'E I-nily iiiiolabfe to sho

Leiri Input *Cw tmpm ir, MeWt onc HAS-1202M H120IZ2A. hso 031oloo
(En;d Commcand C i2 ,- M." of -2"'C to : PT. HAS- 1202his MAS.-I202AMS hawc o9ershois

TCMP6IW iston of 55 Sto Ic OVC soi oubtary xreenui

Operaun(Case) 55'C to - IOOrC 'tmasuniu '_ ,smoau po~ris - SM

storage -55C to + I25*C ' S. S- 1 its I.* .10111 oc

PWamMoa Units IIAS-IM0A IOS122 SP-,d-t-1 IiibWo 1. Maho wilhoo, ovic

RESOLL7ION (FS -FullScale Bits %FS. 12,0025)

LEAST SIGNIFICANTrItT.LSB WEIGHT .,v 2.5 HAS-1202/HAS-1202A PIN DESIGNATIONS
ACCURACY

Monotiooscity Guarnteed *(As'viewed from bottom)

Inegral Nonlusearnt LSB =12
DuffercinuaJ Nonlnenarov LSB =12-
Nonhmeanv,s Temperure ppn'C 3.5 *PR4 PJNCMNO PIN4 FUNCTICIN

Gain Error %FS. max 0.010.18) 22 E- X SC COAND 1 OWATALOROUND
Gem ".Temperature ppm.'C 60 *31 +6V 2 +6V

*PV . 31 UlGITALGNOU#40 3 UAYANA5y
Gain vs. Power Sup5 lv Changespa~V . n___ a MPoLAROFFuT 4 .ISV

DYNAMIC CHARACrEBSTICS = -15V 6 off 11M1411
ConversionRate kHz, max 641 3927 +5V 6 5ff 2
Converson Time 1,3mx 15 2.36 n ANALOG INPUT 7 WT3

v%+ Tmperture%1C 08 a cOW011ARTORUPu S UT4
vs.Teperur C 08* 4 ANALOG OIROJNO 9 SITS

ANALOG INPUT 23 ANALOG GROUND 10 lreS

Voltage Ranges 22 O/AMJT I I mT7
Biolr ±12*21 OIA OIJ1PUT 12 WI
BiplarV 52a AN4ALOO GOUND 13 111171

unspolur V 0 to -10.24 Is1 ANiALGG11OUND 14 INTlO
Oviervolzage V. ma 20 Is ANALOOGROUND Is 17f11
IMpednc fl. max 1.000 :20) 1 7 ANALOOGROUND Is off 12
Offset

2

Initial mv.max 713S) NO*
vs. Temperature Asn roodOe 72;2;21tr

Unipolar Input ppm,' * nlgGuai P5 720 4 1
Bipolar Input ppm'C 35 * dn dM Ygtta

ENCODE COMMAND INPLT' Extaernally, anio Loss, npsskinwoGround PNane

L46p Levels, T7L-Compsuble V ..0. 0 to -0.4 ft aClose to oorke as Poe.

Impedance TTL Loads I "S and I "LS"
%ise and Fll Tures; s oax 10
Width

m as so
Frequencv kHz dc to 641 dcto349

DIGITAL OLTPLT
Format Data Sits 12 Parallel,.NRZMil y ;R
Logic Levels, TTL-Compauble V "0" -00 -0 4

" I'- *24 to -5
Drie TTIxeLods 5 Standard
Coding BuwavtBINI

__________________________ Offset Bin, ,OBN
POWER REQUIREMENTS

-I5V =0 5' mA tmax, 48(60)
15V =0 V mA max 30)46)
5V ± 25V mAma 150,232)

Power Disaipsuor W, ma, 1.9.2 75~

TEMPEILATL'RE RANGE'
OperstI *C Oto - 7

NOTE Foeopersngrongof-25t to *r-, spedyHAS-1202MorKAS-1202AM.
for opersting range of - 55*C to.- I0Q'C and mlitarv screening. specif
IIAS-12O2MBoe HAS-12O2AMB._____

THERMAL RESIST ANCE'
Juniction to Aol. 91

(FreeAjr 'C 31
J'sonsmtoCamOK ' ~ I

PACKLAGE OPTION'
M-32 I _____ HAS-IZ02A 1* -202

Foe &ppiscun assistance. call Comipuier Labs Divisont ii, 919) 663."11

3-5W ANAL OG- TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS
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HAS-1202/HAS-1202A

ENCODE Sons MIN
COMMAND Jn

Sos1.5s, MAX (HAS-1202AI
2.19ps. MAX (HAS-1202)

I (BASED ON ,ons ENCODE COMMAND WIDTH

SIT 1
(MSBI

L 125n. MAX IHAS-1202A)
233ns. MAX (HAS-1202

I 1.4B,., MAX (HAS-1202A)I - 2.7s6g#, MX (HAS-1202)

Figure 1. HAS- 1202 1202A Timing Diagram

HAS-1202 TIMING For full-scale inputs <10.496 volts:
Refer to Figure 1, HAS-1202'1202A Timing Diagram. RI -O0

The TTL-compaubie Encode Command pulse (applied to Pin R2 - 860 (FS pp x 97.66) - 165

32) has a minimum width of 50 nanoseconds. As the width of L025-(FS p-p x 97.66)J
the Encode Command is increased from this minimum, the RA = 5M
width of the 5 pulse (and the conversion time) is The dorted lines between Pins 21 and 29 and ground in Figure
increased by an equal amount. For the HAS-1202, maximum 2 are used to show differences in connections for umpolar and
encode frequency is 349kHz; for the HAS-1202A, maximum bipolar modes. For inipolar, pround Pin 29; for bipolar, connect
encode rate is 64lkHz. Pins 21, 22, and 29 together without pounding.

Wht:, the leading edge of the encode signal arrives, data outputs When calibrating for either unipolta or bipolar operation, an
resulting from the preceding encode command will be at their encode command at a frequency of 200kHz should be applied to
previous values; the ataReady pulse, being RZ, will be at a Pin 32. Zero Adjust must always be adjusted before Gain Adjust,
digital "0" logic level. no matter which mode of operation is being calibrated.

The 5ata Ready pulse will typically transition from digital "0" Connect a precision voltage reference source between the analog
to digital "I" 60 nanoseconds after the leading (positive-going) input and pround
edge of the Encode Command. It will remain at logic "I" until If the convener is to be operated in a unipolar mode, adjust the
all data outputs have established levels Indicative of the input output of the voltage reference to the desired full-scale positive
analog value which is present during the conversion pinput voltage, as described in Table I. After adjusting the Zero

As expected, and as shown in Figure I, the length of the Adjust control per the directions in Table 1, reset the reference
Nata Ready pulse and the corresponding availability of digital and calibrate Gain Adiust.
output data are different for the two models of HAS-1202 con-
verters because of their differences in speed capabilities. HAS1201,1202A

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
Input connections for the HAS-1202 and HAS-1202A AD Con- GAIN

verters are shown in Figure 2. ADJUST

The values for resistors RA, RI, and R2 in the Gain Adjust * ISV

portion of Figure 2 are a function of the desired analog input ZERO I~
range. AJS 10AOTU

10k
For full-scale inputs a 10.496 volts: 22 DIA INPUT

RI =,FS p-p , 97.66:- 1050 -SV
R2 = Not used 11stnYAN OFSET
RA = lOOfn

-NOT USED FOR INPUTS 10 411V

Figure 2. Gain and Offset Adlust

ANALOG- TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS 3-581
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UNIPOLAR BOUT CALIBRAT11ON
(Fe, Amalag Iaps Imp $V to + Ful-Scale)

Apply And For ;

" FSx (1.22 x10) Zero a 00000 000 an

" FS x(0.99963) Gi I III 111 110 "

Table L.

If the conver o s to be operated in a bipolar mode, refer to
Table U.

BIPLARt INPT CALEIBRTON C. AM ,WU .UE0IM

(lFo AnWa Ispst Lines - FS to + FS) 4. IA ."" ?

Apply AMd For mom ewmcmugeA w"1h

asunea A ~ "Didw"aews

- PS x (0.99976) Zero 0 00 0 o n
0 00 000 001 FgrJ1-#A ovrinSse

+ FS x(0.99927) Gain I II 1 110 Fiue3an-dAD~rvr~o~se

1~~ 10 11 1

Note that Zero Adjust is set unm the negatve input voltage for
bipolar operation, while Gain Adus a calibrated with the pnv
bic- input.

USIG KAS-1282 WVrK TRACK/NOW
Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate poasible combinatm of the
HAS-1202 or HAS- 1202A A/V Cooveter with the HTC-0300A
Track-andi-Hold amplifier.

As shown, the upper word mae of the combination will be a
function of whbch converter is used. When comiparing the Rp
me-imuin word rats ihow in the Specificanons Table and the ~ L
oan shown in the illustratons, there semi to be a disparity in PO"$f" M""

WY, Y.,D - CWWW T 11DfMC0
enoerate capabilities. a,7

The word rates shown in Figures 3 and 4, however, are *=rec PuamN AIDhYO,.11R"

and are based on "real-life" circuits using a T/N. The T/H WAIL 05IO mcrcf "J

neea sufficient time to acquire and/or settle to 12-bit accusracy. U i Y,

This interval is longer then the conversion time of the HAS- 1202 , 30-U.
and the result a a lower word rate for the combination than that
which is poasible with only the converter. Figu. 4. 12-Si! A D Conversion System
Nowe in Figure 3 thai the enoepulse a applie, via an OR
pate, to the ENCODE COMMAND input of the HTC-0300A.
In Figure 4, it is applied directly to the ENOE OW For optium performance in noisy environments, 2k puildown
input. r-sitio should be connected to Bit& I through 4-

Circuit layout is eztrowey critical in using a high-sped converter
and TIN to accomplish digitizing of amilog sigals; thisasespecially ORD)ERING INFORMATION
mws with 12-bit system of the type shownt here. With thdw cpo of conveto rates, the specficatin ame the

layot" m amesallof te a~o same for the HAS-1202 and !IAS-1202A AllD Conaverters; both
In thiscnet crw aot ncmassAlo h motn units are houed an 32-pin DIP weans packages. For metal
item which aned to be considered. This includes, bu is acse versson with extendd temperature rang.s of - 251C to
limited to, precautions such s estblishing low-impedance + 85r- ore mo number HAS- 1202M or HAS- I202AM.-
grounds; careful routing of analog and digital igal paths to For metal caw version with tsen etmperature ranges of
avoid interference; and keeping all sinl paths s abort so pow - 551C to + lO't and military sceening, order mnodel number
able. Blypassing of all power supplies is mandatory for best HAS-1202MB or HAS-I202AMB. Consult factory for details.
pe.ribruenc.

3 -59 ANALOG- TO-DiGITAL CON VE~RTERS
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APPENDIX E

DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER TECHINCAL DATA

(AD667SD)

ANALOG Microprocessor-Compatible
DEVICES 12-Bit D/A Converter

A0667*
FEATURES ADW7 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
Complete 12-lit DIA Function

DoubleBuffered Latch
On Chip Output Amplifier
Heh S i Bure ZUrw Reference

SingleC
Mooto lelty Guante Over Temperature
Uneet Guaranteed Over Temperature: 1/2I.8 max
Setting Time: 3s max to 0.01%
Guaranteed for Operation with = 12V or ; 1IV

Supplies
Low Power: 300mW Including Reference
TTIAV CMOB Compatible Logic Inputs
Low Logic Input Currents

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION The AD667 is available in five performance grades. The AD667J
The AD667 is a co iete voltage output 12-bit digital-to-analog and K are specified for use over the 0 to - -70°C temperature
converter including a high stabdlty buried Zener voltage reference range and are available in a 28-pin molded plastic DIP 'N or
and double-buffered input latch on a single chip. The converter PLCC P package. The AD667S grade is specified for the
uses 12 precision high speed iipolar .. rrent steenng switches - 55°C to - 125C range and is available in the ceramic DIP
and a laser trimmed thin film resistor network to provide fast D) or LCC E) package. The AD667A and B are specified for
settling time and high accuracy. .:e over the - 25°C to - 85C temperature range and are available

Microprocessor compatibilit is achieved by the on-chip double- in either a 28-pin hermetically sealed ceramic DIP D) or LCC

buffered latch. The design of the input latch allows direct interface E) package.

to 4-, 8-. 12., or 16-bit buses. The 12 bits of data frnm he first PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
rank of latches can then e transferrt j to the second ranx, I. The AD667 is a complete voltage output DAC with voltage
avoiding generation of spurious analog output values. The latch reference and digital latches on a single IC chip.
responds to strobe pulses as short as lOOns, allowing use with 2. The double-buffered latch structure permits direct interface
the fastest available microprocessors. to 4-, 8-, 12-, or 16-bit data buses. All logic inputs are TTL

The functional completeness and high performance in the AD667 or 5 volt CMOS compatible.
results from a combination of advanced switch design, high 3 The internal buried Zener reference is laser-trimmed to 10.00
speed bipolar manufacturing process, and the proven laser wafer- volts with a 1% maximum error. The reference voltage is
trimming LWT technology The AD66" is trimmed at the also available for external application
wafer lesel and is specified to = I 4LSB maximum linearitv 4. The gain settlin and hipolar offset resistors are matched to
error K, B grades at 25 C and = I 2LSB over the full operating the iternal ladder network to guarantee a low gain tmperature
temperature range coefficient and are laser-trimmed tor minimum full scale and

The subsurface burte . .ener diode on the chip provides a bipolar offset errors.

low-noise voltage reference which has long-term stability and 5 The precision high speed current stcering switch and on-board

tempe-ature drift characteristics comparable to the best discrete high speed output amplifier settle within I 2LSB for a 10V

reference diodes The laser tnmming process which provides the full -ale transition in 0is when properly compensated

excellent linearitv, is a"' used to trim the absolute value of the
reference as well as its temperature coefficient The AD667 is
thus well suited tor wide temperature range erformance with

I 2LSB maximum lineariiN error and guaranteed monotonicirv
over the tull temperature range Tvpical full scal. gain T C is
5ppm C

"Covered bv Falten Numer$ ;,903, 5 ],f;.M.611. ;,91J2,863- "87.9*$4

4,020,486. and others pending
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SPECIFICATIONS (I= +ZMtV *I Po soft__________m

Ate"i ADE67j AD667K
mil Typ MAX Mil Ty. Ma Usis

DiGiTAL .NPL TS
Resoluion 12 12 Bs
Low Levels (rrL Comatiuble. T-.-T...)'

VilsLow"cT) +2.6 .5.5 +.6 .5 V
VlL(LAWC-0-' 0 +.11 0 -4.3 V

I", (VIM S55V) 3 30 3 If0 L
11.IL 0 I~OV) I 5 j.

TRANSFER CH4ARACTERISTICS
ACCURtACY

I ny Eror (.5 - :3 14 ±1V2 =11 134 LSB
T t..o T_. = V2 23Y4 = 14 *1/2 LSD

DsffoImuslravryError@ (a-25'C :12 *i4 =:14 *112 1.53
T = T. toT_. MeeicwGuoird Mosmeciary Gmarartued LSD

GainError
2  

=0.1 *0.2 =0.1 *0.2 %ofFSR'
Umupola Offwt Error' t 1 *2 -11 *2 LSD
BipolarZero =0,05 *0o.1 : 0.05 *6.3 %oIFSR

DRIFT
Diffemnural Luknanrt :2 = 2 pptofFSRC
GeaarFUScalo T=2CcT-orT-. =5 *30 =5 :k15 ppmo(FSPLC
LwupourOffarT,= 25C oT,.~orT.. 1 it3 *3 ppaofFSP.It
3aolrZooT,, -25Cto Tor T_. :5 110 *10 ppm ofFSRC

CONVERSION SPEED
SesusagTancto :0.01%of FSR for

PSi Choa kM50SOpF Ioed
with I kn Feedback 3 4 3 4 b
with 5hlFeedback 2 3 2 3 6

For lSBChangI I L
Slew Rae 10 10 V',

AN ALOG OUTPU-T
Returns z2.5. --5, :10, :2.5. :5, :30, V

. 5. +10 4 5, +10

OutputCurrnt t5 :5 tA
Output Lmpvdance~dc 0.05 0.05 fl
SbuvCarrwitCuneor 40 40 mA

REFERENCE OUTPLT 9.90 1000 311.116 9.900 10.00 16.10 V
ExtrnalCuret 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 mA

POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY
Vc 1 l4 to 6 5V dc 5 I0 5 10 ppm ofFS-%
VE, - It 4 t - 16 5V de 5 30 5 10 pptrrofFS %

POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
RateclVohcapr z12. 15 1I2, 15 V
Range' ±*31.4 236.5 211.4 *16.5 V
Suirp4. Curei

11 4to +I6 5%dC A 12 8 12 mA
114 to -6 Vdc 20 25 20 25 mnA

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Spoecauoo 0 .70 0 .70 1C
Storap -65 -.125 -65 - 12' *

NOTES
'The duptal input aofmeaftn 100 totid at * 2V, ed gaawast bu r tesated o, the full leoapomnrt map
'Asliuoable to also
'FSR mana "Full Sale Range'and a 20V foe t IOV raose and IOV for the t 5V rage

*Anmusna power aaappli, of - 2 5V as required for a T I V fall a output and II 4V is required for all othe voltage rangas
Specfcationmea hct to rhange without notice
Specificaua showts in boldface aft rasted at all produaction aunits at final
electrical rast Results fromr that tests are usaed to caliculat. outtamaris quality ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
jowl. All ame and am saecfictitions awe guaraeid. although oidv thase Vcc to Power Ground . . . . . . ..OV to + 18V
saos boldface re totid me all product unts IV= to Poe Ground . .. . . . ..OV to - 18V
TIMING STECIICATIONS MOW tl nputs (Pins 11-15, 17-28)
(Al Modls, T -25*C, Voc +12V or -6- 15V, to Power Ground ........... . . - L.OV to + 7.OV

Vgas- 12V or - 15V) Ref In to Reference Grmind ................ ± 12V
Syml Pmmi±sro Mile Typ Max Bipolar Offset to Reference Ground .. .. .. .. ...... 12V
OI[Ic DaeValid to End ofC3 50 - - ns 10V Span R to Reference Ground. .. ... ... .... 12V
tAC Address Valid to End ofC3 100o - as 20V Spani R to Reference Ground .± t24V
ta a ftwse idth 100 - - ma Ref Out, V~uT (Pins 6, 9) Indefinite short to power pround

ttm Dout Hold Timie 0 - - ns Momentary Short to Vc
Is Output Voltage Serdung Time - 2 4 0 Power Dissipation . l ......... 1OOmaW
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__________ AD667

m"ADU7A ADEO1U AD"gS
Age Typ MIS hmi Typ Mia hmi Typ Man _______

F0GIAL. DOVUTS
3inulmm 12 12 12 &AS
LL. avia (TrLCowpenbk. T_.-T)'

VM(LAWCI") +2.0 +:.s +2.0 +S5.5 +2.9 +5.5 V
Vu.(La0c w.) 6 +6.8 0 +.1 6 +0.7 V
1m(VvH.5.SV) 3 to 3 is 5 I6 pA
f[LCVL-0.I) M I 5 1 5 P

TRANSFER cHARAcTERISTics

LamjiyEnar/ .25C = 1/4 21/2 =1/S *3)4 ills *In2 13
TA.T...cT_. = 112 *304 = 114 2 1/2 -z1/2 *Y34 1.S3

DdlrumL -ivEror @ - Z5tC ±1/ 214 = 114 * 112 = 114 *Y4 1.3
T - T coT..osuikcmn MovioayGuaurs mam~iy auma MaeunexGeasinmd LSB

GanError' =0.1 20.2 =0.) 26.2 =0.1 20.2 %oPSft'
uniplw Offm Error, t *2 = 1 *2 = 1 2 1.53
111401-ZoM

2  
=0.05 *6.3 =±0.05 *6.3 =0.05 *6.3 %d(FSR-

DRIFT
Duderatal Iinearty =2 = 2 ±2 ppmofFSf/C
Goo (Ful SaeITA -2*C to T_ or T_ =5 350 =5 =15 =15 *30 ppm of FSlL
UnWlMOfftTA - 25CT o rT_ = 1 *3 *3 *3 ppunofFSR/C
StpolarZeroTA -25C toT_.r T_. =5 *10 *10 *t36 ppmotFSP.,C

CONVERSION SPEED
Settling Timr to=0.01% ofFSR for

FSR change (2kflI500pF load)
ith l0kA Feedback 3 4 3 4 3 4 -
mth 3kn Feedback 2 3 2 3 2 3 O

For LSD Chap I3 Ip
Slew Rate 10 10 to0"

ANALOG 0LTPL"
RInge. ±25, =±5, ±10, 25. ±5. 1 0. ±2.5, ±5, ±10, V

.5, -10 -5. -10 -5, +10
OwprCurero± 5 5 -A

Outputleped Anc) 0.05 0,05 005 I'
SbortCuwucvtunrern 40 40 40 mA

REFERENCEOUTPU7 9.90 1000 16.36 0.96 1000 [6.16 9."6 W0.0 16.36 V
ExteralCurrnt 0 1 L0 01 1 0 0 1 1 0 mA

POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY
Vcr - 114 to -165V dc 5 36 5 Il6 5 3s ppmofFS1%
V,j. - It 41o -16 5Vdc 5 l6 5 Is 5 36 pp o~f FS,'%

POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
Rated Voltages :12, :15 ±12. :15 :12. is IV
PAW4o x:33.4 ±36.5 211.4 ±16.5 %13.4 236.S %
Supply Current

11I410o- 6 5VdC 3 12 3 12 8 12 mnA
114o -l65Vdc 20 25 20 25 20 2S mnA

TEMPWA7LAE RA,'-E
Specfxauon -25 Its -25 65 55 -125 1C
Storep -65 .15 -o65 :"so -65 - 150 1 C

TIMING DIAGRAMS WRITE CYCLE *2

WRITE CYCLE *I (Load Second Rank from First Rank, A2, Al1, AO 1)
Load First Rank from Dots Bus; A3= 1)

A2 .0

k.

OUrT?

DIGITAL-ro.0ANALOG CON VER TERS 2-125
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28-PIN DIP CONNECTIONS MLCC, LCC PIIN CONNECTIONS

20V SPAN 1 0 28] Dell(U58)

lov SPAN 2 2708910A

SUM JCT. [3: IDENTIFIER 26D§9

SIPOFF 4 25 08

AGNO 5- 241087 EGD5:2]O

VM IN A0667 22 s 086 C:AD6 22 064
TOP VIEW 2 0

~~~~o to Sctaole)I 1 8
VOUT s V. Es:21 004

-2V D011308

es 17 001 g El19 D112

A3 12 17 D06(LS8(I jd U4t56U

A2 13 16 POWERGROUND

At 14 115 AO

*NOTE DIP PACKAGE PIN NUMBERS
AND LCC CONTACT NUMBERS SERVE
THE SAME FUNCTION.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Temperatture ErrorMaz Gain T.C.
model Packap Optionsa Iajge-eC @ 25SC Mix ppmt/C

AD6671N Ptastic DJP(N-29) 0to + 70 ± 112LSB 30
AD667JP PLCC (P-28A) 0 to + 70 = 1I2LSB 30
AD667KN Plastic DIP(N-28) Oto +70 ± 1I4LSB 15
AD667KP PLCC(P-28A) Oto + 70 ± 114LSB 15
AD667AD Ceramnic DIP(D-28) -25 to +85 ± 1/2LSB 30
AD667AE LCC (E-28A) - 25 to + 35 ± 1/2LSB 30
AD667BD Ceramic DIP (D-28) -25 t +85 ± 1/4LSB I5
AD667BE LCC (E-28A) - 25 to +895 ± 1/4LSB 15
AD667SD Ceramic DIP (D-28) - 55w to 125 ± 1/2LSB 30
AD667SE LCC (E.23A) - 55 to + 125 ± 1/2LSB 30

*Sae Samtoa 14 fo pockaae outline onformaoo
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F _ Analog Circuit Details - A0667
na AD"?7 OFFERS TRUE 12-liTf PERFORMANCE UNIPOLAI CONFIGURATION (F~gion 2)

OvER TH FULL TEMPERATURE RANGE Thu cofguraion will provid a unipolar 0 to + 10 volt output

LINEARIT ERROR: Analog Devices defines linearity error rip In this mode, the bipolar offset teninfll, pin 4, should
a te aimum deviation of the actual, adjusted DAC output be grune if ot used for imng
from the "da analog output (a straight ine dram fromn 0 to
F.S. - IILSB) for any bit combination. The ADW6 is lawe
timmed to 1/41.53 (0.006% of F.S.) maximum error at + 25SC
for the K and B ws. and 1/21.55 for the J, A and S
verins.
MON.OTONICITY: A DAC is said to be mnfotonic if theU
output either increases or remains constant for increasing digital[
inputs such that the output will always be a nondecreasing
function of input. All versions of the AD667 ame monotonic over
their hill operating tmmperun range.
DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY: Monotonic behavior
requires that the differential linearity error be less than I LSB
both at + 25C and over the temperature rngep of interest.
Diferental nonlinearity is the measure of the variation in asnlg Figure 2. 0 to + W0V Unipolar Voltage Output
value, normaslixed to full scale, associated with a ILSB change
in digital input code. For examnple, for a 10 volt full scale output, STEP I .. . ZERO ADJUST
a change of I LSB in digital input code should result in a 2.44mV Turn all bits OFF and adjust wo trimmer RI, until the output
change in the analog output (I1LSB - IOV x 1/4096 -2.44mV). If resa 0.000 volin (ILS - 2.44sV). In most cases this trmis
in actual use, however, a I LSB change in the input code results no nedd and pin 4 should be connected to pin 5.
ins& change of only 0.61mV Cl/4LSB) in analog output, the STEP U ... GAIN ADJUST
differential l*iearity error would be - l.S3mV, or - 3/4LSB. Turn all bits ON and adjust 1000 pin mminera R2, until the
The AD667K and B grades have a max differential linearity output is 9.9976 volts. (Full scale is adjusted to I LSB lea than
error of l.'2LSB, wich specifies that every step will be at least nominal full scale Of 10.000 volls.)
IiZLSB and at most 1 1/2 LSB.

DIPOLAR CONFIGURATIO0N (Figitr 3)
ANALOG CIRCUrT CONNECTIONS This configurai will provide a bipolar output voltage fromn
internal scaling resistors provided in the AD667 may be connected - 5.000 to + 4.9976 volts, with positive full scale occurringith
to produce bipolar output voltage ranges of = 10, = 5 or ±r2.511 all bits ON (all l's).
or unipolar output voltage ranges of 0 to 4-511 or 0 to + 1011. SME I ... OFFSET ADJUST
Gain and offset drift are minimized in thie AD667 because of the Turn OFF all bits. Adjust 1000 trimmer RI to give - 5.000
thermal tracking of the scaling resistors with other device comn- volts output.
ponients. Connections for various output voltage ranges are STEP U. ... GAIN ADJUST
shown in Table 1. Turn ON all bits. Adjust 1000 pin trimmer R2 to give a reading

of + 4.9976 volts.

Figuref 3f 5VBplA otgeOtu

Fiue1Output AmDiiota ge RaneScaln Ciat ult omec

Rasp Input Codes Fla 9to PiIto Fish. Pi 4 to

±t lov Offset Binary I 9 NC 6 (throughi 500 fixed or 1000mum resistor)
=5SV Offset Binary I and 2 2and9 l and 9 6 (through 500 fixed or 1000lmm resistor)
t 2.511 Offset Binary 2 3 9 6 (through 500 fiedor I000tn resistor)
Oto *I1V Straight Binary I andh 2 Zand9 I and 9 5 (or optional trim -See Figure 2)
Oto +5V Straight Binary 2 3 9 5 (or optional trim -See Fgue2)

Table . Output Voltage Range Connections
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INIDNALAXTERNAL REFERENCE USE the system. The power round at pin 16 can be connected to
Tbe AD667 has an internal low-noise buried zener diode reference the most convenient gound point; analog power return is pre-
which is trimmed for absolute accuracy and temperature coeffi- fared. If power pround contains high frequency noa beyond
cimt. This reference is buffered and optimized for use in a high 200mV, this noise may feed through the converter, thus some
speed DAC and will give long-term stability equal or superior to caution will be required in applying thes pounds.
the best discrete stner reference diodes. The performan of the It is also important to apply deoupling capacitors property on
AD667 a specified with the internal reference driving the DAC the power supplies for the AD667 and the output amplifier.
ince all trimming and testing (especially for full scale error and The correct method for decouphl is to connect a capacitor

bipolar offset) is done in this cofigurttwo, from each power supply pin of the AD667 to the analog pound

The internal reference has sufficient buffering to drive ezternal pin of the AD667. Any load driven by the output amplifier
ircuitry in addition to the reference currents required for the should also be referred to the analog pound pin.

DAC (typically 0.5mA to Ref In and l.OmA to Bipolar Offset).
A minimum of 0. ImA is available for driving external loads. OPTIMIZING SETTLING TIME
The AD667 eference output should be buffered with an external The dynamic performance of the AD667's output amplifier can
op amp if it is required to supply more than 0. 1mA output be optimized by adding small (2OpF) capacitor across the
current. The reference is typically trimmed to t 0.2%, then feedback resistor. Figure 4 shows the improvement in both
tested and guaranteed to ± 1.0% max err, The temperature large-signal and mall-signal saettling for the IOV range. In Figure
coefficient is comparable to that of the full scale TC for a particular 4s, the top trace shows the data inputs (DB I I-DBO tied together),
grade, the second trace shows the CS pulse (A3-AO tied low), and the

If an external reference is used (10.OOOV, for example), additional lower two traces show the analog outputs for CF - 0 and 2OpF
trim range must be provided, since the internal reference has a r vey.

tolerance of ±t 1%, and the -.667 full-scale and bipolar offset Figures 4b and 4c show the settling time for the transition from
are both trimmed with the .. =rnal reference. The gain and all bits on to all bits off. Note that the settling time to ± I/2LSB
offset trim resistors give about -±0.25% adjustment ranpg, for the 10V step is improved from 2.4 microseconds to 1.6
which is sufficient for the AD667 when used with the internal microseconds by the addition of the 2OpF capacitor.
reference. Figures 4d and 4e show the s tl time for the transition from

It is also possible to use external references other thin 10 volts, all bits off to all bits on. The improvement in settling time
The recommended range of reference voltage is from + 8 to ained by adding Cc -OpF is similar.
+ II volts, which allows both 8.192V and 10.24V ranges to be
used. The AD667 is optimized for fixed-referece applications.
If the reference voltage is expected to vary over a wide range in
a particular applicatuin, a CMOS multiplying DAC a a better a
choice.

Reduced values of reference voltage will also permit the ± 12
volt ± 5% power supply requirement to be relaxed to ± 12 volts
± 10%.

It is not recommended that the AD667 be used with external
feedback resistors to modify the scale factor. The internal resistors
are trimmed to ratio-match and temperature-track the other. Large Scale Settling
resistors on the chip, even though their absolute tolerances are
±20%, and absolute temperature coefficients are approximately
- 50ppm/rC. If external resistors are used, a wide trim range
(t 20%) will be needed and temperature drift will be increased
to reflect the misa tch between the temperature coefficients of
the internal and external resistors.

Small resistors may be added to the feedback resistors in order
to accomplish smal modifications in the scalin. For example, if
a 10.24V full-scale is desired, a 1400 1% low-TC metal-film
resistor can be added in teriens with the internal (nominal) 5k
feedback resistor, and the pin trim potentiometer (between b. Fine-Scale Settling, Cf=,OpF
pins 6 and 7) should be increased to 2001. In the bipolar mode,
increase the value of the bipolar offset trim potentiometer also
to 2M .

GROUNDING RULES
The AD667 brings out separate analog and power pounds to
alow optimum connections for low noise and high speed per-
formance. These pounds should be tied together at one point,
usually the device power pound. The separate pround returns
ar provided to minimize current flow in low-level signal paths.

The analog pround at pi 5 is the gound point for the output c. Fine-Scale Settling, Cf, 2OpF
amplifier and is thus the "high quality" pound for the AD667;
it should be connected directly to the analog reference point of Figure 4. Settling Time Performance
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AD667
It is permifible to enable more tha ne of the latches mul-
tancously. If a first rank latch is enabled coincident with the
second rank latch, the data will rach the second rank correctly
if the "WVRITE CYCLE I1" timing specifications sae met.

U A3 A2 Al AS Operadle

v. ~nI X X X X NoOperation
X I I I I No Operation
0 1 1 1 0 Enable 4LSls ofFirst Rank

d.~~~~ ~ ~ ~ FieScl Setig CpQF0 @ Enable 4Middle Site ofFirst Rank
d.FneSae etlnCOF0 1 0 1 1 Enable 4MSls of First Rank

o 0 1 i 1 Loads SendRnk fumFirst Rank
vn 0 0 0 0 0 ALl Latches Transparent

"X" - DoeatCar

Table It. ADN7 Truth Table

, * INPUT CODING
The AD667 uses positive-miue binary Input coding. Logic "I" is
represented by an Input voltage greater than 2.OV and logic "0"

a. ineScae SttlngCs,- 2pFis define as an input voltage less than 0.SV.
e. Fne-cal Setlin. C = OpFUnipolar coding is straight binary, where all zeoes (0OOK) oa

Figure 4. Settling Time Performance (Continued) the data inputs yields a wo analog output and all ones (FFFK)
yields an analog output ILSB below full scale.

DIGITAL CIRCUIT DETAILS Bipolar coding is offaet binary, where an input code of 000H4
The bus Interf'ace logic of the AD 67 cotsists of four IndepedenitlyT yields a minus full-scale output, an input of FFF 4 yields an
adresble registers in two ranks. The first rank consists of ouptILBblwosivfllcaesid oocrsorn
three four-bit registers which can be Woaded directly from a 4-, ounput cod lwit o e full scle an itoocus ora
8-, 12-, or 16-bit microprocessor bus. Once the complete 12-bit inucoewtolyheMDn(30.
darn word has bown assembled in the first rank, it can be Waed~a The AD667 can be used with two's complement Input coding if
into the 12-bit register of the second rank. This double-buffered an inverter is used on the MSB (DRI I).
organization avoids the generation of spurious analog output
values. Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the AD667 logic DIGITAL INPUT CONSIDERATIONS
section. The threshold of the digital input circuitry is set at 1.4 ,olts

and does aom var with supply voltage. The input Lines an thus
interface with any type of 5 volt logic. The configuration of the

r n a a 11input circuit is shown in Figure 6.

eVeC

- -IE 
O N TO LOGIC

* GtROUN _

Figue S AD67 BockDiaramFigure . Equivalent Digital Input Circuit
The latches ame controlled by the address inputs, AO-A3, and
the C9 input. All control inputs are active low, consistent with The AD667 darn and control inputs will float to a logic 0 if left
general practice in microprocessor systems. The four address open. It is recommended that any unused inputs be connected
lines each enable one of the four latches, as idicated in to power ground to umprove noise immunity.
Table 11.

Fanouit for the AD667 is 100 when used with a standard low
All latches in the AD667 ane level-mrsered This5 means that power Schottky gate output device.
data piesen during the time when the control signals are valid
will enter the latch. When any one of the control signals returns
lugh, the data is latched.
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S-lIT MICROPROCESSOR INTRACE Right-justified data can be similarly accommodated. T'he over-
The AD667 interfaces easily to 8-bit microprocessor systems of Lapping of data lines is reversed, and the address connections
all types. The control logic makes possible the use of right- or are sightly different. The AD667 still occupies two adjacent
left-justified data formats. locations in the processor's memory map. In the circuit of Figure

Whenever a 12-bit DAC is loaded from an 8-bit bus, two bytes 9, location X01 loads the SLSBs and location X10 loads the
are reqwred. If the program considers the data to be a 12-bit 4MSBs and updates the output.
binar fractioin (betwee 0 and 4095/4096), the data is left-justified,
with the eight most significant bits in one byte and the remaining
bits in the upper half of another byte. Righit-justified datsall OS
for the eight leas significant bits to occupy ooie byte, with the 4 07 06_

moat significant bits residing in the lower half of another byte, Do ON
simplifying integer arithmetic. on

00 093

Dt 1002 1a 01080 1 X I X K 0 "l

a. Left Justified A i S A*467

X I X I CalXlD11 0610 DOSCa
Al 

AC

Al

b. Right JustifiedT

Figure 7. 12-Bit Data Formats for 8-Bit Systems Figure 9. Right-Justified B-Bit Bus Interface

Figure 3 shows an addriessig scheme for use with an AD667 se USING THE AD667 WITH 12- AND 16-BIT BUSES
up for left-justified data in an 3l-bit system. The ban address is The AD667 is easily interfaced to 12- and 16-bit data buse. In
decoded from the high-order address bits and the resultant ti prtoalfu drs ie A hog 3 tte
active-low signal is applied to U. The two LSBs of the address this operation lallh fou eadlds line (A thrgoughe AD66ar td
bus are connected a showti to the AD667 address inputs. h lowcuie an thne tchri ealedbyca gintionhe.D6 tu
latches now reside in two consecutive locations, with location ocpe igemmr oain
X01 loading the four LSBs and location XIO loading the eight This configuration uses the first and second rankreae
MSBs and updating the output. simultaneously. The U input can be driven from an active-low,

dcddaddress. It should he noted that any data bus activity
01 00,Def amadrigth ero when ?% is low will cause activity at the

T0 Oslo AD667 output. If data is not guaranteed stable during this
06 period the second rank register can he used to provide double
03 - 007 buffering.
Dl DoS

0D2 010D11

00 fDoS l0O

0 0 20 10 0 0 1 0

01000 1 00 001.21

A3 All

Figure 8. Left-Justified B-Bit Bus interface O

VAIt

Figure 10. Connections for 12- and 16-Bit Bus Interface
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APPENDIX F

FIFO MEMORY TECHNICAL DATA (IDT 7201 SA 120DB)

Dke T*.Mha. hmb.

FFATURES: DESCRIPTION:
Fi st-First-Out dual-port memory The IDT7200/7201 A are dual-port memories that load and
25 x 9 organization (I0T7200) empty data on a first-In/first-ou basis. The devices use Full

*512 x9 organization (IDT72OI A) anid Empty flags to prevent data overflow andl undeiflow and
*LOW power consumption expansion logic to allow for unlimited expansion capabliy in

_Ative: 770mW (max.) both word size and depth.
_ power-down: 27.5mW (max.) The reads and writes are internally sequential through the

*Ultra high Speed-15ns access time use of ring pointers. with no address information require to
A MynChFrnoUs and simnultaneous read and write load and unload data. Data istoggted Inandoutolftedovces

*Fully expandable by both word depth and/or bit width through the use of the Write (W) and Read () pins. The
-pin and functionally comnpatible with 720X f amity devices have a readwrite cycle time of 2Sns (40MHz).
-Status Flags: Empty, Hal-Full, Full The devices utilizes a 9-bit wide data ana to allow Wc

Auo-retransmit capability control anid parity bits at the users option. This fealurs Is
Hih-efomac CEMOS Th technology especially useful in data commiunications applicalons whome

-Military Product compliant to MIL-STD-883, Class B 4it s necessary to use a parity bit for transissoireception
-Standiard Military Drawing #5962-87531, error checldig. it also features a Retransmit (?M~r capailiy
596-89666, and 5962-89863 are listed on this function. that allows tor resell of the read poitw to Its W*AI position

when RIT is pulsed low to allow for retransmnission from the
beginning of data. A Half-FuN Flag Is availabl i the single
device mode and width expansion modes.

The IDT7200II1A is fabricated using DT's high-speed
CEMOS technology. They are designed for those
applications requiring asynchronous and slarneous reamywrites in multiprocessing and rate buffev applications. Milary
grade product is manufactured i comipiance with the tlse
revision of MIL-STD-883, Class B.

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

xl LOGICE WJ I 4II

CONTR193



1017266M.. l1511 .A CMOS PARALLEL

F1RST-INiVIRST.OUIT FIFO 256 x9-111T &$12 x S-WI MILITARY ANM COMMERCIL TEIMPERATUR RAN=U

PIN CONFIGURATIONS

2W a Vcc INDEX,>.a
2 27 D4

0 3 26 Ds 4 '3232 3130O

02 -' 24 D Di 6 0 D?

r Crs 21 7o 1 3- 4~
Do 23 I1 1 i

02 2& J32- FMO 0 10

01~~1 15 16 17 16 0 NC 1 22O

0. 13 16 04 A O ~ .
GND) 14 Is F1 9JJz~

DIP/SOICIFLATPACK LoCCpLCC
TOP VIEW TOP VIEW

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS01 ) RECOMMENDED DC OPERATING
sv l Ratino COWL I i. Un CONDTONS

VrE~m Terminal Voltage -0.5 o +7.01 -0.5 to +7.0 V syo" Pmunetmr Mi. Typ. 1mx Unkt
with Respct Vccu Militar Supply 4.5 5.0 5.5 V
to GND ___ Voltage

TA Operating 010+70 -65 to,125 *C Voco Commords!Supply 4.5 5.0 5.5 V
Temperature Voltage_

TmAs Temnperature -65 to .125 -65 to .135 *C Votg
IUnder Bias OND ISupply Voltage 0 0 0 V

Tsro Storage -65 to e.125 -Sto,1 155 'C V141) Iput igh Voltage 2.0 - - V
Teooerature ____ commrcia

lowr DC Output so 50o m V14 1) Input High Voltage 2.2 - - V
current I ___ I___ Way

NOTE: m cl VL2 Input Low VlAsge - - 0.8 V
I. Sw~emwokatdABMTMXMMAI Commerod aid

"a cas pamunent dermag 10O o - ce 7isTu vms rin" only lI~
and kunclnd operalori of One drom at ftmn or &Vl ola onitions L

abwtei 11 imtoperalol sck nofttuspelm isnot NOTE =no
knpadExpogur to Wakmu maximn rating cc fto s for &ina . VtrRlpt(oma.d
palod maY affect mwwftbVm 2V.11 V for 11 iesut (fihiary).

2.1.5 uy wirshom m 1, o r I On* once per cycle.
CAPACITANCE (TA - .25*C. f - 1.0 MHz)

ISymbol I Parameterol Corfllon~ Maxz. UnitI
CN Input Capacitance VIM .0V a pF

Cout Output Capacitance Vourr - OV a pF
NOTE: amo f

IThis permeur is sampled w~dnot100% t~d
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0?T7200M. IOI72OISAILA CMOS PARALLEL
FlR&T4WIRST4IT PFO 256 aS9-11IT A512361 MILIT ARY AM4 COMMERCAL TMPERATURE RME

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
~Commercial: Vcc - 5.OV±l 0%, TA - 0*C to .70OC; Military: Vcc - 5.OV±1I0%. TA - -W5C to +1 2S*C)

ID17200 1017200 IDT72010
101721 IDT72 1=1201

Conmmerciml Wiltary Conunerchl
1A a_52n U__ a 20ns Ma 253M

SyblParameter fli. On. hz .. Typ. Mmz Un. Typ. Ihz AkxUn

0(1) Iput Leakage Current (Arty Input) -1 1 -10 - 10 -1 - I pA
to'(2) Output Leakage Current -10 - 10 -10. - _10 -10 - 10 pA

VON Output Logic * *V"tg10H . -2miA 2.4 - - 2.4 - - 2.4 - - V

VOL OuW Logic *0Voltageb W -SmA - - 0.41 - - 0.4 - - 0.4 V
Icci, 2  Active Power Supply Current - - 14d4) _60 _ -e~l 125(4 MA

Wcc.P Standby Current LFW.F.FW-TVH) - - 15 - - 20 - - 15 mA

k=a(L)(3) Power Down Current (ANl Input - VOC -0 -.2V - 5 - - 9 - - 0.5 mnA
Ica(-S)M2  Power Down Current (ANl Input - VCC - 0.2V) - - 5 mA

SMOCK

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)
(Commercial: Vcc - 5.OV±10%, TA - 00C to +700C; Military: VCC - 5.OV±10%, TA - 55*C to +125*C)

101720 1017200 1=7200
1017201 1017201 We12i

winery Commmtcll Mltr
M.2 a 30 9! U ~ q st6A.2n Aa * 5A0 IZ0ne

s!"6L Parameter Un. Typ. 1hzs. UMN. y MMz WLt 11- hm Una
101) Input Leakage Current (Any Input) -10 - 10 -1 - 1 -10 - 10 IL
Iko(2) OutputLeakage Current -10 - 10 -10 - _10 -10 - 10 ILA
VON~ Output Loge'l Voltage lom - -2nA 2.4 - - 2.4 - - 2.4 - - V

VOL. Ouut Logic"TVoltage IO - BmA - - 0.4 - - 0.4 - - 0.4 V
lCCt 3 ) Active Power Supply Current - - 140(4 - 50 80 - 70 100 mnA
loccM I Standby Current (~W.Ji'.m)- - 20 - 5 a - I 15 mnA

1c2(L)(3) Power Down Current (AN Mnpu - VCC -0.2V) - - 0.9 - - 0.5 - - 0.9 M

,=C(S)( 3
)1 Power Down Current (AN Input -VCC -0.2V) I- - 9 - - 5 - - 9 mAI

IMneents with 0 4V SVCC.
2,2 VW4 0 4 SVOUT SVOC.
3 10c meuremen are made witti w"~ open (only capefulv Iaing).
4 Tosewdtf.20M~z.

6.1 3
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IOT7200111L, lI72O1SA/LA CMOS PARALLEL
PIRST-INIRRST4OUT FIFO 254 x 9-fIT & 612 x -IT MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL TEMPERATURE RANGES

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(Conmoril: VCC - 5.0V±1 006 TA * to1 +70 0C: Military: VCC - 5.0V±1 00/, TA - -55*C to +1 25'C) ____

Cofnl Com1. & MII. COMI. IL COMI.

7200LIS 7200L20 7200SFL25 7200SML3 72005/LSS
7201 LA15 7201 LA20 7201SAILA25 7201SA/LA30 7201SAA.A35

Ilpol Parametwvi IWn. 1hz . IWn. Liax. Mn. 11z. Wn. 1kz. M1n. tax uit
is Shift Frequency - 40 - 33.3 - 28.5 - 25 - 222 Wtz

tAC Road Cycle.Time. 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 - 45 - re

tA Accss Time - 15 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 in

IRA Flod ad ery Time 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - re

WqPW Rasd Pu"eWith(2) 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 - re

tFLZ Roid Pulse Low to Data Bus atLow Z(3) 5 - 5 - 5 - 5 - 5 Sn

'WuZ Write Puse High to Data Busat Low Z(3-4 5 - 5 - 5 - 5 - 10 - me

tvv Dom Vaimdfrom Read PulseHigh 5 - 5 5 - 5 - s - no

Wie RoW Pulse iggh toDataus aHigh 
3 ) - 15 - 15 - 18 - 20 - 20 re

twC Write CyclesTmo 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 - 45 - no

tWW WrtePubs Wdh(Z 15s 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 - ris

WA Write PeOW~Y Time 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - ns

IDB Data Smip Time 11 - 2 - 15 - 18 - 18 - ns

04 DataHold Time 0 o - 0 - o - 0 - vs
tMC Reet Cycle.Tirm 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 - 45 - na

Im Resit:Pus WidthM 15 - .20 - 25 - 30 - 35 - no

W=s Rose SgtUpTne(31 15s 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 - ns

USA Row .P~iwvexy Tm. 10 IQ1 - 10 - 10 - 10 - is

tETC RatraromitCycle Tin. 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 - 45 - vs
IRt RutraromitPulse Wxdth1~ 5 - 25 - 30 - x5 - v
t~Rs Rorwonmt St-LopTowr is a 2 - 25 - x0 - 35 - ve
tATAn RetranhitmitRcvery Tme 10 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - r

IEFL Reset to EmptFlog Low - 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 - 45 its

orKHJV Fluset to HaI-Full aridFullFW9 High - 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 - 45 ns

IFV PsAWLow to Empty Fag Lmw 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 30 Fis

tMP Read High to FullFlog High - 1 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 30 re

IPE Read Pus Wdh ater THigh 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 - ns

15fF Write High to Empty FlagHigh - 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 30 ns
rYWF Write Lowto FuflFlogLow - 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 30 vs
TV" WriteLowbtoHaffFullFlog Low - 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 - 45 ns

ti# PAWdlHigh to HallFullIFlogHigh - 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 - 45 vs
tww Write PuseWidth after FFHigh Is - 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 - rd

um. ReedvWtsto 0Low - 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 rig

tEo4 Rsddrileto 10High - 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 114

Uo PulsWdkh(2 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 s
utalRo oy Tm 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 1 - IdonJ S l-uprie 10 -= 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - vsa
NOTES:UNO
1. Tkhimpg Werervd asi AC Tom Condbm
I Pulse #*fs Iss ow mmm *~u Ruwkew notdmu
3. vau pjwwermd by dnW. not currenty 5
t Oty appbs lo read do@ flow4Vftm* mod
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I0T72001L. IDTMIOSA/LA CMOS PARALLEL
FIRST-lNIP1ST.OUT FIFO 250 x~f &I 512 x SIT MILITARY AND COMMENRtAJ TUNPUATMR RANIMI

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (ContInued)
(Comfimerciai: VCC - 5.OVtI 0/6, TA - 0*C to .70*C: Miltary: Vcc - 5.OVt1 09/, TA - -65C1 to +1 25*C)

huiltary _____ CwIisrewa MW M"~y __ _

r20S'L40 72005/1. I 72c05/L I72003/LUG 70M1
72O1SMMO A40 1SAA"S 1SD&AA6571Sm AI r sMAuic

Symbol Faramete MI. Mm Lf Mm. LimL imi ULM. ft -_L T -13/ t
IS Shift Frequency - 20 - 15 - 125 - 10 - 7 11if

tRC Read CyclTme 50 - 65 - OI0 - 100 - 140 - re
tk MosesTme - 40 - 50 - 6 - 60 - 120 no

INN ReadRecvery, rie 10 - 15 - IS - 20 - 20 - uno
tINpw Road PulseWidth2 40 - 50 - 0 - 60 - 120 - uno
tFU Read Pus Low o ata Bus atLowZ43' S - 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - re
VIL Write Pulse High Iiata usa Lw Z(3 7 10 - 15 - 1S - 20 - 20 - flo

OV Data Validfrom Pead Pulse High 5 - 5 - 5- - 5 - 5 - I ns

tine Read PumHighto Data us at Hgh Z3) - 25 - 30 - 30 - 30 - 35 uo

twc WrteCycle Time SO0 - 65 - 60 - _100 - 140 - uro

tWPW Wrte PulseWidt,2 40 - S0 - 06 - OD 120 - uno

I"N WriteRecovery rime 10 - 15 - 15 - 20 - 20 - r

Ms Data Set-up 11ne 20 - 30 - 30 - 40 - 40 - no

ION Daaold Tittre 0 - 5 - 10 - 10 - 10 - no

u~sc Reset Cyde Tim. 50 - as - s0o 100 - .140 - Mr

IRS RowetPulse WKdth2) 40 - 50 - 05 - 0 - 120 - irn

IRss RowetSet-up Timse'l) 40 - So - 06 - 0 - 120 - urn

IMP Reset Recovery Tne 10 is1 - 15 - 20 - 20 *- ne

ITCn RetransmitCycle Time 50 - U -_ 80 - 100 - 140 - ns

taT RtransmuitPulse Width12 40 - 50 - 66 - OD 120 - 2r
ItolS PetansmitSt-up Timue-3 40 - 50 - 65 - 80 - 120 - no
IfrRa HaansmtRoovery ime 10 - 15 - 15 20 - 20 - no

tErt Resot to Emp Fla Low - 50 - 65 - 60 - 100 - 140 n

IWH.FFm Resstto Hal-Full anudFull Flog Hgh - s0 - 66 - 60 - 100 - 140 13-

tFEF Ruad Low to Empty Rag Low - 30 1- 45 - 60 - 160 - 60 no

ItFF Read Highto FullRag High - 36 - 45 - 60 - 60 - 60 uno
WE~ Read Pu"sWidth allot ETHigh 40 - So - 65 - OD - 120 - uno

tWEF Wrie Hghto Emrpty Ftag High - 36 - 45 - 60 - 60 - 60 uno
?WF WrteLow to Full Flag Low - 35 - 45 - 60 - 60 - 60 n

t'Mf Wiie Low to Had-FullFlag Low - so - 65 - 80 - 100 - 140 uno

Mre: Read High to Hag-Full FlagHigh - 50 1- 65S - 60 - 100 - 140 uno

tWPP WritsPulse Width attarFF High 40 - So - 65 - S0 - 120 - sn

IxOL ReaWteto X5Low - 40 - S0 - 615 - 60 - 120 re-
IxON ReadWrIo6Hgh - 40 - 50 - 65 - 60 - 120 no

tll 71 Pulse Wdth( 2
) 40 - 50 - 65 - 60 - 120 - t

MIR 3rlRecovry rime 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - r

MIS Z Set-up Time 10 - 15 - 15 - 15 - 15 - r

I Thwugs referenced as in AC Teot Canffiois.
z Pule WMS less &Mi Mongnium value am notiae
3 Values gvvanteed by dsngn mot cuinly tested
4 On~ly appwis to reed dmflow-1hrough moi
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loT20S/L. IOT7201SALA CUOS PARALLEL
FIRST4NFIlRST-OUT FiFO 2%4 x 9.IT & 512 s 9-SIT MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL TEMPERATURE RANGES

AC TEST CONDITIONS 51

Input Pulse Levels GND to 3.OV
Input Rise/Fall Times 5ns 1.1K

Irt Timing Reference Levels 1.5V TO
Output Reference Levels 1.SV OUTPUT
Output Load Se. Figure 1 PiN

0O d 680 ' 3OpPF

or equivalent circuit

Figut 1. Output Load

Includs scope a-nd jig ca"tnac

SIGNAL DESCRIPTIONS the Data Outputs (00 - O6) will return to a high irTpedance
condition until the next Read operation. When all data has

INPUTS: teen read from the FIFO, the Empty Flag (EF) will go low,
allowing the "final' read cycle but inhibiting further read

DATA IN (D0 - Do) operations with the data outputs remaining In a high iriped-
Data inputs for 9-bit wide data. ance state. Once a valid write operation has been accom-

plished, the Empty Flag (TV) will go high aftertwEF anda valid
CONTROLS: Read can then begin. When the FIFO is empty, the Internal
RESET (49) read pointer is blocked from R so external changes in'Awil not

Reset is accomplished whenever the Reset (91 ) input is affect the FIFO when it is empty.
taken to a low state. During reset, both internal read and write
pointers are set to the first location. A reset is required after FIRST LOAD/RETRANSMIT (FLiT)
power up before a write operation can take place Both the This is a dual-purpose input. In the Depth Expansion Mode,
Road Enable (J) and Write Enable (W) Inputs must be In this pin is grounded to indicate that t is the first loaded (see
the high state during the window Shown In Figure 2, (I.e., Operating Modes). In the Single Device Mode, this pin acts as
tesS before the rising edge of 13) and should not chanje the restransmit input. The Sine Device Mode is initiated by
until Insi after the rising edge of AS. Half-Full Flag (HF) grounding the Expansion In (Xl).
will be reset to high after Reset (J-). The IDT7200/7201A can be made to retransmit data when

the Retransmit Enable control (RT) input is pulsed low. A
WRiTE ENABLE (W) retransmit operation will set the internal read pointer to the first

A write cscle is initiated on the falling edge of this input I the location and will not affect the write pointer. Read Enable (R)
Full Flag (F) is not set. Data set-up and hold times must be and Write Enable (W) must be in the high state during
adhered to with respect to the rising edge of the Write Enable retransmit. This feature is useful when less than 256512
(W). Data is stored in the RAM anry sequentially and writes are performed between resets. The retransmit feature
independently of any on-going read operation. is not compatible with the Depth Expansion Mode and will

After half of the memory is tiled and at the falling edge of affect the Half-Full Flag (HF), depending on the relative
the next write operation, the Hali-Ful Flag (HF) will be set to locations of the read and write pointers
low and will remain set until the difference between the write
pointer and reed pointer is less thanor equal to one hal of the EXPANSION IN (XI)
total memory of the device. The Half-Full Flag (HF) is then This input is a dual-purpose pin. Expansion In (X) is
reset by the rising edge of the read operation, grounded to indicate an operation in the single device mode.

To prevent data overflow, the Full Flag (F) will go low, Expansion In (I) is connected to Expansion Out (0) of the
Inhiiting further write operations. Upon the completion of a previous device inthe Depth Expansionor Daisy Chain Mode.
valid read operation, the Full Flag (FF) will go high after tRFF,
allowing a valid write to begin When the FIFO is full, the OUTPUTS:
intemal wrile pointer is blocked from W. so external changes FULL FLAG (FY)
i wil not affect the F IFO when I is full. The Full Flag (FF) will go low, inhibiting further write

READ ENABLE (A) operation, when the write pointer is one location less than the

A read cycle is initiated on the faling edge of the Read read pointer, indicating that the device is full iF the read

Enable (4) provided the Empty Flag (ET) is not set The data pointor is not moved after Reset V *he Full-Flag (TF) will
is accessed on a First-IrVFirst-Out basis, independent of any go low after 256 writes for IDT7200 and 512 writes for the

ongoing wite operations After Read Enable (R) goes high. IDT7201A

6.1
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10172005/1 DT7201SAiLA CMOS PARALLEL
F1RST.NIFIRST.OUT FIFO 25 eS-SIT & 512 x 9-SI11T MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL TEMPERATURE RANOU

EMPTY FLAG 0E) pointer and read pointer is less than or equal to one half of the
The Empty Flag (EF) will go low, inhibiting further read total memory of the device. The Half-Full Flag (-H) IS then

operations, when the read pointer is equal to the write pointer, reset by using rising edge of the read operation.
indicating that the device is empty. In the Depth Expansion Mode, Expansion In (XI) is on-

nected to Expansion Out (XO0) of the previous device. This
EXPANSION OUT/HALF-FULL FLAG (X6IHF) output acts as a signal to the next device in the Daisy Chain

This is a dual-purpose output. in the single device mode, by providing a pulse to the next device when the previous de-
when Expansion In (Tl) is grounded, this output acts as an vice reaches the last location of memory.
indication of a half-full memory.

After half of the memory is filled and at the falling edge of DATA OUTPUTS (00 - Os)
the next write operation, the Half -Full Flag (HF) will be set low Data outputs for 9-bit wide data. This data is in a high
and will remain set until the difference between the write impedance condition whenever Read (R) is in a high state.

Ie~ ASS

NOTES: Figure 2. Roset
IEIWmay drlariges stats during Reset, but tiags win be vaid at tnsc

2 W and V. afound Me sngedgoIM

OoOaDATA OUT VALID DATA OUT VALID

Do-Do

Figure 3. Asynchronous Writ, and Read Operation
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1112001110 IDTMI@SA/LA CMOS PARALLEL
PIRST.IK'PRST4WJ FIFO 2" x 4UT & 5121 -it 41T MILTARY AND COMMERCIAL TEMPERATURE RANGES

LAST WRIE GNO-RED FIRST RE ADDTIONAL FIRST

Fgre . tFle" From Last re so Firt We

LATRAWGOED FRTWIE ADROA IS

DATA OUT VALID

F~~gure Of. 07ne~

6.1o a.EpyFo rmLe edt is rt
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satflbO031L. IDT7201SAILA CMOS PARALLEL
,IRS?.IWTRST4OUT FIFO 258x .4IT A $12 z 94WT MILTARY AND COMMERCIAL TEMPERATURE RANGES

al-0' 111E

Figure . EmptFy~ Flag Timing

P~ ~ ~ -it" 10 xasa-Otfll~

6.1
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IDT720SL. IO?72e SAILA C11OS1 PARALLEL
PtRST-l#YtIRST-OUT FIFO 2161x -4UT & 6123 x 9UT MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL TEMPERATUJRE RANGES

LOOCATION

RIK"r 11. Exansihon In 2Md.1

OPERATING MODES is ina Single Device CoriQration when the Expansion In ()
SINGLE DEVICE MODE control N is lgonded (see Figure 12). In the mode the

AsingleelDl7200/72OIAmaybe usedwhenthe applcation Hal-Full Fla (H which is an active low output, is shared
requirements for 256/512 words or less. The 1DT720017201A with Expansion 0it (905).

(HALF-FULL FLAG) (F

WRITE()- F 1 - - READ (A)

DATA IN (0) IOT DATA OUT (0)
FULL FLAG (F) 7201 EMPTY FLAG (EF)

RESET (Ws) RETRANSIT (T)

EXPANSION IN (XI)

Flgure 12. Block 0119Igra of Shinge 2561512 x 9 FIF0

WIDTH EXPANSION MODE 13 demonstrates an 18-bi word width by using two IDT7201 As.
Word width may be increased simply by connecting the Any word width can be attained by adding additional

correspondiNinpu control of multiple devices. Status flags IDT72O1As.
(,Fand HF) can be detected from any one device. Figure

DATA im (D)

WRITE A(;W)4----- RA F-
FULL2LA11FA 7200/1 A EMPTY FLAG (EF)

RESET (AS) -------- a9 ------- RETRANSMIT (ATf)

Flgor* 13. Block Diagrom of 256/12 xIl FIF0 Memry heed In Widel Expansioni Mode PO1

6.1 10
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10T720064- rn 721sAILA CUoe PARALLEL
PIRST-IN'FRST4OUT FF0 256 a 9-Wl & 512 x S-9T IUTAY AND COMERCIAL TEMPERATURE RANOW1=1

DEPTH EXPANSION (DASIY CHAIN) MODE ate flag is monitored by each system (i1e., FF is moniored on
The 101720017201 A can easily be adapted to applications the device where W is used: EF is monitored on the device

where the requirements are for greater than 256/512 words. wherelff is used). Both Depth Expansion and WkIth Expan-
Figure 14demronstrateS DepthEXpanSionusngthreelID77200/ sion may be used in this mode.
7201 As. Any depth can be attained by adding additional
1017200/7201 As. The 0DT720017201 A operates In the Depth DATA FLOW-THROUGH MODES
Expansion configuration when the following conditions are Two typ~es of flow-through modes are peritited: a
met: read flow-through and write flow-through mode. For the read
I. The first device must be designed by grunin the First flow-through mode (Figure 17), the FIFO permits te reading

Load (FL) control inut. of a singlea word after witing one word of data Nto an empqty
2. AN other devices mukst have L in the high state. FIFO. The dataIs enabled on the bus in (twEF +tj nruafterthe
3. The Expansion Out (0)pin of each device mstbe tied rising edge of W,caled the first wrte edgand itremains on

to the Expansion In (7) pin of the next device. See the bus until the A line is raised from low-to-high, after which
Figure 14. the bus would go Into a three-state mode after lVW ns. The

4. External logic is needed toienerate a composite Full ff line would have a pulse showing temporary de-assertion
Flag E) and Emp~ty Flag EF). This requires the ORing and then would be asserted. In the Interval of time tha A is
of allEFs and ORing of als(L-. almust be set to low more words can be written toteFIFO (the subequent
generate the correct composite FF or E) See Figure writes after t first write edge will be de-assert the Empty
14. Flag); however, the same word (written on the first write edge)

5. The Retransmit (FIT) function and Half-Full Flag (HF) are presented to the ouWpu bus as t read pointer, would not be
not available in the Depth Expansion Mods. incrementeod when R was low. Onlogglinig,the otherwords
For additional information refer to Tech Note 9: 'Cascad- that are written to fth FIFO will appear on the output bus as in
ing FIFOs or FIFO Modules*. the read cycle timings.

In fth write flow-through mode (Figure 18), the FIFO
COMPOUND EXPANSION MODE permits the writing of a single word of data immediately after

The two expansion technicyiies described above can be reading one word of data frorn a full FIFO. The RIne cas
applied together in a straight forward manner to achieve large the FF to be de-asserted but the W line, being low, causes it
FIFO arrays (see Figure 15). tobe asserted aain in anticpation of anewdaaword. Onthe

rising edge of W, the new word is loaded in the FIFO. The W
BIDIRECTIONAL MODE line must be toggled when Fis not assertedtowrite new data

Applications which require data buttering between in the FIFO and to Increment the write pointer.
two systems (each system capable of Read and Write opera- For additional Information refer to Tech Note 6:
tions) can be achieved by pairing 101720017201 As as shown *Operating FIFOs on Full and Empty Boundary Conditions'
in Figure 16. Care mnust be taken to assure that the appropri- and Tech Note 6: 'Designing with FIFOs*.

TABLE I-RESET AND RETRANSMITI
Single Device Configuration/Width Expansion Mode

InusInternal Status Output@
Mode " a Read Pointer Write Pointer " I P

Reset 0 X 0 Location Zero Location Zero0 1
Retransmit 1 0 0 Location Zero Unchanged 0 ncent" nreetX X
Read/Write nrmnr fteet'X X X

NOTE: au
1. pointer will incremenil t 4flag is High

TABLE Il-RESET AND FIRST LOAD TRUTH TABLE
Depth Expansion/Compiound Expansion Mode

Iputa Iiteral Status Out Put

Reset First Device 0 0 () Location Zero ILocation Zero0

Reset All Other Devices 0 1 (1) Location Zero Location Zero 0
Read/Write I x ()X x X

NOTE: UUi
1. Rh5connectedwm offeinnousas. Ses Fiurve IS iM.Reet nipin Mimt Loaslqauii. W.Emfiy Flag Ou~u, . Flag FuRipa

IT1. Expenson Input. HF - Half-Fii Flag Output
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O0T7005& ID17201SAILA CMOS PARALLEL
PIRST4160FIRST-OUT FIFO 256 x s.4IT & 512 a S4UT MIUTARY AND COMMERCIAL TEMPERATURE RANGES

FULL EMPTY

Figure 14. 1lioc DhUgrm .41534. e FIO Memosy (Dept Exlpansion)

o -., a 0-07? 2(N1) -N

o-oso 0°,-0,, 0 ,,-a,-°N

1DT700/A 1T720/ 10720011A

Fi.r 14. Bloc DEP ~ m DEPf DEPx9 IOMma Dpt mth

EXPANSION EXPANSION EXPANSION
BLCKBLOCK BLOCK

Do -Do Do -Dii WD(N-4) -DN
Do-O N __________________

0 -DN Die -DN D(N-) -0N
2075*.k 17

FIgure iS. Compound FIFO Expansion

NOTES:
1 For doo exphuon block em secoon on Depth Eqpmnsion and Figure 14.
2 For Flog cian s" section on Width Expanson and Figure 13

.1 12
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0)TnOO1/.. ID172GISAfLA CNDS PARALLEL

AMT.INlR*T4)UT FFO 2596 .6-IN A 6121 zUI ONMIITARY AND COMMERCIAL TEMPERATURE RANGU

SYSE As

DAT rw'A HF

DATAEM <ourmm

DATA w

DATA ouT -4 DATAo VALID

F19u" 1. RWe Dute FoWa-Through Mode
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10OTS&. IDT?2OiSA/LA CMOS PARALLEL

FIRST-INVIRST-OUT FIFO 264x .-BIT & 12 • -SIT MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL TEMPERATURE RANGES

ORDERING INFORMATION

IDT XXXX X XXX X X

Devce Type Power Speed Package Process/
Temperature

Range

Blank Commercial (0*C 'o + 70*C)
E Military (-65C to + 125°C)

Compliant to MIL-STD-883. Class B

P Plastic DIP
TP Plastic THINDIP
D CERDIP
TC Sidebraze THINDIP
J Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier
SO SOIC
Y SOJ

L Leadless Chip Carrier
XE CERPACK

15 Commercial Only
20
25 Commercial Only
30 Military Only
35 Commercial Only40 Military Only Access ime (?A)
50 Speed in Nanoseconds

65
80
120

_ SA Standard Power'
LA Low Power*

7200 256 x 9-Bit FIFO
7201 512 x 9-Bit FIFO 29";d.21

W " be included for 7201 ordering pert number only.

6.1 14
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APPENDIX G

OCTAL LATCH TECHNICAL DATA (SNJ54LS373)

S154LS373, SN54LS374, 5154S373, 31545374,
SU74LS373, SN74LS374, SN74S373, SU745374

OCTAL 0-TYPE TRANSPARENT LATCHES AND EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS
OCrOssE 1975-REVISIO MARCH4 1965

Choice of 8 Latches or 8 D-Type Flip-Flops PN4648373 4 03J 4 O NS CKAG

In a Single Package 5S474437 ...4J On7W PACKAGE3

*3-State sue-Driving Outputs P474374 ...W ON N PACKAGE
ITOP VIEW)

*Full Peruli-Acceeis for Loading
sufrdcnrlinputs C 1 2 VCC

*1ff1'd on10 ~ 2 19 so

*Clock/Enable Input Has Hysteresis to ID .3 I8 80
improv~e Noise Rejection (5373 and 'S374) 20 4 "7 70

*P-N-P inputs Reduce 0-C Losing on 30 S 6 7 0
Data Lines V'SM7 and 'S374) 3 S 6

30 7 14 6D
L373 'V340 8 13 50

'1.572. 373 Q 9 12 50
FUNCTION TABLESQ 12 5

___________GNO 10 11 V

OUTPUT ENAILE a OU~TU
ENABLE ILATCH ____

L4 H4 LPL4544.5373. P4141.3374. P4648373.
L L x 00 P464374 ... Fit PACKAGE

H x x Z (TOP VW

'L5374. '1374
FUNCTION TABLE 3 2 12 19

OUTPUT 20 fl4 is so
ENABLE LC 0 OTU 203 1?O 70

L. t 303 16.7

L .L 4068 14 6D
H K x Z 9 10 1112 13

description1

descipton C to 'LS373 a d S373 CLK to, LS374 Mwo S374

These 61-bist registers feature threso-state Outputs

designed specificaltv for driving highly-csacitivs or

roilativly low-sp~darle 100d§. The hightimperlsnca
third state and increased high-lOgic-lel drive provide
these registers with the capability of being connected
directly to arid driving the bus lines in s bus-organized
sypstem" without need for intelrfae or puil-up comn-
ponernts. They are particularly attractive for implement-
ing buffer registers, 1I/0 p"rt, bidirectional bus drivers,
and working registers.

The eight latches; of the 'LS373 and *S373 are

transporent 0-type latches meaning that wihile the
enable ICV s high theG0 outputs will follow the data IMD
inputs. When the enable is taken low the output will be
latched at the level of the data that was se up.
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S154LS373, SN54LS374. 51545373, SN54S374,
SU74LS373, SN74LS374. SN74S373, 51745374
OCTAL O.TYPE TRANSPARENT LATCHES AND EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS

description (continued)

The eight flip-flops of the 15S374 and *S374 are edge-triggered 0- type flip-flops. On the positive transition of the clock, the Q
outputs will be set to the logic states that were setup at the 0 inputs.

Schmitt-trigger buffered inputs at the enable/clock lines of the 5373 end'5374 devices, simplify system design asac and de
noise rejection is improved by typically 400 mV due to the input hysteresis. A buffeed output control input can be used to
place the eight outputs in either a normal logic state (high or low logic levels) or a high-impedlance state. In the high-
impedance state the outputs neither load nor drove the bus lines significantly.

The output control does not affect the internal operation of the latches or flip-flops. That is. the old data can be retained or
new data can be enteed even while the outputs are off

logic diagrams (positive logic)

'LS373. *S373 13374. '8374
TRANSPARENT LATCHES POSmTVE-EOGE-TWOiEo FLIP-FLOPS

U CLK
131 to12 1 131 4to

to: : to to 1

ici 4 C -1 20 14 ci 5 20
20 0 01

00

C0() l 191 160 top do

to2 40 tO

115 GO? - 6012

60 4 10 140 6

171 70 it1 0.IC 70
70 to70 tO0

li) c ig 19BoI) 14 Ct 116)1s
4010 a to z

1for 56373 Drily Zflm 5374 euily

Pin numbers Shown are for DW. J, N. and W packages.

2-884 TEXAS 4tINSTRUMENTS
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SN54LS373, SN54LS374, SN74LS373, SN74LS374
OCTAL O-TYPE TRANSPARENT LATCHES AND

EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS

scheimatic of inputs and outputs *LW3

EQUI VALENT OF DATA INPUTS EQUI VALENT OF ENABLE AND TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS
OUTPUT CONTROL INPUTS

VCC - VC- VC

Req 2kn NOM 17 kflNom On Nom

INPUT

INPUT 4 0

OUTPUT

'LS374 _

EQUI VALENT OP EQUIVALENT OP CLOCK TYPICAL OP ALL OUTPUTS
DATA INPUTS AND OUTPUT CONTROL INPUTS

VCc -- vt-C -- VCC

3OkflNom 17 kn NOM 100 nNOM

INPUT

INPUT 4 0

OuTPUT

TExAs4 2-885
INSTRUMENTS

POST CIVOCI SOX ISW012 - OAU.AS TfXAS 7126S
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SN54LS373. SU54LS374, SN74LS373, SM74LS374
OCTAL 0-TYPE TRANSPARENT LATCHES AND
EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)

Suooiv voltage. VCC Ise Note 1) . ............... .. .. .. .7 V
input voltage .....:................... .. .. . 7V
Off-state output Voltage....................................5.5 V
Operating free-air temperature range: SN54LS ..........................- 55C to 125"C

SN74LS..............................WC to 70*C
Storage temperature range . ..................................- o I C

P40TE I Volta"e &)as ore, with eavoci a o ttwt ground terminafl.

recommended operating conditions

IN64LS' SM74LS.5 UNIT
MIN MOM MAX Mild MOM MX

VCC S.p' uoil& 4.5 5 5.5 4.75 5 5.25 V
VOM Highlevel output Volta"a 5.5 55 V
OH Higlevel ou.tput current - 1 -2.6 mA

'OL LOW-gna, Output current" 12 24 mA

Pull* duration CLK hi gh Is Is n
CLK low 15 is
'-I7 5_____

aa- tu Data 5wtuD time 57 20' 20'

in Data htold time 7-S3741 t0 ST f n

TA Openaimg froo~i temperature 1-55 125 1 0 70 C

The in$pacifcatopies only for date frequentcy below 10 MHz Designs above 10Mzshudseamvln oSM.ic .l r)

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature rang (unlessn otheirwise noted)

PARAMETER TEST CONdDITION~t ON84LSV __N_4_V_ UNIT

VIMN NTgr.Iye inpu MIitageMA

Vim Lowhlevel input yoltage 2___2 ____

VIK Input clamp voltage VCC-*MIN, I1 *-lirA -1.5 -1.5 V

V014  Hightlevel outout voitage VCC* MIN. VIM - 2 V. 2.4 3.4 2.4 3.1 V
_____________________ V11. nOX. ION - MAX

VOL.  Low-level output Woltae VCC *MIN,. VIM - 2 V. DOL *12 mA 0.25 0.4 0.2S 0.4 V
________________ VIL . VI1. rVW 10L *24 nrA 0.35 0.58

Off-slat output crrent. IVCC -MAX. VIM1 - 2 V. 20 20 jA0D214 ?gl.i0votage "aocO V 0 - 2 7 V

Off stte output current. VCC MAIi. Vim - 2 V. -20 -20 mA
IOZL low-level vollappC~lied V 0 - 0 4 V

Input curranoa
I," C MAX. I 7 V 0.1 0.1 mA

l1"4 High liel Iput current VCC - MAX. V1 - 27 V 20 20 mA

Ill. Lowf level flput current jVCC - MAX. VI - 0.4 V -0.4 -0.4 'A

'as shrort cinrcut1 output currentl V~C -MAX -30 -130 -30 -i3() mA

'c ucv cretVCC MAX. LS373 1 24 40 1 24 40 '
__________________ Output control at 4.5 V 1.3427 40 1 27 40,

1Po pal~tn Shown a" MIN or MAX. um te aooroe alu ak .f,*~d under ralcommanoad operating coind~fo.
IAll typ~n~O .aiue a at * - 5 aA -2S C.
4 Por m~ore tthan on. *:to., ut ho.. nov50 eta. time, end duration, 01 The shnr Circuit Shtould not aCaad on. Iacono.

2-886 TEXAS *INSTRUMENTS
POeT Oltc aOo 6111101 - DftkAC IS TONS5
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SN54LS373. SN54LS374, SM74LS373. S174LS374
CCTAL O.TYPE TRANSPARENT LATCHES AND

EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS

switching characteristics, VCC - 5 V. TA - 25 0C

PALMF ROM TO TET.52IM 'S72 111,74 W
PAAEI WPUT1 (OUTPUT) MIN TYP MAX MW TYP MAX UI

fmax _____ _____ ________ 35 so MHz

tPLH Date Any 01i2 18 n1
pIIL CL_____ -_4S_.______7_ 12 is_________

-pH Clock or Any 0 SiomFil.2 l=
6

3
7  

20 30 1s 28 n
_____ n n 0 Se oe enabne 31s 30 19 28 n

IP tH Output Ay015 28 20 26 n
1
pZL Control Ay025 36 21 28

lpZ output Ay0i 5i 8 n

________ Control Ay CL - 5 pF R - 667 015 2

tPZ output An l See Note 3 1 01 0 m
_____ Control An 0 12 20 12 20 n

NOTES: 2, Maximum Clock frequency to tested with all outputs loaded.
3 Load circuits and voltage waveforms are shown in Section I

fmax * mtaximum clock frequency

IPi4 *pagation delay time, low-to-high-lovel outputU
tPNL u pro0pagation delay time. hqht-to-Iowv4*vel output

'PZH a output enable time to high level(
tPZL 0 Output enable time to low level I

tpZ output disable time from high level
tptz 0 outout disable time from low level

TEXAS 2-887
INSTRUMENTS

MOST o"raci aol SSIo' 2 DA"lS, ?SXAS 75ZCI
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S154S373, 5154S374, SN74S373, SN74S374
OCTAL 0-TYPE TRANSPARENT LATCHES AND
EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS

schematic of inputs and outputs

EQUIVALENT OF EACH INPUT TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS

-- vCC
50 nZ

VCC NOM

28 kf
NOM

INPUTOUTPUT

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range lunless otherwise noted)

Supply voltage. VCC Ite. Note 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 V
input voltage.......................................5.5 V
OfftState output voltage............... ................ 5.5 V
Operating tree-air temperature range- SN54S .. .....................- 55%C to t25*C

SN74S .. ........................ Cto 70%
Storage temperature range............................-65%C to 150%C

NOT! I I Veit" voIuas.ere -11h .41Mow 1o v.Otwk Se,@rd 1*1-8.

ractt'mmendled operating conditions

$Naas, 5N74S,
Um Wall MAX MIN NOM halX "7

Sumov vostae. vCC 4.5 6 5.5 4.7S 5 1.25

.sgIA-level ouJtput voIle. VON1 5.5 I5.5 v

H-o.iewil output current. loH -2 -65 mA

Low 7.3 7,34

Dataetu tfw. tM'S373 04 04

'5374 5t 5!

'SaIoi ~w.t 374 2t 21

Opelal-ni fri..,, teiwuers. TA -4s 125 j 0 70 C

2-888 TEXAS *
INSTRU M ENTS

VolT OFFICE BOX #ISO2 - DALLAS TEXAS 79203
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SN54S373, SN54S374, SN74S373, 5N74S374
OCTAL 0-TYPE TRANSPARENT LATCHES AND

EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise
noted)

PARAMETER TEST CONDIOTIONdS _____________UNI

VON SA7S VCC - MIN, VIM- 2 V, VIL - ni 8 V. ION - MAX24 3 V

VO VCC -MIN. VIM 2 V. VIL -0 8V. I1p1 -20 rTA O'S_____

IO VCC - MAX. VIM 2 V. V p 5 2 V - 0 s

11cc VCC - MAX. CVid~a4,nptaO -_5_5_V_1_ U
'Fat condsn shw-sMNo MAX, VIe th 29r~rt va7 Vpcfe 5n0e reomnAAprttgGnirn

IOItyc5vles55t VCC - V MA -4 -10

'cctching-haMaXtOuttius, highV.1TA= W

output lo 10

tPNLutut edbl 12 blIe1

A-Z OrjLt 5n 15 at ISCmp~ ,0 22
?Frcndtos hwLa I C orl MAX, u 0 th aprorit Y" seiidudrrcm ene pr odtos

Itpca Co5Of, t ro S.. N-t 5 Vj TA 12 7 12

4tmyste o e oupt w Shld botae waveformt aire nw duan cof th1 hr-ici hudntece iescn,

IPM on Outnu di0l t7 tr12qfee
t Ii I OuLu -.C~ tm. from low level 1

IPt' Iec actW I ~C' I -AA 1 2A is 1 17

tpzwOUWv An 0 is i213m



SN54LS373, SN54LS374, SN54S373, SN54S374,
S174LS373, SN74LS374, SWUM37, SN74S374
OCTAL O-TYPE TRANSPARENT LATCHES AND EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP.FLOPS

TYPICAL APPLICATION DATA

OLETPUT IDIRECTIONAL BUS DRIVER
CONTROL I

BIDIRECTIONNAL __4O0 S7 40 -_EIDIRECTIONAL
GATAUUS11s OR So~ DATA BUS 2

CLOCK _ 1 CLOCK 2

2CONTRO20

CLOCR

so37 OR7 574

SEEC CLOCK T

INCONTROLT2
CLOCK 1PC 14 1O2*OUA EA 11
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APPENDIX H

OCTAL BUFFER TECHNICAL DATA (SNJ54LS244)

SN54LS240, SN54LS241. SN54LS244, SN54S240, S154S241, S1545244.
SM74LS240, S174LS241, SM74LS244, SN74S240, SN74S241, 51745244

OCTAL BUFFERS AND LINE DRIVERS WITH 3-STATE OUTPUTS
APAil 1985 -REVISED MARCH 1986

" 3-Stat. Outputs Drive Bus Lines or Buffer SNS4LS'. SNS48' J Olt IN PACKAGE
Memory Address Register SN74LS', SN74S'. OW Oft N PACKAGE

* PNP Inputs Reduce D-C Loading (TOP 2 VEW
" Hysteresis at Inputs Improves Noise Margins lAI 2 1 2G2

2Y40 18IS Yl

description 21 I 1 512

These octal buffers snd line drivers are designed 1 A3136 15 132A3
specifically to improve both fth Performance and densi- 2Y2 7 14 1 Y3
tV of three-state memory address drivers, clock drivers. IA4 8 13 2A2
and bus-oriented receivers and transmitters. Th 2Y1 9 12 1 Y4
designer has a choice of selected combinations of iner- GN 'o I~ I A
ting and noninve-ting outputs, symmetrical a tactive- N 10 1 2A

low output control) inputs, and complementary G and G
inputs. These devices feeture high fan-out, improved
fan-in, and 400-mV noise-margin. The SN74LS' and SNS4LS'. SRI4 FK PACKAGE
SN74S' can be used to drive terminated lines down to (TOP VIEW)

The SN54' family is characterized for operation over the U- Z
full military temperature fatnge of - 55 "C to-I 25 C Th-e '
SN74' family is characterized for operation from O'C to 32~
70 C. IA s Y

2Y3 IS 171 2A4
1A3 16 Is[ 1Y2
2Y2 37 IS 2A3 _

1A4 S 14 IV3
5 tO 't '~ 3

-2G for 'LS241 and 'S241 or 2F. for all other drivers

schematics of inputs and outputs

'LS240. LS24I. 1244 'S240.'S241,'S2" ~ _________________

EQUIVALENT OP EQUIVALENT OF TYPICAL OF ALL
EACH INPUT EACH iNPUT OUTPUTS

VCC - --- - VCC --

INPUT I NPUT .-- OUTPUT

G a,,a i-oui~ 2 vi ! NOM LS240, *S241 S24A

S240 S24' S244
______________________A \O
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S154LS240, SN54LS241, SM54LS244, 53545240. SN54S241. SN54S244,
SN74SL24O. SN74LS241, SN74LS244, SN74S240, SN74S241, SN74S244
OCTAL BUFFERS AND LINE DRIVERS WITH 3-STATE OUTPUTS

loIc Symbolist
1.56240. 5240 'LS241. 12411 'I.244, 244

LA, A7 A EliI

1*2 V2V£

I" i2G,2 V I s

2aI~ I£ -a X - 2 IN,~-----. v

lot~ 2V2 2A2rt NT

.- 3 2A3 21 0

t
m symbol* are in accordance with ANSIIEE Std. 91-1984 and iEC Publication 817-12.

logic diagrams (positive logic)
1.5240. 540 '324 1.221 %J244

1*, IA (2 IS) IA3 Ins

10 *2l~ 
1*2 11 1 1 y

ii, 20 28

17 2,2 171 M 7)iY

Pln numbers shown are for OW. J. N, and W packages.

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (uniesn otherwise noted)
Supply voltage, VCC (see Note 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..7 V
Input voltage: *LS Circuits. . . . . . . . . . ................ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 7 V

'S Circuits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I......... . . .. I...... 5.5V
Off-state output voltage .... .I . . I.. . . . .. . . . . . . . ..I . . . . ... 5.5 V
Operating freesit temperature range: SN54LS'. SN54S' Circuits . ... ... I ..... ...- 55 C to 1?5*C

SN74LS'.SN74S'Circuits . .............. . OC to70'C
Storage temperature range ..... ...e.......- 65*C to I W'C

F4OTE I Volle aiues or. -1- satect t Ior. le t

2-692 TEXAS*
INSTRUMENTS

POT 01IrICE aS 614142 - DALLAS TEXAS 7$N%1
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SN54LS240, SN54LS241, SN54LS244. SN74LS240, SN74LS241, SN74LS244
OCTAL BUFFERS AND LINE DRIVERS WITH 3-STATE OUTPUTS

recommended operating conditions ______ ______

PARAMETER SN5ALS' SN74LS' UNIT
MINE NOM MAX MINE NOM MAX

VCC Supply voltage (ee Note 1) 41 5 55 4.75 5 5.25 V
VIM Nigh-level nut voltage 2 2 V

V1 L Low-levell Input voltege 0.7 0A V

:.0 qgh-ew output current -12 -is mA

L.4 I-ee oulout current g:1224 A
ITA Operelting f"Ieewst temperaiture I-55 125 10 7310 cC

NOTE I Voltage b~luCs are wth resecgt to network ground Terminal

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwie noted)

PAAEE ISCOtIOITIONSt 111154L54 SM74LV NI
PANAMETN TUSTMINE TYPS MAX MINE TYPS MAX UI

VjpK Vcc -MIN. 1- 1 8ItnA 15-1.5 V

HVT, - vT VCC - MINE 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 V

VON-T- Vcc:-MIN. VIM - 2 V. VIL - MAX. 2.4 3.4 2.4 3.4

VCC -MIN. VIMN-*2V. VIL -. S5V, 2 2
____________ ION. MAX______

VLVCC MIN, VIN*-2 V. lOLl 2 mA 0.4 0.4 V
VLVIL MAX 101. -2

4
mrA ____1__ 05

IOHVCC MAX, VI -2 V, V 0 -2.7 V 20 20
OZL VIL MAX Vo-04V-20 -20 A

11 VCC MAX. V,-7 V 01 01 mIA

IN VCC MAX. V, .2.7 V 20 20 jAA s

'III VCC* MAX. VIL-0
4

V -0.2 -0.2 mnA si

04VCC MAX -40 -225 -40 -225 mnA

Outwoulsh.9t All 17 27 1t7 27

'LS240 26 44 26 44
'c output$ -w V CC MAX, LS24.'.LS2

4 4 
1 27 46 1 27 46 wTA

All outputsIOtotoo LS240 1 29 s0 29 s0

,saled '______________ LS241.'LS244 1 32 54 32 54 -

*For card.tn i,O~, aS M NE or MAX. use the eoroorelte uslue apeefied under recomminended Operelting c~ndlvont
IAll troceal .8lue are at VCC -s5 V. TA - 2SC.
INot wore then ode Outclut Chould to shorted at.a time. and duration of the uhort Cortupt should not eatfiso one second

switching characteristics, VCC = 5 V, TA XF 250 C
'LS240 'LS241. ' LS24 UNIPARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MINE TYP MAX IMINE TYP MAXI

PLN 9 74 12 IS8 I

RL -667 n, CL -45 OF- 12 is 12 is isn

tPZL 20 30 20 30

I PZH is_________________________ 1 23 is 23

I L*4Soln. CL -5 OF, 10 20 70 20 n

1PMz I e Note? 215 25~ t s 25 172

NOTE 2 Load circuits antj voltage weveforms ae shown in Section I

TExAs4 2-693
INSTRUMENTS

POST OFFICE BOX SO2 - OA~iAS TEXAS 'tSS
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SN54S240, 5154S241. SN54S244, SN74S240, SN74S241. SN74S244,
OCTAL BUFFERS AND LINE DRIVERS WITH 3-STATE OUTPUTS

recommended operating conditions________
PARAETERSN54S' jN4S' Ut

________________PARAMETER ________ MON NOM MAX MIN NOA MAX UI

VcC Spo- ot Tauje -see Note 4.1 6 5.5 1475 S 562S V
V,, rs.qn-,h "it .. rptoltaqe21 2

VL Lo-.eve- n,rtOt8 OIg 10. 0.8 V
lOm H gn1. e~e outpu cfrent - 12 1-15 mA

10L Lows- aee outpu~t cu'renl 18 64mA
E~wats 13,S*fl* -tU"an'r ,nO~tl.rc VCC 0r ground 10 40 kn

TA Operatung f"eca, tenmoeretue -see Note 3j 1-66 1265 0 70 -C
NOTES I1 Voltage~a ~*... ... w.th 'aspect to network ground t*,,Y,.lI

3 An SN54S2414 ooatng at fSa*temprture above I 16C 'aouiral 0 ht Sink that 0,0cC... thermal resistanlce from cow to
fre A" 4CA- Of not more than 40'C'W

electrical characteristics aver recommlended operating frol-air temperature range (union otherwisne noted)

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS' SNB ! T UNI

VKVcc -MIN 11 -- lISmA -12 2 V

V.-VTJ Vcc - MIN 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 V

VCC MIN, V IH 2 V, VILO.8 V. .

P. VON VccIN - 1 ~ 3V MASOS 2.4 3.4 2.4 3.4 V

OVCC MIN, VIM-2 v. VIL 0.5V. 22
S tION MAX 2_____ 2_____

5, VOL VCCMIN. VI-2 V. VIL 0-8 V 0.56 0.66 V
0, IOL MAX VI2V V 0 2V ______ __ ____

IA 02r VCC MAX, VIM____ __2V,_______50_2 a

OZL VIL 0-8 V. V 0 0.5 V -50 so M
11VCC MAX, VI .56V I 1 mA

11M VCC MAX, VI -2.7 V so 50 mA
An, A - 00-400 mA

1LAn, G C A. V . -2 - -2 mA

'OS4 __________ MAX__50 -225 ____-225__

Swush-1 240 so 123 80 136
'Sou~ig 24 1.3244 95 147 95 160

'cc Outputs 'olt Vcc MAX. Outputs open 52010 170 100 S mA

debe S241. 5S244 120 170 120 Igo

ocontron Snowy' a K41N of MAX, ueThe aOorooriate value aecil,od under COComOMti oprating Cottditiottt.
IAl tro.. ,aCi. ar a 5 V. TA 25'C
tNot more !"n one Output Should be Shorted at 4 timel and duratiOn Of The Ghort-Circuit Should not exceaed one, Wtord.

2-694 TEXAS 4#
INSTRUMENTS

POST OPPICE Sox 6S6012 - DALLAS ITeAA 11366l
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54S240. Sl64S241, Sll4S244. Sl74S240, S174S241, S174S244,
OCTAL BUFFERS AID LINE DRIVERS WITH 3-STATE OUTPUTS

switching characteristics, VCC - 5 V, TA a 25WC

PARAMETER TIlT CONOITIONS 1240 '241. UNIT
MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX

tPLH 4.5 7 6 9 ri
RL 90 n. CL -SOpF, 4

"PHL See Note 4 4,5 7 6 9 n_

1PZL 10 15 10 Is ME

tpz _ 6.5 10 S 12 n
lp 7 RL 90n, CL-5pF. 10 15 10 15 ns

,P z Sn Noe 4 6 9 6 9 n

NOTE 4: Load circuits and voltaga waveforms are shown in Section 1.

-

TEXAS 2-695
INSTRUMENTS

POST OPICE BOX OSSO'2 , DALLAS TEXAS 7S24S
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S154LS240, SN54LS241, S154LS244, S154S240, S154S241. SN545244,
SU74LS24O, SN74LS241, SN74LS244. S174S240, 51745241, SN74S244
OCTAL BUFFERS AID LINE DRIVERS WITH 3-STATE OUTPUTS

DRIVER LIOmE RECEIVER
I/ ~ZIREPEATER ItEPKATER REPEATER i' 'LS241/I14

~CL 1

03V - -

INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OTU

.34.21USED AS REPEATER/LEVEL RESTORER

CONTROL DRt MICROPROGRAM ROMIPROM
OR

MEMORAY ADDRESS REGISTER

-7
CONTROL

SYST E ANDSON MEMORY-ADDRESS BUS

0 124r540USED AS SYSTEM AND/OR MEMOR0Y0 EUS DRIVIER--IT
ORGANIZATION CAN NE APPLIED TO HANDLE BINARY OR ECO

4.

I/4 LS24I/1524I PARTYLINE 1/4*LS241/'S241

DRIVER MIULTIPLIE-INPUT/OUTPUT BUS DRIVER

OUTPUT PROM--------------------------I
PORTS{DTINPTAINU

SUPPERIS UP

}OUTPUTPOT I

BUS RECEIVERS BS
IOR OUTPUT T CONTROL

j N HA L. L1 L Ba H L
INPUT IDATA H A A L HUS L NON N LN 1

DRIVER/RECEISRSWT. MLTIL INPUTS. OUTPUTS. AND RECEIVERS

IN A SINGILE PACKAGE

2-696TEXAS
2-696INSTRUMENTS

POST OPF.CE BOX 019012 - DAL.LAS TEXAS 71,20%
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APPENDIX I

DUAL MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR TECHNICAL DATA

(SNJ54LS221)

S1154221, S154LS221, S174221. SM74LS221
DUAL MONOSTADLE MULTIVIBRATORS

WITH SCHMITT-TRIGGER INPUTS
DECEMBER 1963- REVISED MARCH 1943

ON$=SW. 641.S . SN7M and 6511221. 301641.8221 .. J Olt W PACKAGE

SN74LSM Are Duel Versioneat Highly 3f 74221 ... 0N PACKAGE

Stable SNIM,1 SKMI421 One-Shots an SN4L22 .. RN AKG

a Monolithic Chip (O IW

*SNSI 1 and SN74221 Dioeut IAOIV13 C
EI.owcaI Sold Swkahln Chsesactsrletica 1811 11%S IfRet/coxt

That A"s Virtilally Idenicial 1E HL[3 1 s4 1 Cext
10 6 12~ 25

*P-Out Is Idaticial to thes SW5123, 2C. 5t I f2CLR
SN7l41n. SNS4LSWl SN74LS123 2R~tiCg1  7 so 29

" Ovoriddlni Miler Tseinnnst.. GND S 0 2A

0 ~pu Pubsg

TYPICAL MAXIMUM 514644.8221 .. K PACKAGE
TYVE POWER OUTPUT PULSE (TOP VIEW)

011111PATIO4 LENGTH

SN54221 130mtw 2Ss

3 2 120190
description JEL ] 1( '

The '221 and LS221 are monolithic dual multi- Id] 17 IQ i
vibrators with performance character.tics virtually NC ]6 161 NC

identical to thoue of the '12 1. Each multivibrator 201 15 1i 2d _

features a negative-transition-triggered input and a 2C~ a 14, 2ZCLP
positive-trastion-triggelred input either of which can 9 10 1 12513
be used as an inhibit input.

Pulse triggering occurs at a particular voltage level and
is not directly related to the transition time of the
input pulse. Schmitt-trigger input circuitry ITTL
hysteresis) for 13 input allows jittsir-free triggering
from inputs with trensition rates as slow as I volt/ FUNCTION TAaLE
secnd, providing the circuit with excellent noise EACH MONOOASLEI

immunity of typically 1.2 volts. A high immunity to INPUTS OUPT
VCC noise of typically 1.5 volts is also provided by CLEAR A a a a
internal latching circuitry.L x L H

Once fired, the outputs are independent of further X H X L H

transitions of the A and S inputs and are a function x L L H
H L t -:-r

be terminated by the overriding clear. Input pulses t L H Jt.5
i %rd

mey be of any duration relative to the output pulse. Also UN descriti and Switching

Output oulse length may be varied from 3S nano-chrteiis
seconds to the maximums sown in the above table
by choosing appropriate timing components. With 'This conditionu is true oniy it the output of the latch

Ret 2 lil and Cext -0. an output pulse of typi- formed by she Two NAND gates has been conditioned

cally 30 nanoseconds is achieved which may be used to the logic 1 state Prior to COR going high This latch

a a -c-rigere resll ignl. utpu rie ad fll s conditioned by taking either A high or B low while "L1
se ad-ctggeed rsetsignl. Otpu ris an fal 5 actnte thigh)

times are TTL compatible and independent of pulse :Puised output Patterns are tested during AC SwtlCtsng

;ength. Typical triggering and clearing sequences are &t 25*C, with Aerit =2 iifl Cest 80 pF

illustrated as a part of the switching characteristics
weveforms.
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S154221. S054LS221, SU74221, SM74LS221
DUAL MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATORS
WITH SCHMITT-TRIGGER INPUTS

description (coninued)

Pulse width stability is achieved through internal compensation and is virtually independent of VCC and temperature.
in most applications, pulse stability will only be limited by the accuracy of external timring components

Jitter-free operation is maintained over the full temperature and VCC ranges for more than six decades of timing
capactance (10 oF to 10 jJFI and more than one decade of timing resistance (2 kf2 to 30 k.(2 for the SN54221, 2 kf2 to
40 kP for the SN74221. 2 11 to 70 11l for the SN54LS221. and 2 k.11 to 100 kfl for the SN74LS2211- Throughout
these ranges, pulse w'dtri is defined by the relationship. twlout) z Cext~lext bt2 10.7 CestReet. In Circuits where
pulse cutoff is not critical, timing capacitance upsto 1000juF and timing resistance as low as 1.4 kf2 may be used. Also.
the range of itter-free output pulse widths is extended if VCC is held to 5 volts and free-air temperature is 2 50C. Duty
cycles as high as 90% are achieved when using maximum recommended FIT. Higher duty cycles are available if a certain
amount of pulse-width litter is allowed.

The variance in output pulse width from device to device is typically less than t 0.5% for given external timing compon-
ents An example of this distribution for the '221 is shown in Figure 2. Variations in output pulse width versus supply

votage and temperature for the '221 are shown in Figure 3 and 4. respectively.

* Pin assignments for these devices are identical to those of the SN54123/SN74123 or SN54LS123/SN74LS123 so that
the '221 or 'LS221 can be substituted for those products in systems not using the retrigger by merely changing the

.4 value Of Rein and/or Cext, however the polarity of the capacitor will have to be changed.

f~ TIMING COMPONENT CONNECTIONS logic symbol t

i11 V~ 2 131 10

4Cx

Fix Cx+T 2A 19

To C.X, To P,.,C,., 26 ilol 7

1vmnTerr ni~nl enai 72

NOTE Due to the Iternal wccw. the ft..ilC..5 Pin will flaver be '12ir2
more poaetm" thean the Cxt, Pirn. 2 Ci 70

Pin numbers shown e for D. J. N. and W paickageis MSp., ii Mlxcv
Co.,

schlemsatics of iinput and outputs IThis symbol is in accordance with ANSIIIEEE Sid. 91-19111 Ind
IEC Publication 617-12.

EQUIVALENT OF EACH4 INPUT TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS EQUIVALENT OF TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS
EACH INPUT

ON, -~NOMINUNO

INPUT OUTPUT 
OTU

iripul A R'ED 25 ki: NOPA
IiP-rA a.A ftfINOM IrpO.,rB is 1.5 4 It !NOM

'ni8 Ci.0, PA 2 iii NOM4 Ci..' AR . 12 5 k 1: NOM

2-682 TEXAS 4#
INSTRUMENTS

POST WPrice gox eS5oI 2 - DALLiAS TEXAS 7526S
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5154221. 5174221
DUAL MONOSTADLE MULTIVIBRATORS

WITH SCHMITT-TRIGGER INPUTS

recommended operating conditions
SN54221 SN74221

Lowleeloupucuret,___t 16 mA

Nemof iseorfal ofinpt uls. dldtScninnt. - 1 Vie

Clear. twcear_ 2 20

Exernal chaingraeristc ve r reom ene 30rin fre-ai tepe0tr rag unesohews

Oupt uycylSNx T MAX OTO~5 Nex Y0 90X 1%4r
Vptin fPo*ev-aorn tmerre. voTAg at5 12 0lu V7C =.CN1 5

VT. Positvegong threshold voltage atE 5 lout VCC - MIN 06 1.55 V

Vill input clampo volts"e VCC . MIN. 11 - 12 mTA -1.5 j

V N lHigh-level output voltage VCC - MfN. IOM - - 800 &A 2.4 3.4 V

VOL LOwV-leV#l Output Voltage VCC - MINe. '01 P 16 mnA 0.2 0.4 V

11 Input current at maxrmum input voltage VCC . MAX, VI - 5.5 V 1 mnA

INH High-level flput current VCC - MAX. VI - 2,4 V InuA40 p
input S. Clear O0F ___

Ill. Low-level input Current VCC - MAX. VI . 04 V -3.2t mA
InputS9. Clear i2_______ -A__

SN74221 -20 -55

'CC Supply Current =VCC- MAX ar ggare1 46 so0 m

'For conditions shown as MIN or MAX. use the appropriate Value specified under recommended operatinlg conditionls
'AllI typCal Values are at VCC - V. TA - 2S*C.
lNot mhore than one output Should be Shorted at a time

TEXAS*268
INSTRUMENTS -8

POST OaVesj SOX etOSSI - OALLAS TEXAS 75255
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SN54221. S174221
DUAL MOHOSTABLE MULTIVIURATORS
WITH SCHMITT-TRIGGER INPUTS

Switching characteristics. VCC =5 V. TA - 25'C

PARAMETVI FOMT TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT
____________ IJMPtJT) (OUTPUTI _____

A 0 45 70 nIPLH a0 35 55 ii

IPHL AB Cext 80oOF. Rex 2 kfl 50 65 n

8 a ISp 0 6
tPL Clear 401 ~ 27 ns

See g~t 0 n
and Nte 2 80 SpF. Re, 2 k2 70 110 150

'aroutI A o, O ora COX?~ 0, A., , '2 k 20 30 S0 ii,

Ce,, 100 oFR,,, - 1 kfl 650 700 750
_________C.., 1_____ 0____ 1 ,u. REX, 10 kU 65 7 7 5 n

u~L Propgato delay tuie. low-to-hogh-leveI output

IPI4L a Prepagatiof delay time, highl-to-Iow-level output
t
wlotll 0 Output pulse WidthENOTE 2 Load circuits and voltage waveforms are Shown in Section 1
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SN54LS221, SN74LS221
DUAL MOMOSTADLE MULTIVIBRATORS

WITH SCHMITT-TRIGGER INPUTS

recommelndeid operating conditions

SN54LS8221 SN744.S221 lf
MIN NOM MAX M1N NOM MAX

supply voltage. VCC 45 5 5.5 4.75 5 5.25 V

iegh-level input voltagle of A input. V1I4 2 2 V

LOW-levol ~nu volta"e atE 8Input, VIL 0.7 08a V

Nigh-level output current. O0N - -400 -400 #A

Lowlevel output curret. fOL 4 8 mA

Schmitt S 1 1 Via
flats of riae or fell ef input pulse. dvidt Loi nuAII VI'

Clea. twclea) 4040

Clear-,nactivat-otate setup time, ta is is no
External timing resistance. li 1.4 70 1.4 100 lcD

External timing capacitance, Cqx1  0 1000 0 1000 oF

R-MA @t90 90
Operating freep-air temperature. TA 55S 125 0 -70 -7-

recommetsnded opersting conditions
PAAMM ES CNDON5 N54LB221 P4741.8221_
PAAETRTETC~dfIOd

1  
MWN TYPS MAX MIN TYP* MAX UNTdr

Positive-going threshold-
VT. voltageat 8input VCC - MIN 1'0 2 1.0 2 V 0

V-Negaive-going threshold C-MI07 090. 09V
V.voltage atl8input VC I 7 0908 09V I

VIK Input clamp vOitage VCC .MIN. 11 18 -I nA -15 -15S V

VOM Higfh-level output voltageC-MI.lm- 0 u 2L5 3.4 2.7 3.4 V

VOLLo-lve Otpt o"* CC- IN ImL- A 0.25 0.4 0.2S 0 4
VOLIO -a lee Ouptvotg 0.35 0.5 V

It nput current at VC.MXVI-7V0 1 0.1 mA
maximum Input voltage VC-MX.V

Jim Nigh-lev*lInput current VCC . MAX. V1 - 2.7 V 20 20 mA

Input A -0.4 -04

III. Low-level input current Input 0 VCC - MAX, VI - 04 V -08 -08 mA

Clear 1__________ -0.8 -08

'aS Short-circuit output currentl VC - MAX -20 -100 -20 -100 mA

ICC Supply -VCC . MAX Qieset4- 147 1 mA
I f r Triggered 1 19 27 1 19 27

'For condit,ons srhown as MINt or MAX. use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating COnditioms
IAII typical values are at VCC . S V. TA - 25*C
*Not more than one output Shocuid be shorted at a time and duration of the $hort-circuit should mot exceed one second

TEXAS~ 2-685
INSTRUMENTS

POST OrriCE SOX 11111o1it OALLAS TOXAS IS26S
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S154LS221, SM74LS221
DUAL MONOSTADLE MULTIVIBRATORS
WITH SCHMITT-TRIGGER INPUTS

switching chaeractsstics. VCC .5 V, TA a250 C

PARAMETER? FOM TO TEST COND§ITIONS W"N TYy IIIA UNIT
_____________ IUT) 4OUTPUT) ____________________

A 0 A46 70 n
___ ___ S 035 56

APH Cqx 5 Dp.Rx o0 60 n

'PLClear a CL* -OP 15p,3 5n

andw a Note 3 C, *00pF. Ilx 2 Ion 70 120 -1 W

la,,t) A or8 Oof C col-0. nex ,2~ 2n 0 47 70 "Ce,,,- 10PF.Max, 10 lkf 670 740 31~0
__________ ________ ______Cooixt,&F. Me,,10kn 6 U 7.5; '

'tpus - propagation delay tirme. low-to-high-levell output
t
PI4L ve Pr@ation delay time. high-to-low-lfel output

* wloU) IN Output PUISe Width
NOTE 1~ Load eC~mi and voltage wavefonine ant shown1 in Seloion 1,

V)

TEXA

2-686 INSTRUMENTS
PCI OST 500 10%112(12 - DALLAS TEXAS ?9290
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SN54221, SN54LS221, SN74221, SN74LS221
DUAL MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATORS

WITH SCHMITT-TRIGGER INPUTS

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION

3V

B INTN

>60 is

3V

a~l" 1' t PL H I PHL

a OUTPUT " \ VOL4
A W I , lowVOL

IPHL

TRIGGER FROM . THEN CLEAR-CONDITION 2

3V

o INPUT ------------ 3V

N~ oV

0 OUTPUT-

VOL
A moutl 1 CL. TRIGGER FROM 8, THEN CLEAIR -CONITION 2

9 INPUT
OV

k-
0  

_ 3V

CLEAR

TRIGGERED 
O

O OUTPUT 
_f

VOL

A V

INSTRUMENTS
POST OFP~ I *CE SWO2 .0LAS PEAS 7-2..
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SN54221, SN54LS221, SN74221, SN74LS221
DUAL MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATORS
WITH SCHMITT-TRIGGER INPUTS

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION

r w- n 3 v

C ~*-"- ' *__

I~ OV

IPLH IPH VOH

Q OUTPUT

I VOL

I I cv'L
PL ***, \ -9-oFN

VOL

5 ,np , h gh TRIGGER FROM A. THEN CLEAR

3 V

o0 OUTPUTJ VOL

VON

6 OUTU
P7T VOL

8 d ErITWInfte a, igh TRIGGER FROM A

NOTES A I.0.t p.tm are ulDpliod Ov *nWtlfll halnO the follow.n5 ¢h, I-CS. FAR 4 1 MHz. Zo t 50 n, for 221, ir ? 4
" 7 nis, for LS221, t, 4 n 15 n I, W. I6 ni

6 A.r mnlnm .re mode between th 1 5 V oents Of the ,nd,cted trvnlltron. for the 221 O between the 1.3 V counts fo 9fi

LS221

FIGURE I-SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (CONTINUEOI

TEXAS
2-688 INSTRUMENTS

POST O"ICE BOX 066012 " OAU.AS TEXAS 71206
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S154221, SN74221
DUAL MOMOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATORS

WITH SCHMITT-TRIGGER INPUTS

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS ('221 ONLY)t

DISTRIBUTION OF UNITS VARIATION IN OUTPUT PULSE WIDTH
for VS

OUTPUT PULSE WIDTH SUPPLY VOLTAGE

Tc 1%
TA 25" Cext ' 1 pF

Rext -l10kS1

a TA 25"C
- -- - - 0.5%

00

-7-

VARIAIN OUPTPEIDTH OUPTPLS0IT

I I 5 j I
C~,g~60F t 1%

I EIN 145 47 .5 55 3
1. 411, 98dOFUNIS

twotSOtu 0.5%e Wit -c -upl -Ota --

FIGURE 2FIGURE

6 V -5

.12. -ot Ce20n - 60pF=C".

2 1 Is

-0.5% -s-- i I_

1 2ut 42 71 0 0 700

TA.Fre.A Tm~atTA - 25C 5 5 1 TmgRsso au-~

Onlps

TE> 4 268
IN0.5%ENT

POST PPIC WO 4502 OAI..AS IOAS'526
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APPENDIX J

DUAL D-TYPE FLIP FLOP TECHNICAL DATA (SNJ54LS74A)

r 51N5474. S154LS74A. 1154574.
S17474. SN74LS74A. S174574

DUAL O-TYPE POSITIVE-EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS WITH PRESET AND CLEAR
DECEMBER I N53 - RE5VISED MARCH 19U5

o Package Options Iclude Plastic "Small S011474. . J PACKAGE1
Outline- Packages. Ceramic Chip CaOMer SAIS4S74A P464874... J Oft W PACKAGE

nd Flat Packagles, and Plastic and Ceramnic SM44..N PACKAGE
DI~ MUM"74. SN74974... 00ON N PACKAGEDips ITOP VIEW)

I * Dependable Tes Instruments Duallity and j = 3VCCReliability 
102L

description ICIK 3 J112 20
iPRI 4 11 2C1J(

Thene devices contain two independent 0-type 10 S 1 2RUE
positve-edge-triggered flip-flops. A low level at the I d 6 9 20
preset or clear inputs sets or reseits the outputs GND a2

adceraeinactive I high),dt a h input meeting SNS474 .. W PACKAGE
the setup time requirements art tranisferred to the (TOP VIEW)
outputs on the positive-going edge of the clock pulse.

Clock tiggering occurs at a volag level and is not 1 CLK I 11 R
directly related to the rise time of the clock pulse. 1D 2 1 10

Following the hold time interval, data at the 0 input may 1 CR 3 ?12 it

be changed without affecting the laveis at the outputs. VCC ' 11 GND0

The SN54' family is characterized for operation over the 20 6 9 20
full military temperature range of - BS0C to 125 

0C. 6CL a P
The SN74' family is characterized for operation from CK 7 e2

0 OC to 70*C. 51154.P654-.1 AKG

PUNCTION TABLE (TOP VIEW)

INPUTS OUTPUTS

PMI CLR CLIC 0 0 0

L H C IC H L

L L IC IC 1 t Ht ICLK 4 1 is20
H H4 H H L NC ] 5 17 NC
H H4 L L. 1MN~s t5[ 2CLK

H H L IC 00 51 CIo sN

?The 0.10.u It'we', 1h ., 010,sio .01 1,Qi 9u*'m 10 1121 a 2M~

Ciii. 0'.01 of elo e~r" tor' TO t ,.ciCt (iitfhl weO

NC No ,nornei loeii

looksymbl$ loc diagram (positive logic i

I-R 141 ___________I

-10

it, 20 ECK

20 02' - 20 2

114**S IlblI i ccoidartC@ .It, ANSi Cit Std 91.1984

s,,o iEC 0P.bt-csto" 6l 17?1
P.ii Sh~*V io.n *It io, 0 j N. aiid W piiCkiteS
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315474, S17474. S154S74. SN74S74
DUAL 0-TYPE POSITIVE-EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS WITH PRESET AND CLEAR

uchematics of inputs and outputs

74

EQUIVALENT OF EACH INPUT TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS

VCC -- Vcc

Flea 130OnlNOM

INPUT --

OUTPUT

IL MAX Am NOM
-1.6m A 4 kf

So-3.2 mA 2k

S0

ICA 'S74

alltIVALENT Of EAH INPUT TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS

cc -vcc

INPUT --

OUTPUT

ILI.MAX Pill OM
-2 mA 2J1.fl

-4 oA 1.4kfl

-6 mA 940fn

2-236 TEXASINSTRUMENTS
PmT OWAC son 65w 12 - DA..AS TEXAS ,IaI
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S15474, SN54LS74A. S154174.
S17474, SN74LS74A. S174S74

DUAL D-TYPE POSITIVE-EOGE-TRIGGERED FLIP.FLOPS WITH PRESET AND CLEAR

SchemstiC

'LS74A

Uc
120 ::IkU 1 kn 11ki 120

I kQ 9 k kil I k 110IF0

3 3 a 1. kfl17k03.3

ERR PRE

GD

absolute mauimum ratings over operating free-air temperature range lunleas otherwise noted)
Supply voltage, VCC (ame Note 1) . 7 V
Input voltage: '74. 5S74 5.5 V

XS74A ... . ... 7 V
Operating free-air temperature range: SN54 ... 55*C to 1250C

SN74' 0
0
C to 70*C

Storage temperature range ...... 65 *c to 160 OC

NO!! IOI voag klug We w*"h 'esoec 10 nelwe.k ground ema

TEXAS4 2-237
INSTRUMENTS

POST O'P1CE SOX GS012 -O.LLAS TEXAS 7524S
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SN5474. S17474
DUAL D-TYPE POSITIVE-EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIPFLOPS WITH PRESET AND CLEAR

recommended operating conditions

SN5474 S77
s~l 4 UNIT

MIN NOM MAX MIN NOM MAX

VCC S.op v otlage 45 5 5 5 4 75 5 525
VH Hgqrr e~e rrp,'votage 2 2

VIL Lo-e~e l~ n .o otage - 06 08 V

ioH. m.qr *.e outout curn -04 -0A mA

1 L o1.0 eve, output cu-en, 16 16 mA
CL ~h30 30

t,,, Pulse durltOr, CL v 37 37 n
PR- or CLA 'o. 30 30

t
su finou., setuo time before CLK 1 20 2

tr' InDo. 'roid rne-dlats Vas CL,( 5 5
TA Opers-il' free ar torrpe'ature_ -55 125 1 0 7 c

electrical characteristics over recommended operating tree-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)

PAAETRTETCN1T4NtS 74 SN7474 UNIT
PARAETE TES coDIT~N~tMIN TYPr MAX MIN TYP$ MAX UI

VIK VCC MIN. 11 - - 2 rA i'-1. V

VCC Vor V MIN, VIM -2 V, VIL 0.8V.I- HIC -____ _ 0N -4mA 2.4 3. 2.4 3.4 V

VOL VC MIN, VIM - 2 V. VIL *0.8 V. 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 V
______ I_ IOL. 16 mA

( I ____ VCC MAX. V-5 5 V I I mA

0 40 40

MAX IN-2. 120 120 OA
All Ote VCC- MAX so*24V_______

-1.6 -1.6

IL VCC -MAX, Vi-04V mA
-3.2 

-3.
CLI(-3.2 -3.2

loss VCC -MAXC -20 -57 -8 -57 mA_
1CCO V~CC MAX. see Note 2 6.5S 15 6. 85 15 mA

'For condition$s hown as MIN o, MAX use Ina appropriate value specifired under recommntde" operating conditions
'Air tvrci galues are at VCC - 5 V. TA - 25-C
ICWear a totted Wih preset highr and ofeset S tested With Clear high
I Not more than one output Should be shown ate a rtnre
9A.erage par 11-0-111o0.
NOTE 2, With all ou~tpu.ts open. 

t
CC a8 measured with the a and ?I Outputs high rn turn At the times of measurement, ine Clock in~put is

grounded

switching charateristics, VCC - 5 V, TA is 25CC (wee note 3)

PARAMETER FOTOTEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT
________ IINPUTI (OUTPUT) _______________ ______

PR~rLisrO1 25 Mz

lPL" FRf o L Dr 2 i
tPML AL____ z____ _ L400 n, CL 15 PF 40 nis
T
PL*4 CL-Gr 14 25 "S

I l_____I___ _1_0_or_____1 20 40 1ns

NOTE 3 Load Circuts andO voltage waoeforms aft shown rn Section 1

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
2-238 POT gIt I &0c jS~S0 ssot *AUA5 TEXAS 1121S
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SN54LS74A, S174LS74A
DUAL 0-TYPE POSITIVE.EOGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS WITH PRESET AND CLEAR

r;;oflmldw operating conditions______
SNS4LS74A 5N74LS74A

MIN NOM MAX -MIN NOM MAX UI

_Vc uply.0tw4.5 S S5. 4.75 5 5.25 V

Vi ihlvlip tvlae2 _ _ 2 V
I Lwi"iptvlae07 0.8 V

'O Hghlve otptcuret-0.4 -0.4 mA

IO OA uptCret4_ 8 mA

flk Cokfaiec,0 25 0 25 MHz

S Pulse durationt MH orCLR o 2 25

ts eupuwwioeCL .h.lvOi data 20 20

tN Hold xime-date after CLK t 5 5n

TA Operetto I raelr temperature -55 125 0 70 *C

electical characteristics over recommnided operating freeair ternperature range (Unless otherwise noted)

PARMETR TST ONDTIO~tSNS4LS74A '_ N74LS74A UI
PARMEER ES CNDIIOS

1
MIN TYP$ MAX iI YTMAX U

V11( VCC -MIN, 11 - -18mA -1.5 -1.5 V 0
VO * MIN, VIM - 2 V. VIL - MAX, 2.5 3A 2.7 3A V

VON '0~~~IN - -0.4 mA______ ______ -

VCC -MIN. VIL -MAX, VIM-2 V, 0.25 0.4 0.21 0.4

VOL ~ 3:MON. VIL -MAX, VIM -2 V. 0.35 0.5 V~

Oor CLK 0.1 0.1
11 -r-- VC MAX VI- 7V IMA

L of c.MX V7 0.2 0.2

4N 0o L K VCC -MAX. V - 2.7 V 202 A

DofrCLK E2I 0.
'IL L r VCC -MAX. VI 0.OAV 040 mA

r031VCC -MAX. See Note 4 -20 -1001 -20 -100 m

ICC (Total) VCC -MAX, See Note 2 4 aj 4 rA
For conditions Shown 6MI N or MAX. vsa the aporoprilt valuea specified uanle, recotmended Operatingcodtns

I All typpical -,"-m ale It "C - S V, TA - 25*C.
I Not more than cmn. outputi should be shorted ot a time, and the dta~ri~ of the short cirCu-t should sot Osceed one second.
NOTE 2 With all oijtputs Open. 'cc is nmeasured with thre a and 0 outputs high in turn, At the time of l ,raaurrnt. the Clock floUt iM

p~Ounded.
NOTE 4 Por Ceaten datieso Wharel State Commirutation CaOe 0cau000 by sltortin an Output to 00rouno& anu-valernt test lnay be arfornied

with V 0 - 2.25 V and 2 125 V for th~e S family and the 74 family. resbect..ely .ith the i-,.n-u- and miaun.-r limts reuced to
One half of their stated values.

switching characteristics, Vcc SS 5 V, TA SO 25*C (SEE note 3)

PARAMETER PROM TO TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT
(INPUT) IOUTPUTI

tPLH RL -
2 

k. CL-i5oF [ 33 25 n

tP,4L CL.PE2r5K ~ 62 40 rsl

Note 3 Load circuits and voltag waeforms aea shown in Section 1

TEXAS q1
INSTRUMENTS

POST OFtiCE BOX 555012 - OALLAS thXAS IS24,1 2-239
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SU54S74. 5174S74
DUAL 0-TYPE POSITIVE-EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS WITH PRESET AID CLEAR

recommended operating conditions

SN54S74 5td74S74
________________________________MIN NOM MAX MIN NOM MAX-UI

VC Suop v oltage 45 5 5S 475 5 5.25 V
VI. H nitenu r.01tage 2 2 V
VIL Low-lee no.f roulge 0,8 0.8 V

'OM HKgtr.!.e. outouI Cufront -1I -I tnA

'CL LC*-Irtf Output Currant 20 20 MA
CL ,h6 6

tv, PuLiM duraton CLK 10 7.3 73 "a
ICLR-o PRE ov, 7 7

Is. Strop tm, before CLK H.it.'ec*I data 3 3
Lomartv* data 3 3

lii Input trOd tine .data after CLK 2 1 2 n
TA Oeerst'ng tre... temperature i-5 5  125 1 0 70i C

*electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)

PARMEERTET ONITON? N54S74 !TN74
PA R A M E T EM 

I TTT 
Y PSIO S M A X M I Ne P M A X N IdT. I V IK VCC M IN , 1 - IS m A. -1.2 -1.2 VVNVCC -MIN, VIN -2 V, VIL "O'SV- 2.5 3.4 2.7 3.4V

IO -1I riA
*VCC MIN, VIM-2 V. VIL*.V 0. 0.5 V,

S VOL I01.20 MA ___ .___ 0.5_____

S 11, __ VCC MAX, VI -5.5 V _____I I MA

=I A VCC .MAX, VI - 2.7 V 150- 160 o
IRor CLK 100_____ '100

0-2 -2

VCC -MAX. VI 0.5 V -6 -6 M
pal -4 - A

CLK -4 -4

10S, VCC -MAX -40 -10O -40 -100 MA
c#VCC -MAX. SeNot@2 15 25 is 25 MrA

t~r canditionsa shown as MINe or MAX. use the aproptafte value apecified unfder recommtenided operating contditions
'ANIIO4 typiaS Orfe re 8t VCC - 5 V. TA -2S5C.
Ift0l More ~ee i output should be Shorted at a time, arid the duration' of the ~hr circuit should riot exceed orte second
ICIea 1s teste With preset high arid1 Prest is testeid with Clear high

lAireage pe at-.rl 00NOTE 2 With 00l outputs opent IC is measured with the Q arid U output$ high in turn At the time of measurement the clock ~rpi is
grounded

switching characteristics, VCC -5 V, TA - 25"C (see note 3)

PARAMETER FO OTEST CONDITIONS MINe TYP MAX UNITIiNPUT) IOUTPUTI ______________ ______

I1HPTr 0 1a ,7r- 6 n
PWTor C-- (CLKigh) - 9 135

'PHL PR ,CLR CLK low Coro hIL - 90. CLiS0F5 A

HLC CCLK

NOTE 3 Load rcrmu,tt arid ronig.e wgnelorms awe shown mn Sectior.

2-240 TEXAs4
INSTRUMENTS

lOST OFFCE BOX eOSaOt I DALLAS TEXAS 7S263
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APPENDIX K

QUADRUPLE POSITIVE NAND GATE TECHNICAL DATA

(SNJ54LSOO)

SN5480, SN54LSOO, SN54S00,
S37400. SN74LSOO, SN74S00

GUADRUPLE 2-IUPUT POSITIVE-NANO GATES
DECEMBER 1983 -REVISED MARCH 1988

* PackMage Options Include Plastic "Small SN45400 - J PACKAGE
Outllne" Packages. Ceramic Chip Carrers 5154LS00. SN4450 J ON WN PACKAGE
and Flat Packages. and Plastic and Ceramic 5147400. . N PACKAGE
Dips SN74L&G0. 1174600, 0 0ft N PACKAGE

I ~(TOP VIEWI
* Dependable Texas Instruments Quality arie

Reliability IA [I I VCC

19 2 1 49
description ly 3 12 4A

These devices contain four independent 2-input- 29 C i 39 4

NANO gates. 28 6 5 9 3A
The 5N5400. SN54LSOO, and SN54SOO are -GND a3
characterized for operation over the full military
temperature range of - 550C to 125 0C. The S15400. .W PACKAGE a
SN7400. SN74LSOO. and SN74SOO are ITOP VIEW)
characterized f or operation f rom 0 OC to 70 OC.

IAC 1 1 4 Y
FUNCTIONTARLE leach gate) ?BE 2 149

lYE 3 12 4A
INPUTS OUPTVCC E4 11 GNO
A 9 2Y[ 5 i0 398

2A 6 93
7 9

S4LO.SNS4SOO. FK PACKAGE _
logic symbol? (TOP VIEW)

IA > 3 ~i J

Is 121 3 2 1 20 19

41 1 Y 4 18 C4A
2A1t)2Y NC S '7 CNC

z Si 2A 6 16 C4YV

3A1)NC ]7 1s5 NC

38110 -I)3Y2 28 1 41C238

4A1121 N2 1
48

'Thg sv"Ibol s m accordance *witi ANSI IEEE Sid 91-1994 and logic diagram (poisitive logic)
EC PI,caio,, 61A? 12

P,n n..sners smown wre Oor 0 1J and N wakages IA

28l 2Y

I3D) 3Y
49A~jI~- 4Y

236 Y A ao,vY A-3



S15400. SMULS00. SM54SOC,
SM7400, SU74LSOO. SM74S00
UUADRUPLE 2-INPUT POSITIVE-MAND GATES

schematics (each gate)

00

VCC

4 k! 1 6 k9 130 U

A

B y

:I kit

Vc- VcC

0S~ it 0112 S

AA

U5 1 k60012t 11111

0~~ ON NO

Resistor valves sh~own ate nomnal

absolute maximum ratings over operating tree-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)

Supply voltage, VCC (see Note 1) 7 7V
Input voltage: '00. 'S00 5.5 V

ISOO ..... 7 V
Operating free-air temperature range: SN54 -550C to 1250C

SN74' 0'C to 700C
Storage temperature range - 650C to 1500C

NOTE I voltage values are with respcti to network gfov"d ter.-nal

2-4 INSTRUMENTS
POST 0 OX We I2 . DALLAS TIXd 71341%
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3115400,3117400
aQUADRUPLE 2-IUPUT POSITIVE-NANO GATES

recommended operating conditions
SN5400 SN7400

IUNIT
MIN NOM MAX MIN NOM MAX

V Solvotg,45 5 55 4 75 5 525 V

VI ihlw~atvlae2 2 V

VLLvrw$ipt.ige06 08 V

)O ig-evlotptcurm-04 -04 -lA

f0L Low-level output currenlt 16 16 mA

TA 000"'I"1fg "" 1tem lperature -55 125 0 70 OC

electrical characteristics ovrer recommended operating frees-air temperature rang. (unless otherwise noted)
SN5400 SN7400

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS t UNIT
MIN TYPS MAX MIN TYPI MAX

VIK VCC -MIN. 11 -- 12 mA -15 -15 V

VON VCC MIN. VIL *O.6V. IoN--0.4ntA 2A 3.4 24' 34 V

VOL VCC -MIN. Vi,2 V. 101OL16 mA 0.2 04 0.2 04 V

______ VCCMAX. VI S5V I 1 mA

14 VCC -MAX. VI -2.4 V 40 40 uA

IL VCC -MAX, VI - 0.4 V -16 -16 mA A,

lost VCC - MAX -20 -55 -18 -55 mA _j

'ccH VCC -MAX, VI - V 4 4 a A les

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ =- Isi
'CL VCC -MAX, V 1-45V 12 22 12 2? rnA

? ot conoaton, shown as MIN or MAX. use the waro@.e.1. vaiu@ soocifis uridore eotmmended operating condition*.

I All Ivpaa Ae at VCC - 5 V. TA 20C
# Not more then oneO output smoula Do entie at a tim.

switching charactieristics, VCC As 5 V, TA AR 250C (see note 2)
FROM TO

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT
SINPUT) IOU.TPUT)J

IPLH 11 22 i

IFNIL Awe y RL - 4oo n CL1~oF 7 is ri

NOTE 2 Load circuis a nd voltage *eeeeifoems are shown in Section I

TExAs 4 2-5
INSTRUMENTS

Post O0VCI BOX 11310'2 - DALLAS 'EXAS 7S20
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SN54LSOO, SM74LSOO
QUADRUPLE 2-INPUT POSITIVE-NANO GATES

recommended operating conditions
51N54 LSO SIY74LSOD

MINd NONE MAX MIN NODM MAX'UI

Vcc S~ioQcl 0orae 4.5 5 55 4 75 5 525 V

VIM M'gi e.0' .. 1. o1age 2 2 V

ViL Low el-04 ."o a lvi 0 7 0.8 V

'0M H-9O '6'e' 0 " .e - 04 -0.4 mA

1CL LO-- F"t 0-10-1 ci.10" 4 a -A

TA Ooe'i' ,q ",eira , r-,-a,.,@ - 55 125 0 70 O C

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)
SN54LSOO 51474L500

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS t UNIT
MIN TYPS MAX MIN TYP:I MAX

VK VCC MIN 1 1 - A - 1.5 - 15 V

CMN VCC MIN VIL MAX, 'C,'- - 04 -A 25 34 27 3.4 V

VCC MIN, .*2 V. COL
4 

A 0,25 0.4 0,25 0 4
VOL 0.5 .

rrVCC MIN,. Vj.V OL 8 -A 0.35____ j.

VCMAX, V, -7 V 0.1 01 MA]

* ijH VCC MAX. V, -2.7 V 20 20 jyA

I'L VCC MAX. V,-04 V -04 - oA mA

lost VCC MAX -20 -100 -20 -100 rmA
to __ __

ICCH VCC -MAX, vt - Ov 08 1.6 08 1.6 mA

'CCL VCC -MAX. V-4 5 V 24 44 24 44 m

I Feo. coe.,en snow, a IN 01 MAAX. u" In. 490100Tor.@I,@* op"f'd unaer w.Cmmanded OiOFatifl cofld,.tofl
I All tvoOMa vaus are a. t VCC - 5 V. TA - 250C
j Nor me,@ 1"Gr one OuTOut sh*,Id be ShO't?" ate a1-9. &M0 t d,.tOn of the OhOft C,fCuIt Should not *30 OnS *e COnd

switching charactristics. VCC - 5 V, TA - 25*C (see note 2)

PARAMETER FRMT TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT
IINPUTI IOUTPUT)

TPLH A AorS 8 y RL-2kfl. CLISOPF 9 is n

tPN L I10 is Its
NOTE 2 Load circuit$ anid voltage viaveIofms are shown in Section I

2-6 TEXAS 4p
INSTRUMENTS

OS* O'r'C! 90% 6W'02 -OAILAS TEXAS 7S26-
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SN54SO0, SN74S00
QUADRUPLE 2-INPUT POSITIVE-NAND GATES

recommended operating conditions
SN54S00 SN74S00

'UNITMIN NOM MAX MIN NOM MAX

VCC SuOOiv voltage 4S 5 55 4 75 5 S25 V

VON Mrqh-i9 I fl. t a0itAW 2 2 V

VIL Lov-Nie -notOt utiltl 08 08 V

ION Ht 4,gI.14 OutpuI Current -1 -1 mA

'OL Low-IevuI Outert Cutttt 20 20 mA
LL

TA O artmn ftrh-ir temperalure - 55 125 0 70 'C

Electrical characteristics over recommwd operating froe-air temperature range (unless otherwise not"d
514450 51474500

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS t UNIT
MIN TYPI MAX MIN TYP$ MAX

Vl
K  VCC MON. I1 --18 mA -12 -12 V

VON VCC MIN. VIL 08 V 10N-I mA 25 34 27 34 V

VOL VCC MIN. VIM 2V. 10L 20mA 05 05 V 00

I1 VCC MAX. V1 5 V 1 mA ,

IN VCCMAX. V- 2 7 V so 50 aA

IlL VCC -MAX. V, 0 5 V -2 -2 mA 0
lost VCC - MAX -40 -100 -40 -100 mA --

- -
'CC H  VCC MAX. V, - 0 V 10 16 10 16 mA

'CCL VCC MAX. V, - 4 5 V 20 36 20 36 mA

I for condqtons shown as MIN or MAX. "i tn soo go..t ute's- w41€,,O unc.'e.o--.t'oeo O'ng cOtOnl.
I All tVit einua Ire Wt VCC - v. A - WCa
1 NOT more thenl Ol* Output should aq snarled at I t.me. &nto ma durtOn Ot -i* stOt c--Cu I U1o0.d not tCfld 00 econd

switching characteristics. VCC - 5 V. TA = 25'C (see note 2)

PROM TO
PARAMETER TEST CONOITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT

IINPUT) IOUTPUT)

1
PL,4 3 45 't

RL -
2 0 

i. CL ISOFt
PNL 3 5 'a

IPLN RL - 280 fl. CL 4 5

NOTE 2 LOA C ,tinus and .oiyage maveloms ,re smovr n Sec: on I

TEXAS 2-7
INSTRUMENTS

-OS' 0CFCE DOO 65C'2 • 0-IL-S 'ItuS 'S211
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APPENDIX L

SUMMARY OF DATA WORDS LOST FROM ORIGINAL MUSTANG

FLIGHT DATA

Word in Wavelength Words
Spectrum A Lost

1 1800.000 1
2 1803.133 2
3 1806.266 3
4 1809.399 4
5 1812.532 5
6 1815.665 6
7 1818.798 7
8 1821.931 8
9 1825.064 9
10 1828.197 10 1
11 1831.330 11 _

12 1834.463 12
13 1837.596 13
14 1840.729 14

15 1843.862 15
16 1846.995 16
17 1850.128
18 1853.261 1
19 1856.394 2
20 1859.527 3

21 1862.660 4
22 1865.793 5
23 1868.926 6
24 1872.059 7

25 1875.192 8
26 1878.325 9
27 1881.458 10
28 1884.591 11
29 1887.724 12

30 1890.857 13
31 1893.990 14
32 1897.123 15
33 i00.256 16

34 1903.389 1 2
35 1906.522 1
36 1909.655 2
37 1912.788 3
38 1915.921 4
39 1919.054 5 i

40 1922.187 6 _
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41 1925.320 7

42 1928.453 8
43 1931.586 9
44 1934.719 10
45 1937.852 11
46 1940.985 12
47 1944.118 13
48 1947.251 14
49 1950.384 15
50 1953.517 16
51 1956.650 3
52 1959.783 1
53 1962.916 2
54 1966.049 3
55 1969.182 4
56 1972.315 5
57 1975.448 6
58 1978.581 7
59 1981.714 8
60 1984.847 9
61 1987.980 10
62 1991.113 11
63 1994.246 12
64 1997.379 13
65 2000.512 14
66 2003.645 15
67 2006.778 16
68 2009.911

69 2013.044 1
70 2016.177 2
71 2019.310 3
72 2022.443 4
73 2025.576 5

74 2028.709 6
75 2031.842 7
76 2034.975 8
77 2038.108 9
78 2041.241 10
79 2044.374 11
80 2047.507 12
81 2050.640 13
82 2053.773 14
83 2056.906 15
84 2060.039 16
85 2063.172 5
86 2066.305 1
87 2069.438 2
88 2072.571 3
89 2075.704 4
90 2078.837 5
91 2081.970 6
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92 2085.103 7
93 2088.236 8
94 2091.369 9
95 2094.502 10
96 2097.635 11
97 2100.768 12
98 2103.90 13
99 2107.034 14
100 2110,167 15
101 2113.300 16
102 2116.433 6
103 2119.566 7
104 2122.699 1
105 2125.832 2
106 2128.965 3
107 2132098 4
108 2135.231 5
109 2138.364 6
110 2141.497 7
111 2144.630 8
112 2147.763 9
113 2150,896 10
114 2154.029 11
115 2157.162 12
116 2160.295 13
117 2163.428 14
118 2166.561 15
119 2169.694 16
120 2172.827 8
121 2175.960 1
122 2179.093 2
123 2182.226 3
124 2185.359 4
125 2188.492 5
126 2191.625 6
127-- 2194.758 7
128 2197.891 8

129 2201.024 9
130 2204.157 10
131 2207.290 1
132 2210.423 12
133 2213.556 13
134 2216.689 14
135 2219.822 15
136 2222.955 16
137 2226.088 9
138 2229.221 1
139 2232.354 2
140 2235.487 3

-141 2238.620 4
14 [ 2241.753 5
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143 2244.886 6
144 22M.019 7
145 2251.152 8
146 2254.285 9
147 2257.418 10
148 2260.551 11
149 2263.684 12
150 2266.817 13
151 2269.950 14
152 2273.083 15
153 2276.216 16
154 2279.349 10
155 2282.482 1
156 2285.615 2
157 2288.748 3
158 2291.881 4
159 2295.014 5
160 2298.147 6
161 2301.280 7
162 2304.413 8
163 2307.546 9
164 2310.679 10
165 2313.812 11
166 2316.945 12
167 2320.078 i3
168 2323.211 14
169 2326.344 15
170 2329.477 16
171 2332.610 11
172 2335.743 1
173 2338.876 2
174 2342.009 3
175 2345.142 4
176 2348.275 5
177 2351.408 6
178 2354.541 7
179 2357.674 8
180 2360.807 9
181 2363.940 10
182 2367.073 11
183 2370.206 12
184 2373.339 13
185 2376.472 14
186 2379.605 15
187 2382.738 16
188 2385.871 12

189 2389.004 1
190 2392.137 2
191 2395.270 3
192 2398.403 4
193 2401.536 5
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194 2404.669 6
195 2407.802 7
196 2410.935 8
197 2414.068 9
198 2417.201 10
199 2420.334 11
200 2423.467 12
201 2426.600 13
202 2429.733 14
203 2432.866 15
204 2435.999 16
205 2439.132 13
206 2442.265 1
207 2445.398 2
208 2448.531 3
209 2451.664 4
210 2454.797 5
211 2457.930 6
212 2461.063 7
213 2464.196 8
214 2467.329 9
215 2470.462 10
216 2473.595 11
217 2476.728 12
218 2479.861 13
219 2482.994 14
220 2486.127 15
221 2489.260 16
222 2492.393 1 14
223 2495.526 1
224 2498.659 2
225 2501.792 3
226 2504.925 4
227 2508.058 5
228 2511.191 6
229 2514.324 7
230 2517.457 8
231 2520.590 9
232 2523.723 10
233 2526.856 11
234 2529.989 12
235 2533.122 13
236 2536.255 14
237 2539.388 15
238 2542.521 16
239 2545.654 15
240 2548.787 16
241 2551.920 1
242 2555.053 2
243 2558.186 3
244 2561.319 4
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245 2564.452 5
246 2567.585 6
247 2570.718 7
248 2573.851 8
249 2576.984 9
250 2580.117 10 _

251 2583.250 11
252 2586.383 12
253 2589.516 13
254 2592.649 14
255 2595.782 15
256 2598.915 16
257 2602.048 1
258 2605.181 2
259 2608.314 3
260 2611.447 4
261 2614.580 5
262 2617.713 6
263 2620.846 7
264 2623.979 8
265 2627.112 9
266 2630.245 10
267 2633.378 11
268 2636.511 12
269 2639.644 13
270 2642.777 14
271 2645.910 15
272 2649.043 16
273 2652.176 17
274 2655.309 1
275 2658.442 2
276 2661.575 3
277 2664.708 4
278 2667.841 5
279 2670.974 6
280 2674.107 7
281 2677.240 8
282 2680.373 9
283 2683.506 10
284 2686.639 11
285 2689.772 12
286 2692.905 13
287 2696.038 14
288 2699.171 15
289 2702.304 16
290 2705.437 18
291 2708.570 1

292 2711.703 2
293 2714.836 3
294 2717.969 4
295 2721.102 5
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296 2724.235 6
297 2727.368 7
298 2730.501 8
299 2733.634 9
300 2736.767 10
301 2739.900 11
302 2743.033 12
303 2746.166 13
304 2749.299 14

305 2752.432 15
306 2755.565 16
307 2758.698 19
308 2761.831 1
309 2764.964 2
310 2768.097 3

311 2771.230 4
312 2774.363 5
313 2777.496 6
314 2780.629 7
315 2783.762 8
316 2786.895 9
317 2790.028 10

318 2793.161 11
319 2796.294 12

320 2799.427 13
321 2802.560 14
322 2805.693 15
323 2808.826 16

324 2811.959 20
325 2815.092 1
326 2818.225 2
327 2821.358 3

328 2824.491 4
329 2827.624 5
330 2830.757 6
331 2833.890 7

332 2837.023 8
333 2840.156 9
334 2843.289 10

335 2846.422 11
336 2849.555 12

337 2852.688 13
338 2855.821 14
339 2858.954 15
340 2862.087 16
341 2865.220 21
342 2868.353 1
343 2871.486 2

344 2874.619 3
345 2877.752 4
346 2880.885 5
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347 2884.018 6
348 2887.151 7
349 2890.284 8
350 2893.417 9
351 2896.550 10
352 2899.683 11
353 2902.816 12
354 2905.949 13
355 2909.082 14
356 2912.215 15
357 2915.348 16
358 2918.481 22
359 2921.614 1
360 2924.747 2
361 2927.880 3
362 2931.013 4
363 2934.146 5 1
364 2937.279 6
365 2940.412 7
366 2943.545 8
367 2946.678 9
368 2949.811 10
369 2952.944 11
370 2956.077 12
371 2959.210 13
372 2962.343 14
373 2965.476 15
374 2968.609 16
375 2971.742 23
376 2974.875 24
377 2978.008 1
378 2981.141 2
379 2984.274 3
380 2987.407 4
381 2990.540 5
382 2993.673 6
383 2996.806 7
384 2999.939 8
385 3003.072 9
386 3006.205 10
387 3009.338 11
388 3012.471 12
389 3015.604 13
390 3018.737 14
391 3021.870 15
392 3025.003 16
393 3028.136 1 25
394 3031.269 1
395 3034.402 2

396 3037.535 3
397 3040.668 4
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398 3043.801 5
399 3046.934 6
400 3050.067 7
401 3053.200 8
402 3056.333 9
403 3059.466 10
404 3062.599 11
405 3065.732 12
406 3068.865 13
407 3071.998 14
408 3075.131 15
409 3078.264 16
410 3081.397 26
411 3084.530 1
412 3087.663 2
413 3090.796 3
414 3093.929 4
415 3097.062 5
416 3100.195 6
417 3103.328 7
418 3106.461 8
419 3109.594 9
420 3112.727 10
421 3115.860 11
422 3118.993 12
423 3122.126 13
424 3125.259 14
425 3128.392 15
426 3131.525 16
427 3134.658 27
428 3137.791 1
429 3140.924 2
430 3144.057 3
431 3147.190 4
432 3150.323 5
433 3153.456 6
434 3156.589 7
435 3159.722 8
436 3162.855 9
437 3165.988 10
438 3169.121 11
439 3172.254 12
440 3175.387 13
441 3178.520 14
442 3181.653 15
443 3184.786 16
444 3187.919 28
445 3191.052 1
446 3194.185 2
447 3197.318 3
448 3200.451 4
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449 3203384 5
450 3206.717 6

451 3209.850 7
452 3212.983 8
453 3216.116 9
454 3219.249 10 _

455 3222.382 11
456 3225.515 12
457 3228.648 13
458 3231.781 14
459 3234.914 15
460 3238.047 16
461 3241.180 29
462 3244.313 1
463 3247.446 2
464 3250.579 3
465 3253.712 4
466 3256.845 5
467 3259.978 6
468 3263.111 7
469 3266.244 8
470 3269.377 9

471 3272.510 10
472 3275.643 11
473 3278.776 12
474 3281.909 13
475 3285.042 14
476 3288.175 15
477 3291.308 16
478 3294.441 30
479 3297.574 1
480 3300.707 2
481 3303.840 3

482 3306.973 4
483 3310.106 5
484 3313.239 6
485 3316.372 7

486 3319.505 8
487 3322.638 9
488 3325.771 10
489 3328.904 11
490 3332.037 12
491 3335.170 13
492 3338.303 14
493 3341.436 15
494 3344.569 16
495 3347.702 31
496 3350.835 1
497 3353.968 2
498 3357.101 3
499 3360.234 4
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500 3363.367 5 ____

501 3366.500 6 ____

502 3369.633 7 ____

503 3372.766 8
504 3375.899 9 ____

505 3379.032 10
506 3382.165 11
507 3385.298 12
508 3388.431 13
509 3391.564 14
510 3394.697 15
511 3397.830 16 ____

512 3400.963 32
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APPENDIX M

ITT IMAGE INTENSIFIER TECHNICAL DATA

E'EC T VO- O NAI iT DIVISION -DATA SHEET 1-

3700 East Pontiac Street -PROXIMITY FOCUSED CHANNEL INTENSIFIER TUBE-
P.O. Box 3700Fort Wayne. Indiana 4680I TUBE S/N XXH0967

1.0 OUTLINE DRAWINGS TUBE TYPE F4145

CsTe/F.S.; P20/FO

mmDATE 06/91

mm 25 b On

0 max. II useable
_iar L - 7 aperture 5.0 CATHODE SENSITIVITY

" - ua/lumen

2.0 ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC
Photo-
cathode- MCP P sphor 6.0 RESOLUTION

- lp/nu
" - MCP volts

-hv L o Lut-- 7.0 LUMINOUS GAIN

3.0 LEAD CONNECTIONS

LEAD COLOR ELEMENT 8.0 GAIN UNIFORMITY
r I h-tocathode (neg.)
2 Red MCP Input (neg.) 13 %
3 Orange MCP Output (neg.) P 50 K e gain
4 Yellow Phosphor (ground)

9.0 EQUIVALENT BACKGROUND INPUT

4.0 MAXIMUM OPERATING VOLTAGES * - lumens/cm 2* - gain

Cathode to MCP input 180 volts

MCP input to MCP output I820 volts 10.0 MCP VOLTAGE
MCP output to Phosphor 6000 volts

* voltages for SOO00 gain Set for 1820V at 10V Control

4.1 USE WITH POWER SUPPLY

Model # 200057 S/N 0105
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-PROXIMITY FOCUSED CHANNEL INTENSIFIER TUBE-

Tube S/N XXH0967 Tube Type F4145 Date 029

MCP Conductivity 1.1 x 10'. amps @ 1000 volts

Photocathode Sensitivity - ua/L 0 - Lumens

Photocathode Type/Window CsTe/F.S. Phosphor Type P20

Photocathode Voltage 180 Phosphor Voltage 6000

6 GAIN CHARACTERISTICS 0 UV Foot-Candles Input

5X10

6
1x a

5X1O

GAIN

5X

41

5x 10

5X10 3

1400 1500 1600 1750 1800
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OiLL I& MPS PER wATT

td ~ * 1DSU 0 0 0 000000

'A7

0

All
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